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Rod-to-Coccus Ratio: C hange In Cell C ount During Mozza rella Manufacturing And
Impact On Proteolysis During Refrigerated Storage
By
D. . Barbano, J.J . Yun And P.S. Kindstedt, L.J . Riely
Northeast Dairy Foods Research Center
Cornell Universit y And Uni vers ity Of Vennont
Ith aca, NY A nd Burl ington, VT

Abstract
Three 375 lb vats of cultured low mo isture part skim Mozzarella cheese were prod uced
from the same batch of standardized milk and rennet, but using three d ifferent rod (Lactobacillus
bulgaricus - Marschall Products - Thermorod) and coccus (Streptococcus tilermophilus Marschall Products - Thennococcus) ratios (9R:IC, 5 R:5C, and IR :9C). The total volume and
total co lo ny fonning units of culture added was kept constant for all ratios (i.e., I 02 ml/375 Ib).
Cheese was made with the " no-brine" cheese making method using a 106°F (4 1°C) cook
temperature, 6.4 draw pH *whey), 5.25 milling pH , and 135°F (57°C) stretching temperature.
Cheese making was replicated on three different days as a 3 X 3 Latin square des ign. Titratable
ac idity increase and pH decrease were slower, while make time was longer with the 9R : I C ratio.
The number of both rod and coccus per gram increased during cheese making, but di fferenti al
enumeration of rod and coccus revealed that cocc us was the dominant organi sm in the curd at
milling regardless of initial rod :coccus ratio added to the milk. The num ber of vi able coccus
was not decreased by stretching and remained constant during 50 days of re fri gerated storage.
The number of viable rods seemed to decrease as a result of stretching and may continue to
decrease during storage. The amount of inocul ation (given constant ri pening time) may be as
important or more important than the ratio of rod-to-coccus.
There were no significant differences in initi al chemical compos ition (moisture, fa t,
protein , salt) and pH among cheeses made using di ffere nt rod :coccus ratios. So luble prote in
content ( i.e., pH 4. 6 acetate soluble -extent of proteolysis; 12% TCA soluble depth of
pro teolys is) in the chee e increased with time fo r all cheeses, but proteolysis of cheese with
higher rod :coccus ratio increased at a faster rate. Rod:cocc us ratio had a greater impact on 12%
TCA soluble protein , than on pH 4.6 soluble protein . The highest rod:coccus ratio produced
more 12% TCA soluble nitrogen during refri gerated storage. Thu s, the hig her the number of
viable rods present during cheese manufacturing, the greater the depth of proteolysis.
Introduction
Mozzarella cheese texture and fu nctiona l propert ies change with time of refrigerated
storage ( I). Immediately after traditional Mozzarella cheese manu fac ture, the cheese has poor
meltability. However, with time of refrigerated sto rage the meltability of the cheese inc reases ( I).
Experience in the cheese industry has shown that Mozzare lla cheese for institutio nal use in the
preparatio n of pizza has optimum functional characteristics after about 2 to 3 weeks of
refrigerated storage. It is ass umed that the majo r contribution to changes in unmelted cheese
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texture and melting characteristics o f Mozza re ll a cheese during refri gerated storage is due to the
acti on of proteolytic enzymes .
The poss ible sources of proteolytic acti vi ty in Mozzarella cheese are coagulant , starter
culture, milk , and nonstarter bacteria. A recent study designed to identify the relative
contri bution of these sources o f proteolytic enzymes reported that the coagul ant and starter
culture are the primary source of proteolytic acti vity in Mozzarell a cheese (2). A contribution of
native milk e nzymes was not detected. The level of nonstarter bacteri a in the cheese was very
low and did not increase with time of refrigerated storage and therefore was not a major source
of proteo lytic activity. Thu s, the coagulant and the starter culture are the major contributo rs of
proteolysis during refrigerated sto rage of Mozzarell a cheese.
At the 199 1 Marschall Conference, Dr. Paul Kindstedt presented data indicating that the
proteolytic activity of most milk coagulants is not heat inacti vated during the Mozzarella cheese
manufacturi ng process (3). Proteolysis was monitored during refri gerated storage by measuring
the increase in pH 4.6 acetate soluble nitrogen and 12% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) soluble
nitrogen. The pH 4 .6 acetate soluble nitrogen is a measure of both the small and large peptides
prod uced by the action of proteases and peptidases. The 12% TCA soluble nitrogen is a
measure of the very small peptides and amino acids released by proteases and peptidases. Thus,
the pH 4.6 acetate solu ble nitrogen is a refl ection of the extent of proteolysis, whil e the 12%
TCA soluble nitrogen is a reflecti on of the depth of proteolysis. Large differences in production
of pH 4.6 acetate soluble nitrogen from one coagulant to another were reported. Smaller
differences in 12% TCA so luble nitrogen due to different coagulants were also reported.
The starter cultures used in manufacture of Mozzare lla cheese also provide proteases and
peptidases that break down casein in Mozzarella cheese during refri gerated storage. Gene rall y, it
has been fo und that the rod contributes more to proteolytic acti vity in the cheese th an the cocc us.
Oberg et al. (4) , has re ported diffe rences in the rate of change in functional pro perties of
Mozzarell a cheese during refrigerated storage when protease posit ive and negati ve strains of
Lactobacillu s de lbrueckii ssp. bulgaricus were used for cheese making. Commercial stra ins are
mostl y protease pos iti ve, but may vary in their proteolytic activity from strain to strain .
It has been common practice in the Mozzare lla cheese industry to use di fferent strains of
cultures fo r Mozzarell a cheese manufacture and to use diffe rent ratios of rod-to-coccus. Cheese
makers use thi s approach to try to fi ne tune the characteristics of the ir cheese. The objecti ves of
o ur study were to determine the influence of in itial rod-to-coccus ratio on a.) the pH, titratable
ac idity, cheese mak ing ti me, and viable count s of rod and coccus in low moisture part skim
Mozzarell a and b.) init ial chemical compos iti on and proteo lys is during storage at 4°C for 50
days.
Methods
Cheese Makin g.
Three 375 lb vats of cultured low moisture part skim Mozzarell a cheese were produced
from the same batch of standardi zed milk and rennet, but using three different rod
(Lactobacillus bulgaricus- Marschall Products - Thermorod) and coccus (Streptococcus
thermophilu s - Marschall Products - Thermococcus) ratios (9R:IC, SR:SC, and IR:9C). The
total vo lume and total colony forming units of culture added was kept constant for all ratios (i.e.,
102 ml/375 lb). Cheese was made with the " no-brine" cheese making method using a 106°F
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(4 I 0 C) cook temperature, 6.4 whey drawing pH, 5.25 milling pH, and 135°F (57°C) stretching
temperature, as described previously (I). If the vats made with different rod :coccus ratios
developed acid at different rates, they were held until they reached a milling pH of 5.25. Cheese
making was replicated on three different days as a 3 X 3 Latin square design.
Rod and Coccus Counts.
Viable differential plate counts of rod and coccus were done using the method of Lee et
al. (5) . Spread plates of appropriate dilutions were made and incubated anaerobically at 38°C for
48 h. Differential counting of rod and coccus was done on the same pl ate based on the difference
in colony morphology between rod and coccus. Confirmation and validation of the method was
done by spi king samples with known amounts of pure rod or pure coccus. In addition,
representative colonies were picked and the presence of rod or coccus was confirmed by gram
stain and microscopic examination. The detection limits of the method are from about 30: I to
I :30 in rod:coccus ratio. Rod-to-coccus ratio was determined for milk at the time of inoculation,
curd at draw, curd at milling, cheese at three days, and cheese at 50 days of refrigerated storage.
pH. TA. Cheese Making Time.
The pH of milk, whey, and cheese were measured using a pH electrode (Xerolyt, model
HA405, Ingo ld Electrodes, Inc. , Wilmington, MA) and an Accument pH meter (Model915,
Fisher Scientific, Spri ngfield , NJ). The e lectrode was immersed in a 3M KC I storage solution at
38°C between pH measurements to improve the stability of pH readings. Temperature of whey
and cheese during cheese making was 38°C. Reference buffers for pH 4 and 7 were tested at
38°C. The act ual pH of the reference buffers were ca lculated for 38°C based on the
recommended temperature coeffic ients provided by the manufacturer. Titratable ac idity (TA)
was measured during cheesemaking (6). Cheese making time for the purpose of thi s experiment
was defined as the time from culture addition to achievement of milling pH of 5.25.
Cheese Composition.
The initial chemical composition of the cheese was determined. Cheese sam ples were ground in
a blender to obtain a particle size of abou t 2 to 3 mm. Ground samples were packed in 50 ml
plastic snap- lid vials, without head space, to minimize moisture loss from cheese during storage
at 4°C (up to 2-d prior to analysis). Cheese moisture was determined grav imetrica lly, in
quadrup licate by dry ing 2 g of cheese at I00°C in a forced air oven (Model OY-490-2, Blue M,
Blue Island , IL) for 24 h. Salt content of cheese was determined using the Vol hard method (6)
and fat content by Babcock (6) . Total nitrogen was measured by the Kjeldahl method and
converted to protein using a factor of 6.38 (7).
Proteolysis.
Both pH 4.6 acetate buffer soluble nitrogen and I2% TCA soluble nitrogen content of
cheese were measured at 3, 8, 15 , 2 I, 29, and 50 days of storage at 4°C. Nitrogen was converted
to a protein basis using a 6.38 factor. All soluble protein values are expressed as a pe rcentage of
the total protein content of the cheese. SDS-PAGE (8) was used to monitor as and ~-casein
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breakdown during refrigerated storage. The results are expressed as the amo unt of remaining
intact as-casein and ~-casein at various times of refrigerated storage.
Results And Discussion
pH. TA. Cheese Making Time. and Viable Counts.
The rate of decrease in pH and the rate of increase in titratable ac idity were slower for the
9R:IC, while there was little difference in pH and TA between the SR:SC and IR:9C ratios
(Figures I and 2). As a result, the cheese making time to achieve a milling pH of 5.25 was
longer for 9R:IC, than for the other two ratios (Figure 3).
The actual viable counts of rod and coccus at the time of milk inoculation were close to
the intended ratios identified in the experimental design (Table I). Many times cheese makers
talk about more extreme ratios of rod-to-coccus than are covered in this study (i.e., I00 to I,
1000 to I , etc . or visa versa). However, if you look at the milk at inoculation in terms of colony
forming units (CFU), it can be seen that once you reach a ratio of about 9: I or I :9, the number of
each organism in co lony forming units will not change that dramatically, particularly the
organ ism that is present in the highest number. For example, theoretically at a 5R:5C ratio, the
colony forming units would be 20 X I 06 of rod and of cocc us, while at a 9.1 rod-to-coccus ratio
would result in 36 X 106 rods and 4 X 106 coccus in the milk at inoculation. lf the ratio was
changed further from 9R:IC to 99R:IC, the counts would be 39.6 X 106 rods and .4 X 106 coccus.
As can be seen by the comparison of the CFU, the amount of increase in the total count of rod
going from a ratio of 5R:5C to 9R:IC is more dramatic than the change in count when the ratio is
changed to 99R:IC. Thus, rod-to-coccus ratios may be mislead ing.
The number of viable rod and cocc us both increased during the cheese making process,
but the rate of increase in numbers of coccus was much greater than for the rod. No matter what
the initi al ratio of rod-to-coccus was at the time of inoculatio n, the coccus was the predominant
organism in the cheese at milling (Table I). The mixing step may have caused some decrease in
viable rods in the cheese, but this was difficult to determine because the coccus greatly
o utnumbered the rod at this point in the manufacturing. ln general , the coccus seemed to survive
the mixing and the amount of viable cocc us in the c heese remained re latively constant during 50
days of refri gerated storage. It was clear that if you started out with a higher amount of rod in
the milk at the time of inoculation, you would have a higher amoun t of viable rod in the cheese
during refrigerated storage.
Unlike the condition s in our experiment , in a cheese factory when a different rod-tococcus ratio is used, there may be more than one factor changing at the same time. If the rod-tococcus ratio was increased from 5R:5C to 9R:IC and the rate of acid production decreased, then
the cheese maker would very likely increase the amount of culture added to maintain a constant
make time. Thus, two parameters have changed in the factory; the ratio and the level of
inoculation. It is likely that, in practice, when a cheese maker increases the ratio of rod-tococcus, the level of inocu lation is also increased. The cheese maker will assume that all the
changes observed in the functional characteristics of the cheese were due to the change in ratio,
when in fact they were due to both the ratio change and, more importantly, the inoculation leve l
change. This could cause cheese makers to overestimate the impact of changing rod-to-coccus
ratio on proteolysis and changes in functional properties.
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Cheese Composition .
The chemical composition of the cheese is shown in Table 2. There were no detectable
differences (f>.05) in composition of the cheese due to the difference in rod-to-coccus ratio.
The mean moisture, fat, protein, and salt content of the cheeses were very simi lar. The pH of the
cheeses at all 3 R:C ratios started out simi lar. However, the pH of the cheeses made with the
IR:9C had a tendency to increase with time of refrigerated storage, while the pH of cheeses made
with the 9R:IC and 5R:5C remained constant during 50 days of refrigerated storage (Figure 4).
The reason for thi s difference in pH behavior is not clear.
Proteolysis.
The changes in pH 4.6 acetate so luble protein and 12% TCA soluble protein are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. As shown by numerous researchers, both forms of soluble nitrogen increase
significantly with time of refrigerated storage. Our results (Figures 5 and 6) indicate that the
level of both types of soluble nitrogen increase with increasing ratio of rod-to-coccus. The
relative impact of differences in rod-to-coccus ratio was greater for the 12% TCA starter culture
and particularly the rod influenced the depth of proteolysis (i.e., TCA soluble nitrogen) more
than the extent of proteolysis (pH 4.6 acetate soluble nitrogen). This was confirmed by the
electrop horetic data. The amount of residual as-casein decreased with time for all treatments
but was not different for different rod-to-coccus ratios (Figure 7). The amount of residual ~
casein was constant with time, indicating little if any proteolysis of ~-case in occurred during 50
days of storage (Figure 8). If the exten t of proteolysis was different for different rod-to-coccus
ratios, then one wou ld expect that there would be a difference in the amount of intact as- or~
casein. This was not the case.
Conclusions
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.

The rate of decrease in pH and the rate of increase in TA
during cheese making were slower with 9R:IC.
The rate of increa e in viable counts of coccus was much
faster than that of rod during cheese making. As a result,
coccus became dominant in milled curd regardless of the initial
R:C ratio.
Viable counts in cheese did not change much during stretching
at 57°C or during 50 days of storage at 4 °C.
Variation in rod-to-coccus ratio at constant inoculation level
did not influence general cheese composition, as long as make
time was adjusted to maintain constant drawing pH and milling
pH among treatments.
Higher rod-to-coccus ratio caused a higher rate of production of
pH 4.6 and 12% TCA solub le nitrogen during refrigerated
storage.

The data presented last year (3), the data in this study, and other data that is avai lable in
our laboratory (2), lead us to believe that the coagulant and the starter culture are the two major
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sources of proteases in Mozzarella cheese when proper sanitation has been used to prevent the
growth of high numbers of nonstarter bacteri a in the cheese. In addition , we find that the
coagulant contributes most to the extent of proteo lysis, whi le the culture (particularly the rod)
contributes to the depth of proteolysis. Control of the relat ive contributions of these two sources
of proteases could lead to better control of the functi onal characteristics of Mozzarell a cheese
and improved cheese quality.
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FIGURE3.

Figure 3. Make Time - Culture to Mill
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FIGURES.

Figure 5. pH 4.6 S.P. during Storage
(Impact of Rod:Coccus Ratio)
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Figure 6. 12% TCA S.P. during Storage
(Imapact of Rod:Coccus Ratio)
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FIGURE 7

Figure 7. Alpha 5 -Casein during Storage
(Impact of Rod:Coccus Ratio)
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Figure 8. Beta-Casein during Storage
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TABLE 1

6
(CFUX10 jml or q)

TABLE 1. VIABLE COUNTS OF ROD AND COCCUS.

R:C RATIO
SAMPLE

9R:1C
ROD

MILJ: AT

1R:9C

5R:5C

coccus

ROD

coccus

ROD

coccus

33

3

18

23

2

35

75

68

37

300

<10

410

100

1100

20

2200

<10

4700

50

1100

<10

1900

<10

1700

20

1300

<10

2100

<10

2200

INOCULATION
CURD AT
DRAW
CURD AT
MILLING
CHEESE
AFTER 3 D
CHEESE
AFTER 50 D

TABLE 2

TABLE 2. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF MOZZARELLA CHEESE

R:C RATIO

COMPONENT

CHEESE pH

1R:9C

9R:1C

5R:5C

5.17

5.21

5.20

% H20

45.63

45.81

45.87

% FAT

20.75

20.92

20.88

% FDB

38.16

38.60

38.57

% TOTAL N

27.93

27.97

27.63

% SALT

1. 32

1.33

1.34

% SALT/H20

2.64

2.60

2.65
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Rod-To-Coccus Ratio: Changes In Functiona l C haracteristics And
Microstructure In Mozzarella Cheese During Refrigerated Storage
By
P.S. Kindstedt, L.J. Kiely, and D.M. Barbano and J.J. Yun
Northeast Dairy Foods Research Center
University o f Yennont and Cornell University
Burlington, VT and Ithaca, NY

Abstract
Thi s investigation is a continuat ion of the previous study on rod-to-coccus ratio (see
companion abstract by Barbano et al.). Three 37S lb vats of cultured low moi ture part sk im
Mozzare lla cheese were produced under the same conditions, but using three different rod
(Lactobacillus- Marschall Products- Thennorod) and coccus (Srreprococcus rhermophilus
Marscha ll Products- Thennococcus) ratios (9 R:IC, SR:SC, and IR:9C). Cheeses were stored at
40°F (4°C) and analyzed for functional c haracteristics and cheese microstructure 3, 8, IS , 2 1, 29,
and SO days after manufacture. Unmelted cheese texture was evaluated by Lnstron Texture
Profile Analysis (TPA), meltability by mod ified Schreiber test, apparent viscos ity by helical
viscometry, free oil fonnatjon by centrifuga l separati on and microstructure by scanning electron
microscopy.
Rod :coccus ratio significantly affected three of the six TPA parameters (springiness,
gumminess, chewi ness). Cheeses made wi th 9R:IC were less springy, less gummy, and less
chewy than cheeses made with IR :9C. However, the other three TPA parameters (hardness I,
hardness 2. and cohesiveness) were not significantly affected by rod:coccus ratio. Ln add ition ,
meltability, apparent viscosity, and free oi l formation did not differ significantly among cheeses
made with different rod:coccus ratios. Thus, rod:coccus ratio had a limited impact on unme lled
cheese tex ture and did not appear to influence cheese melting behavior. These finding are
surprising in view of the widespread perception in industry that rod :coccus ratio is an important
detenninant of cheese functional characteristics. As discussed in the companion abstract, the
amount of inocul ation may be as im portan t or more important than the ratio of rod-to-coccus.
The mi crostructure of all cheeses, regardless of rod:cocc us ratio, showed progressive increase in
poros ity wi th age. The cause of these changes is not known but may re late to proteolyti c
breakdown of the prote in matri x, destabili zati on of cheese fat, or gas fonnation . No obvious
differences in microstructure were observed among cheeses made with different rod:coccus
ratios.
Introduction
A thermophilic starter culture consisting of Lactobacillus de/brueckii ssp. bulgaricus
(hereafter abbreviated L. bulgaricus) and Streptococcus sa/ivarius ssp. thermophilus (herea fter
abbreviated S. thermophilus) is usually used in the making of low moisture Mozzarell a cheese.
In the industry this is referred to as a rod:coccus cu lture. The ratio of rod-to-coccus used in
Mozzare lla cheese making and its influence on fu ncti ona l characteri stics has been the s ubject of
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much interes t in the industry (3, 14, 15) and has led to the deve lopment of process contro l
systems to regulate rod:coccus ratio in commercial bulk cultures (2). Therefore, it is surpri sing
to find that published repo rts on the impact of rod-to-coccus rati o on Mozzarella cheese are
scarce.
There are two principal ways in which rod-to-coccus ratio may influence cheese
functional characteri stics. The first relates to the production of lactic acid and the formati on of
the basic curd structure during cheese making. According to Lawrence et al. (8, 9), the rate and
ex tent of ac id production and resulting deminerali zation of the curd during manufacture are
critical determinants of cheese structure and texture characteri stics, particularl y stretching
properties.
Acidification during Mozzarella cheese making depends on a symbiosis between L.
bulgaricus and S. thermophilus ( 10, 12, 13). S. thermophilus is weakly proteolytic and cannot
alo ne produce sufficient free amino acids and small peptides from casein to sustain vigoro us
growth and acid production in milk . In contrast, L. bulgaricus is much more proteolytic and thus
stimulates the growth of S. thermophilus by produc ing the needed peptides and free amino ac ids.
The invigorated S. thermophilus in tum encourages the growth of L. bulgaricus by produc ing
stimul atory levels of C0 2 and formic acid , and by lowering the ox idation-reduction potential.
This symbiosis between rod and coccus results in a two-stage fem1entation in which ac id
production at the stan of cheese making (i.e., before draining) is due largely to S. thermophilus,
whereas L. bulgaricus becomes the dominant acid-producer towards the end of manu facture.
Consequently, changing the proportion of rod-to-coccus in the starter culture will change the
schedule of acid production which may influence the structure of the cheese curd and the
functi onal characteri stics of the final cheese.
The second way that rod-to-coccus ratio m ay influence fun ctional characteristics re lates
to proteolytic breakdown of the curd structu re d uring aging. As mentioned above, L. bulgaricus
is much more proteolyt ic than S. thermophilus. Both L. bulgaricus and S. thermophilus are fai rl y
heat tolerant, therefore it is doubtful that they are completely in acti vated by the high curd
temperatures attained during stretching. Thus, it is reasonable to ex pect that a higher rati o of
rod-to-coccus in the starter culture will result in a hi gher popul ation of proteolytic rods in the
fin al cheese and higher levels of starter-associated proteolysis d uring aging. As was discussed at
last year 's Marschall ICS (5) , proteo lys is strongly influences the functional changes that occ ur in
Mozzarella cheese d uring aging.
Th is in vestigation is a continuati on of the previous study on rod-to-coccus rati o by
Barbano et a l. (see companion paper, 1992 ICS). In thi s paper we report on the impact of using
three differe nt rod-to-coccus ratios on the unme lted tex ture and the melting characteri stics of
Mozzare lla cheese during refri gerated aging. We a lso used electron microscopy to ex amine the
microstructural changes that occur during aging in order to better understand the relationship
between cheese structure and functional characteri stics.

Materials And Methods
Deta ils of the cheese manu facturing proced ure are given in the companion paper by
Barbano et al. ( 1992 ICS) and wi ll onl y be sum mari zed here. Three 375 lb. vats of cultured low
moisture pan skim Mozzarella cheese were produced at Cornell University under the same
conditions, but using three different rod (Lactobacillus bulgaricus- Marschall ProductsThermorod) and coccus (Streptococcus thermophilus- Marschall Products- Thennococcus)
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ratios (9 R:IC, 5R:5C, and IR:9C). It is important to note that the tota l amount of start er culture
added to each vat was held constan t; on ly the ratio of rod-to-coccus was varied. The "no brine"
procedure was used for all cheese making experiments.
Cheese samples were vacuum packaged and stored at 40°F (4°C) at Cornell University
and then analyzed for unmelted tex ture by lnstron Texture Profile Analysis (TPA ) (I), and
meltability by a modified Schreiber test (7) at 3, 8, 15, 2 1, 29 and 50 days of storage. ln
addi ti on, samples of all cheeses were sent on ice via overnight express mai l to the University of
Vermont and stored at 40°F (4°C) until ana lys i . Changes in apparent viscosity (by he li cal
viscometry (4)) and free oi l formation (by cen tri fuga l separation (6)) were measured at 3, 8, 15 ,
2 1, 29 and 50 days of storage. Data were analyzed for stati stical sign ificance by the SAS
Statistical Software Package. Microstructural c hanges during aging were exam ined using
scanning e lectron microscopy. Cheese samples were immersion fixed in 2.5% g luteraldehyde,
dehydrated in ethanol, frozen , fractured, critica l point dried, and sputter coated with
gold/palladium .
Results And Discussion
As discussed in the companion paper by Barbano et al. ( 1992 ICS), rod-to-coccus ratio
did not affect cheese composition (moisture, fa t, protein , salt) but did influence proteolys is
during aging and appeared to influence acid production during manufacture. Spec ifically, a
hi gher ratio of rod-to-coccus resulted in greater proteo lys is during aging, as measured by the
formation of pH 4.6 soluble nitrogen and espec ially 12% TCA so luble nitrogen . In addition ,
cheeses made with a higher ratio of rod-to-coccus tended to have slower acid production during
cheese making and longer make times.
Unmelted C heese Texture
All six lnstron TPA parameters changed significantly in all cheeses during refrigerated
storage. Changes in hardness I (i.e. , the force required to compress the cheese sample by 50%
during the first of two compression cyc les) are shown in Figure I. Hardness of cheese from a ll
three rod:coccus treatments decreased at about the same rate during refrigerated storage,
indicating a progressive softeni ng that is probably important to shredding characteristi cs. Rod-tococcus ratio influenced the textural changes during torage in a limited manner that is not easi ly
interpreted. Three of the six lnstron TPA parameters (hardness I , hardness 2, and cohesiveness)
were not significantly affected by rod: cocc us ratio. However, the TPA parameters of spring iness,
gumminess, and chewiness were sign ificantly influenced by rod:coccus ratio. Data presented in
Figures 2- 4 revea l that cheese made with a rat io of 9 rod:! coccus had lower springiness,
gumminess, and chew iness values during storage than cheese made with a ratio of I rod :9
coccus. The practical importance of these differences is not clear. Perhaps what is most
important is that storage time had a greater impact on unmelted texture than rod:coccus ratio.
Melting C ha racteristics
Melting characteristics of cheese from all three rod:coccus treatments changed
sign ificantly during refrigerated storage but did not appear to be influenced by rod-to-coccus
ratio. Changes in meltability during storage are hown in Figure 5. The meltability test
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measures the spread of a cheese sample as it melts. Meltability increased significantly with time
of refrigerated storage for all cheeses, but there were no significant differences in meltability
due to rod :coccus ratio.
Changes in apparent viscosity during refrigerated storage are shown in Figure 6. High
apparent viscosity typically indicates a tough, elastic melt with limited fluidity, whereas low
apparent viscosity indicates a softer, less elastic and more fluid melt. Apparent viscosity
decreased significantly with time of refrigerated storage for all cheeses, but there was no
significant differences in apparent viscosity due to rod:coccus ratio.
Figure 7 shows changes in free oil formation, a meas ure of oiling off, during refrigerated
storage. Free oil increased significantly with time of refrigerated storage for all cheeses, but
there were no sign ificant differences in free oi l fonnation due to rod:coccus ratio.
Ln summary, cheeses in this study showed typical patterns of change during refrigerated
storage with respect to unmelted textural attributes and melting characteristics. However, rod-tococcus ratio had only a limited impact on unmelted cheese texture and did not appear to
influence melting characteristics during storage. This is surprising in view of the widespread
perception in industry that rod-to-coccus ratio is an important determinant of cheese functional
characteristics. A possible explanation may relate to the experimental design of this study,
whereby rod:coccus ratio was varied while total amount of starter culture was held constant. As
discussed in the companion paper by Barbano et al. ( 1992 JCS), using a higher rod:coccus ratio
in the starter while holding total inoculum constant tended to delay acid production and to
increase total make time. This would be unacceptable to most industrial cheese makers who
must adhere to tight manufacturing schedu les. Consequently, when high rod-to-coccus ratios are
used in the industry, cheese makers may tend to increase the total amount of starter added to the
vat to counteract the slowdown in acid production . This would tend to elevate the population of
proteolyti c rods in the final cheese, which would favor greater proteolysis and possibly greater
functional changes during aging. Thus, whereas in our study the use of a 9: I ratio of rod:coccus
led to a modest elevation in proteolysis during aging, in industrial practice the use of a 9: I ratio
coupled with an increase in the total amount of starter added to the vat might result in larger
increases in proteolysis with greater functional consequences. Ln short. the amount of starter
added may be as important or more important than the rod:coccus ratio.

Cheese Microstructure
Results of the present study and numerous earlier investigations clearly demonstrate that
the texture and melting characterist ics of low moisture Mozzarella cheese undergo large changes
during refrigerated storage. Ultimately, cheese functional characteristics derive from the
chemical composi tion of the cheese and the paracasein matrix that provides the st ructural
framework of the curd. Functional changes during aging partly result from proteolytic
breakdown of the paracasein matrix. In this study we used scanning electron microscopy to
investigate changes in curd microstructure during refrigerated storage.
The microstructure of all cheeses showed a common pattern of change during storage,
with no obvious differences among the three rod :coccus treatments. Scanning electron
micrographs of a representative cheese made with a 5:5 rod:coccus ratio at 3, 29, and 50 days of
storage are compared in Figure 8. Fat and moisture components were removed from the cheese
during sample preparation , therefore the solid background of each micrograph represents the
protein matrix. whereas the void spaces may represent areas orginally occupied by fat droplets,
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whey pockets and true void spaces. It is evident that microstructure showed a progress ive
increase in porosity with age. The cause of these changes is not known but may relate to
proteolytic breakdown of the protein matrix , destabili zation of the cheese fat, or gas formation.
Paquet and Kalab ( I I) also observed a highly porous microstructure in Mozzare ll a cheese which
they attributed to fat vacuoles. If the vacuoles in Figure 8 truly represent fat droplets, then their
progess ive increase in number and size during storage suggests that a substantial destabil ization
and agglomeration of fat took pl ace. Thi s may re late to the observed increa es in free oil
formation during storage. An alternati ve poss ibility is that carbon di ox ide gas produced by
Streptococcus thermophilus or by heterofermentati ve nonstarter lactobacilli accumulated in the
curd and formed gas pockets at the microstructural level. In e ither case, the increase in porosity
seen in Figure 8 woul d be expected to contribute to a weakening of the protein matrix and
therefore may relate to changes in textu re and me lting characteristics during storage.

Conclusions
Rod-to-coccus ratio in this study had a limited affect on unmelted cheese texture and no
apparent effect on cheese melting characteristics during refri gerated storage. Thus, the ratio
alone may be less important than once thought. However, if changing the rod:coccus starter ratio
causes the cheese maker to change the amount of starter used in order to maintain a consistent
make schedule, then the cumulati ve effect on functi onal characteristics may greater than that
observed in thi s study.
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FIGUR E 6
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FIGU RES
Scanning electron micrographs of
the microstructure of low moisture
pan skim Mozzarella cheese at 3,
29 and 50 days of storage at 40°F
WC) .
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Microstructure Of Mozzarella Cheese

By
Craig J. Oberg, Department of Microbiology
Weber State University, Ogden, Utah

Introduction
Mozzarella cheese quality is based on its physical properties, particularly stretch, melt,
cook color, and oiling off during baking (Alvarez, I986). These properties are derived primarily
from the interaction of casein and fat in the cheese matrix. In addition, composition of the
cheese, degree of proteolysis, storage time and storage temperature can influence these physical
properties (Oberg et al. , I991 ; Oberg et al. , I992). Surveys concerning Mozzarella cheese
quality indicate that improvement in manufacturing a more consistent product with predictable
physical properties is needed (Nilson and La Clair, 1976; Pilcher and Kindstedt, I 991 ).
Paquet and Kalab ( 1988) studied the structure of stirred curd and stretched Mozzarella.
They noted a parallel orientation of protein fibers in the stretched Mozzarella that was lacking in
the stirred curd Mozzarella. In addition, stirred curd Mozzarella appeared to have an even
distribution of fat globules, while stretched Mozzarella did not. Taney a et al. ( 1992), in a study
of string cheese, also found a uniform longitudinal orientation of the protein matrix in the
fini shed cheese and associated this with stringiness. Ne ither study followed curd structure
development through the manufacturing process.
Understanding the microstructure of Mozzarella cheese, particularly how the casein and
fat interact during and after manufacture, can provide valuable insight into what constitutes a
quality product. In addition, as reduced fat Mozzarella cheeses are manufactured, comparison of
their microstructure deve lopment with the microstructure observed in this study, may show
which processing steps are critical and how these steps can be adjusted to produce a high quality
product. For example, Tunick et al. ( 1991) found that a reduction in fat content of part skim
Mozzarella cheese sign ificantly changed textural and melt properties. Our study follows the
development of curd structure through the manufacture of low moi sture, part skim Mozzarella
cheese. In addition, it documents the effects of the stirred curd step, dry salting prior to
stretching, and changes in curd structure followin g stretching and molding.

Results And Discussion
The Mozzarella cheese examined in this study is a commercially manufactured low
moi sture, part skim Mozzarella. The manufacturing process includes a stirred curd step and a
dry salting step prior to stretching . The culture used consisted of a 4: I cocci to rod ratio based
on weight. Cultures were grown separately and combined just prior to vat inoculation. Scanning
electron microscopy was done according to the method of McManus et al. ( 1992). Several
innovations in sample preparation and microscopy methodology over previous techniques
allowed for greater resolution of the curd particles and protein structure. In sample preparation
for scanning electron microscopy fat, water, and whey are removed during one of the extraction
steps, leaving only the protein matrix and bacteria, along with impressions in the protein matrix
to be scanned. Therefore, the supposition is that the vacuoles or empty spaces in the cheese
structure are fat globul es, whey, water, or a combination thereof.
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Fi gure I shows the curd structure I0 minute (Ia) and 40 minute (Ib) aft er culling. A I0
minute heal foll ows culling, then curd is heated to 105°F over a 30 min period and held at that
temperatu re during cooki ng. Curd particles are suspended in the whey during thi s step.
Aggregation of micelles is evident, along with unifom1 dispersion of fat globules. Initially,
indi vidual micelle structure can be seen in the coagu lated protein matrix. By 40 minute the
micelle structure is gone, replaced by a dense protei n matri x. In the I 0 minute sample ( I a),
bacteria are difficult to distinguish, probabl y because of sampling and low numbers in the initial
phases of manufacture. At40 minute (Ib) they are entrapped in the protein matrix and appear to
be forming mi cro
colonies.
Figure 2 compares the curd structure at the beginning (2a) and end (2b) of the stirring
period. This period lasts for approximately 1.5 hours. During the first 45 minutes, the curd is
stirred in the make vat with one third of whey drained out. It is then pumped to a fini sh vat, the
remaining whey is drained , and the curd is st irred until the pH reaches 5.3. Bacteria are seen
throughout the matri x in both samples. Compression and knitting of the curd continue. Initi ally
the curd has large whey/fat pockets that are greatly reduced as sy neresis occurs. There is a
uniform distribution of fat and whey pockets. Vacuoles are round and as syneresis occurs and
the protein matri x shrinks, the shape of individual fat globules becomes more evident. Indi vidual
micelle structure is gone at the fini sh of dry stirring and a coalescence of fat globules occurs.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the Mozzarella curd before (3a), after (3b) sa lting, and
fo llowing the three hour brining period (3c). When the curd reaches a pH of 5.3 in the fini sh vat,
it is dry sa lted. These fi gures show a cross section through the edge of individual curd particles.
There is a continued loss of the open structure assoc iated with expul sion of whey. Thi s occurs
very rapidl y on the surface of the curd particle during the dry sa lting step as seen by comparing
Figures 3a a nd 3b. In Figure 3a the case layer can be seen, approximately I0 um in thickness.
Bacteria are now seen at the fat:water/protein interface instead of evenly dispersed throughout
the curd matri x. The body is sli ghtl y more compact after brining, but many of the body texture
changes are due to the stretching step in manufacture.
Figure 4 contains lateral (4a) and cross section (4b) views of Mozzarella cheese after it
has been through the stretcher. During the stretching step, the curd is placed in 143°F water fo r
I0 seconds at which time the curd reaches a tempe rat ure of 120 to 130°F. It travels up an auger,
pressed in 5 pound loaf molds and placed in cool water (43 to 44°F) for one hou r. Long strands
of protein a re seen with large areas of fat/whey accum ulation. It appears that the fat has been
sq ueezed into lon g tu be- like structures as the protein fibers are stretched. Bacteri a are seen in
large numbers at the interface between the fat and protein layers. Bacteria appea r to be intact ,
suggesting that the stretching temperature did not lyse them. Hi gher magnification (7000X )
shows that the protein surface is very smooth. Also seen are clumps of fibrou s materia l
associated with the cocci, suggesting that this mate ri al may be exocellular polysaccharide
secreted from the bacteria or res idues of fat globule membrane.
Figure 5 shows the structure of Mozzarella cheese after one day of storage. A cross
secti on view of the cheese (Figure Sa) shows malting of the protein fibers has continued s ince
stretching. Large, irregular shaped areas of fat/whey are seen randomly dispersed throughout the
protein matrix. These are also seen in samples taken from the interior of the cheese loaf. Very
few bacteria are seen embedded in the protein matrix with the majority seen at the fat/protein
interface. From these pictures, it is difficult to tell if the bacteria are in the fat/whey phase and
left when the fat is removed or bound to the surface of the protein . Most of the bacteria are cocc i
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and they appear to be viable as some show evidence of cell division under higher magnification.
Fibers are still seen in conjunction with the bacteria, suggesting possi bly exocellular
polysaccharide or remnants of the fat globule membrane.
Longitudinal sections of the interior of one day old Mozzarella cheese (Fig ure 5b) show
fibers of protein with long tubes between the fibers (Figure 6). These tubes are probably
compri sed of fat with some whey. Fat globule indentations are seen imprinted on the protei n
fibers as compared to the smooth protei n surface of the curd after the stretching step (Figure 4a).
Figure 6a shows the structure of one day old Mozzare ll a that has been me lted using the
modified tube test (Oberg et al. , 199 1). In the mod ified tube test, four ern of shredded cheese is
placed in a test tube, heated upright at II 0°C for 60 minutes, then laid horizontal with the flow
length measured. The fibrous structure of the protein matrix is gone and a clumping of fat
g lobu les into pools o r pockets takes place. Although the fat coalesces into clumps, at this
temperature the fat does not liquefy enough to form large pockets with a smooth surface. The
indentation of individual fat globules is seen on the surface of the protein matri x.
Figure 6b show the st ruciUre of one day old Mozzarella cheese that has been stretched
with a he lical viscometer (Kindstedt et al., 1989). The fat structure and distribution is di ffe rent
from cheese that has been melted using the modified tube test. The surface of the protein fibers
appears smoother as compared to the melted samples. Large accumulations of bacteria are seen
in some vacuole areas, perhaps squeezed there as the protein fibers are twi sted and stretched .
There are a large number of pl aces in the manufacturing procedure for Mozzarell a cheese
where a reduction in milk fat could have an effect. As noted by Yang and Taranto ( 1982),
Tuckey ( 1974), and Tun nick et al. ( 1991 ), changes in the fat content of Mozzarella cheese result
in changes in the physical properties, particularly me lting properties. Changes in fa t content wi ll
affect protein aggregation as soon as the curd is cut and become increasingly significant as the
protein structure develops. ln addition, decreased fat levels may affect where bacteria are found
in the curd si nce they are now seen at the fat/protein interface after stretching. As further tudies
are done with red uced fat Mozzarell a, ways to modify man ufacture to enhance physical property
development will be found.
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FIGU RE I

Scanning electron micrographs of Mozzare lla curd sampled at I0 (a) and 40 (b)
minutes after cutting cheese curd.
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FIGURE 2

Scanning electron micrograph of Mozzarella curd taken just before (a) and after
(b) the dry stirring step.

2-A

2-B
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FIGURE 3

Scanning electron micrographs taken prior to dry salting (a) and fo llow ing d ry
salting (b), and after brining (c- [following page]).

3-A

3-B
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FIG URE 4

Scanning electron micrographs taken of curd after it has been through the
stretcher and one hour cooling water bath, longitudinal (a) and cross section
(b) views .

4-A

4-B
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FIGURE 5

Scanning electron micrograph of Mozzarella cheese following one day of
storage. Cross section (a) and longitudinal (b) views are shown.

5-A

5-B
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FIGUR E 6

Scanning electron micrographs of one day old Mozzarella cheese that has been
melted (a) using the tube test and stretched (b) with a helical viscometer.

6-A
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Pla nt Renovatio n - Engineering Design Which Yields A Leaner And Cleaner Processing
Facility And Over a ll Environment
By
Pou l Dahl Pedersen , Food Process Sa les/Marketing Manager
Shambaugh & Son, Inc. - Fon Wayne, Indiana

Abstract
O ne fac t many mi lk process ing fac il ities have in common is that they were built 60 to
100 years ago and have undergone several expansions and additions. Compromises have been
made result ing in a less than optima l layout as seen fro m the process fl ow, san itary condit ion,
buildi ng construction, and overall environmental viewpoi nt.
New construction of dairy pl ants is a capital-demanding decision which often is
eli minated because of econom ical reasons and business hardships due to milk prices, support
programs and product prices. Total renovati on of an ex isting facility becomes a more attracti ve
alternative fo r updating building structures and eq uipment systems, and for meeting today's and
tomorrow's increased demands for larger vo lumes, mechanization, higher sanitary standards, and
more stringent environmental regul ations.
Michigan Milk Producers Association (MMPA) has, during the past fiv e years, totally
renovated its pl ant in Ov id, Michi gan. Thi s 90 year old typica l butter and skim-powder o pe ration
has undergone more than a face lift - 80% of the I05,000 sq . ft. , three- level plant has been
repl aced with a lean and clean modern faci lity ho using new fl ex ible equipment and systems. Not
a single day of production has been lost during the reconstruction process; new value added food
ingredients are bei ng produced; and the price tag has been half of that for a new pl ant.
Th is presentation will be based on the MMPA renovation project, it s pre-existing
conditions, its renovated features and simil arities with many cheese plants.
Background and History
Michigan Mi lk Producers Association is Michigan 's largest dairy cooperative, handling
approx im ately 3 billi on pounds of milk yearly. T hi s volume is di verted into:
Class I flu id m il k market
Supply to two Leprino Foods Mozzarella plants
Manu fac turing in MMPA's three process ing plants
The largest of MMPA's pl ants is in Ov id, Michigan. Prior to 1988 this fac ility was
primari ly fu nctioni ng as a balancing plan t processing in excess of 700,000,000 po unds of m ilk
yearly into non-fat dry milk (NFDM) and bulk butter - commodities that are very dependent on
the CCC purchase program and, therefore, typically low margin products.
The Ovid plant was constructed in 19 12 and had, over the years, been modified several
times, the latest being in 1980 to handle increasi ng volumes of milk and different commodity
prod ucts. The capacity of the plant was up to 2,500,000 po unds of milk daily. However, product
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fl ex ibility and processi ng efficiency were ex tremely difficult to achieve because the whole
process system was linked together as one huge process line in buildings that were very
deteriorated and had inefficient space planning.
Future Goals and Objectives
In 1988 , MMPA decided to focus on production of value-added proprietary customer
blends and milk ingredients for the food and dairy industry to replace its commodi ty producti on .
One of the goa ls for the future Ovid plant were to construct a modem faci lity with maximum
plant flexibility and efficiency capabl e of process ing a similar milk volume into high quality
products.
State-of-the-art equipment, process controls, technology and an acceptable capital
investment were other objectives of high rank.
Build New or Rebuild
In August of 1988, Shambaugh & Son was contracted to conduct an engi neering study
review ing the entire Ovid facility as it ex isted and make suggestions on how to achieve MMPA
goals and objectives for the future.
Part One of thi s four month study documented the pre-existing plant in regards to
building conditi ons, safety standards, equipment, process lay-out, utilities, code vio lati ons,
compli ance with government agency regulations, staffin g, product volumes and product loss
levels. Part Two included a five-phase plan , with vari ous options, for reconstruction of th e
fac ility over a four year period.
During Part Two of the engineering study, the option of building a complete new pl ant
was conside red several times. However, the existing facility had too much good equipment and
newer add itions to walk away fro m. Al so, the estimated price tag of a new plant was
$40,000,000 to be invested over 1- 1/2 years versus a re-building cost of $23,000,000 over a 41/2 year period. This more acceptable capi tal in vestment level became a key factor in the
deci ion to rebuild . Other considerations were the need for gelling the construction started
immediate ly to eliminate the very unsafe conditions of the ex isting processing areas.
A major demand during the extensive reconstruction process has been to keep the plant
operational at all times to allow for daily uninterrupted processing of the raw milk. This,
everyone agreed , wou ld pose the most difficult challenge to the project. It has been a challenge,
but it has also provided for quick change-over to new systems, on-the-spot training of operators,
and elimination of the traditional costly startup period for a new plant.
Building Design
Structurally the new buildings have a steel frame with a mall foundation . All receiving,
process, and product load-out areas are constructed on a single ground fl oor level with 18'
ceili ng heights. The process areas have limited access. Milk and CIP transfer lines, utility lines
and support eq uipment are installed on a mechanical mezzanine (I 0' ceiling height) with rubber
membrane (EPDM ) roof construction . Building material surfaces were chosen as non-porous. All
walls are of insulated metal sandwich panels covered with fiberglass reinforced panels (FRP) on
the interior side. The mezzanine floors are constructed of corrugated metal panels with FRP
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panels as ceil ing in all sanitary areas. All noors in the process areas have a top surface of 3/4"
dairy tiles laid in an asphalt membrane on a concrete slab foundation designed for carryi ng heavy
loads at any given point.
This new building design varies greatly from the demolished buildings in accommodating
the process n ow and sanitation standards. A basement, the two-story process noors, and
approxi mately 15 different roof leve ls and joints between building additions of the old structure
have been replaced by a single level of processing with a service mezzanine above throughout
the facility with uniform roof and service e levations.
Sanitary Design and Installation Features
The process areas on the ground noor leve l are designed to include only the primary
processing eq uipment and piping system of stainless steel. All non-sanitary utility systems are
installed in the mezzanine level above with vertica l drops to the use points. Thi s provides for
easy access to perform preventative maintenance without production interruption and
contamination of the clean process area. It a lso leaves a process area more friendly for being kept
clean at a ll times.
The eq uipment is arranged with ample access aisle ways and with the piping system
supported by noor mounted racks . Electrical conduits, hose stations , interface panels and COP
tanks are kept at least 12" off walls and noors to leave easy access for room cleaning and
sanitation . Process drain lines and divert lines are piped to drain hubs in order to keep a dry room
environment. The air conditioning system utilizes 95% e fficient Heppa filt ers and provides
outside air makeup capable of supplying 15 air exchanges per hour and over-pressurizing the
process, blending, and silo alley areas and ex haust through the CJP rooms.
All milk receiving, processing, blending, further processing, storage, and load-out
operati ons take place in a totally enclosed system where all product contact surfaces can be
c leaned and sanitized in-line. The two central CIP systems, one for the raw product side and one
for the pasteurized product side, are each designed as split systems for light and heavy soiled
eq uipmen t. Both systems are designed as chemi cal re- use systems and both have a product prerinse, recovery, and storage system integrated. Block and bleed valve arrangements are installed
at the CIP/water supply points of each c leaning loop to protect CTP solutions from entering the
water nush/pre-ri nse cyc le which is recovered for re-process ing.
C leaning chemicals are received in bulk trucks, stored in silos and distributed to the CIP
solution tanks via a day tank system . This eliminates multiple areas in the plant where high
strength c hemical s must be stored and keeps the environmental safe and clean.
The two central CIP systems have replaced nine single use CJP units, thereby saving the
plant considerable costs for chemicals, water and heating energy. Furthermore, the designed
product pre-rinse recovery system has permitted the collection of a significant amount of milk
so lids for re-processing, which before were discharged as waste water.
Computer Integrated Processing Controls
Prior to 1988, the enti re plant was operated via pushbuttons and relay switches with
manual log keeping of process operation infonnation. Now the equipment automation , process,
utility, and cont rol system is built up as a PLC distributed network designed to allow for late r
incorporati on of superv isory, laboratory, and management information and interface functions.
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A total of I 5 PLC's are installed fo r the complete automation of the plant . Fourteen
operator inte rface pane ls are distributed throughout the receiving, processing, and utility a reas.
These interface panels are for informati on and operation functions linked to three main control
centers containing fi ve computer stati ons with printers and all required legal chart recorders.
The three control centers are each a separate room with sound protection and climate
control and are located adjacent to the main process fl oor for raw milk storage and processing,
pasteurized product bl ending/storage and evaporator/dryer operations.
Milk volumes, truck load infonn ation, milk storage, product recipes, product
standardi zati on and CIP cycles are pre-programmed, monitored, and recorded vi a customi zed
controls soft ware. Infonn ation gathering and data logging start at the mil k receiving stati ons and
continue through to fi nal product load-out.
Thi s new process control system has automated all start-up and shut-down sequences; it
is perfom1in g continuous monitoring and fin e-tuning of the process in accordance to the selected
parameters; and it documents the entire production -all functions that are highly appreciated by
operators and management. Process interface is easy, the fi ni shed product composition is
unifonn , and the quality is first grade. Also, work ing in the control room environment is
preferabl e to the noisy process fl oor.

Product Flexibility and Processing Efficiency
The transfer from manufacturing of two bulk products (NFDM and buller) in one huge
process ing line to a variety of products and blended, liqui d, or dry food ingredients has
demanded an iso lati on of each process step from the nex t.
Milk pre-heating, ski mming, in-line tandard ization, and cooling are now done in high
effic ient plate heat exchangers without interli nk to the evaporators.
Additional mil k storage capacity is added for both raw milk , pre-processed and fin al
products. Two pasteurizer systems for raw and blended pasteurized products are installed. Some
new eq uipment was pu rchased, some existing eq uipment in good condition has been traded for
higher capaci ty components and other equipment or systems have been totally refurbished and
updated. The " new" Ovi d plant is capable of processi ng 2,900,000 pounds of milk in 16 hours.
The result of the updated process fl ow des ign is an independence between the process
lines at stan -up, sh ut-down, CIP, and, eventually, break down peri ods. Production scheduling,
product fl exi bi lity, and efficiency have been optimized and, because of breakage of the process
line length . product losses have almost been e liminated.
Beca use of ample raw milk storage capac ity. milk receiving is not ti ed into operating the
compl ete plant. Producti on of skimmed, standardi zed, or pasteuri zed products for liquid bulk
sale can now take pl ace without havi ng the milk evaporators running as pan of the process line
for pre-heating pri or to separation. Production plann ing and scheduling of operators have
become manageable and the volume of mil k processed per man hour has increased dramatica ll y.
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Environmental Improvements
In add ition to installing chemical re-use CTP systems and product pre-rinse recovery
systems, other environmental problems had to be add ressed. These issues were:
Total chemical usage
Phosphorous di scharge
Daily effl uent volumes
Wate r hardness (approximately 29 grain s)
Evaporator condensate discharge (cow water)
Bulk chemical unloading
Product spillage- si lo overflow and line losses
Separator sludge di scharge.
on-contact cooli ng water discharge
T he plant owns 80 acres of land for waste water irrigation . Because effluent volumes
consistently peaked at 600,000 ga llons per day versus the rated 300,000 gallons per day, the plant
faced a decision to build a $3,000,000 treatment facility or reduce the hydraulic load and the
phosphorous discharge.
An approval was obtained from the Michigan Department of Public Health (MDPH) and
USDA for use of Reverse Osmosis (RO) and Ultraviolet (UV) purified cow water as process
water for :
System startup prior to production
Water tracing of products at shutdown
Pre-rinse, chemical and saniti zer makeup water in CIP systems
Water for hose stations throughout the plant for internal and
ex ternal rinsing and clean ing of eq uipment, process systems and
milk trucks
Water for ci rcul ation or single pass through pl ate heat
exchanger
Water suppl y to boilers
In stallation of the purified cow water treatment and distribution sy tern has allowed for
in-plant use of 90% of the evaporator conden ate produced and, together with the two re-use CIP
systems, cut the total plant waste water peak volume to 235,000 gallons, well within the
hydraulic capacity of the irrigation field . Expressed in ratio of annual waste water volume to
processed milk volume, this represents a drop from 2.77 lb/lb to 1.08 lb/lb.
The ava il ability of soft purified water for use in all cleaning, sanitation and rinse
applications as an alternative to hard we ll water has allowed the plant to substitute the preex isti ng 18 different special chemica ls with four standard chem ical realizing a savings of
approximately $ 10,000 per month . Furthermore, phosphoric acid has been replaced with a blend
of nitric and sulfuric acid which has reduced the phosphorous discharge from 60 ppm to below 8
ppm , mainly representing phosphates from res idual milk rinses.
The renovation project has also diverted the single use cooling water from the plant 's
process drain system to discharge via a dedicated storm water drain system to a nearby creek.
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To be in compliance with the EPA standard for rece iving and unloading of bulk
chemicals, an outside truck unloading retainage pad with curbs and a shutoff drain valve
arrangement have been establi shed. Thus, eventuall y chemicals spilled can be recovered and the
pad cleaned through the process drain system prior to diverting back to the storm sewer system
for surface water drainage.
Hereby the personnel safety factor of handling concentrated chemicals has been
improved and the ri sk fo r a chemica l contamination of the recipient stream of the plant 's stom1
water system has been minimi zed.
For co llection of the milk separator de-s ludge, a system is designed for each machine to
automatica lly pump and water flu sh this to an out side portable tank. The system is c leaned in
place togethe r with CfP of the separator. A pig fa rmer repl aces the 1,000 gallon portable tank
daily and uses its content fo r feed.
T he result is less mi lk solids di scharged to the process drain , a lower BOD load with less
phosphor to the wastewater irrigati on field, and a more sanitary process ing fl oor environment.
Mechanical Utility System
The renovation project has included sizing and new install ati on of all utility mains and
branches for the entire plant. The bo iler room and a ir compressors have remained untouched.
Four rec iprocating, I 00 ton each, ammonia compressors have been refurbi shed and
reinstalled with a new 235 ton screw compressor. The two ex isting 200 ton glycol chillers have
been re furbi shed and reconfi gured for the new loads. One evaporative condenser has been
relocated and a larger new unit installed. All other mechanical utility equipment such as a chilled
water system , hot water systems, and cooling towe rs have been replaced with new equipment of
prope r size and effi ciency.
This extensive redesign and rebuilding of the entire pl ant 's mechanical service system
have improved the reliabil ity tremendously, have made maintenance a safe preventi ve iss ue, and
basica lly eliminated the costl y emergency break down situations which were frequent in the preex isting plant.
Electrical Installation Improvement
Due to seri ous problems with code violati ons and safety of the pre-ex isting pl ant 's
electrica l transformers, power distributi on and installations, a lithe electrical service syste ms
have been re placed and upgraded from the main po wer switch to fin al points of use.
The "new" plant is serviced by a 3000 KVA indoor transformer and ten di stributed motor
control centers. Power factor correction features are installed for energy optimization.
A uniform 440/220/110-volt power suppl y is used pl ant wide. All electrical and control
wiring installation in process ing areas is done in PVC- covered rigid conduits with fl ex
connecti ons to use points.
The benefi ts of the electrica l service improvements can be summarized as follows :
Elimination of safety hazard
Opt imal sanitary conditi ons (rusty conduits and panels are removed)
Greatly reduced downtime fo r maintenance
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Power sou rce is iso lated by process area (if one equipment component is taken
out of serv ice, the remaining systems can continue to operate)
One centrally located high voltage power supply versus several
Plant wide security lighting
Outdated components are replaced wi th current.
Keep An Old Plant Running While Installing a Sophisticated

ew Plant

The successful completion of a complicated renovation project such as MMPA involves
detailed planning, coordination and comm un ication. These issues become the key for project
success and must be in effect 24 hours of the day, seven days per week.
For plant operators and process and control engi neers, specific demands for quick
changeover from "old system " to "new system" become daily routines when constructing new
production systems while tearing down the old. Specific req uirements to the following issues are
a must:
Partnership relation between owner and contractor in all levels
of the project organi zati on.
Excellent coordination between plant operator, food process
engineers and control engineers; between pipetitters and
electricians; and between engineers and skilled construction
workforce.
Full understanding of old process and control system to keep it
running while new is being installed.
Thorough testing of new systems before switchover from old to new.
Long hours of start-up once switchover is made.
Switchover is often done in sma ll sections of overall process
area to keep downtime to a minimum.
Training has to be done "on the fly" as operators go directly
from old controls to new controls with little time to learn the
new before they are put into operation. This can require
cons iderable time spent on guiding and leading operators in
their tasks.
Building a " new" plant in the location where the old one is operating generates numerous
concerns relating to san itary production conditions during the construction period. Temporary
partitioning off of production areas from construction areas and working c losely with the pl ant 's
quality control personnel, production supervision and government agency inspectors have been a
necessity. The tight teamwork where all parties have had full understanding of the ongoing
activities has resulted in a positive attitude towards accepti ng the implemented changes and
gelling the systems worki ng. Successfully it can be reported that not a single day of production
has been lost even though more than 30 full time craftsmen and three engineers have been
occupied with the MMPA renovation project through the entire 45 construction months.
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A Trusting Partnership Relationship between Owner and Contractor
The key words in the business world of the 90 's are: TC M (Time Compress ion
Management), IQM (Integrated Quality Management) and TQM (Total Quality Management).
However, when establishi ng a four to fi ve year commercial construction relati onship, these
words become subconscious. The process of understanding and respecting each individual's
strength becomes obvious and the learning process of a trusting relationship is ev ident.
It is said that you can line up all the engineers in the world - end to end - and still not
reach the marketplace; but by creating a True Trusting Partnership and having a pos itive attitude,
we can bu ild out problems- and not build in confl icts. We can, with Trust. Partnership, and
Moti vati on, max imize efficiency and make the imposs ible possible: Build a new lean and c lean
plant in the location where we are still operating the old one and create an overall better
environment for the benefi t of all of us.
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State of Resea rch Concerning Streptococcus salivarius ssp.
thermophilus
and
Lactobacillus delbreuckii Bacteriophage
By
Kev in 0. Gillies
Senior Research Scientist
Marschall Products
Introduction
In 19 15, F. W. Twort reported a "disease" of micrococcal bacteria caused by a filterable ,
infectious agent that could reproduce itself. Two years later, unaware of Twort 's discovery, F.
d' Herelle reported the discovery of a similar "di sease" of the enteric bacterium Shigella. These
reports began the research that has not only explained the nature of these agents as bacterial
viruses (bacteriophage or phage}, but has played a major role in the development of modem
molecular biology. Prior to the discovery of antibiotics in the 1940's, bacteriophages were
thought of as potential agents for the control of bacterial diseases of man and have been essential
tools for the e lucidation of the molecular nature of life (for a review of the hi story of
bacteriophage research , see Duckworth , 1987). At the same time, bacteriophages are the bane of
bacterial fermentation industries. It is said that Nature abhors a vacuum and we could add that
Nature does not think much of the hi gh populations of isogenic bacteria that we strive for in
dairy fermentation s either.
The ex istence of bacteriophage that infect lactic acid bacteria, spec ifically lactococci, was
first reported in 1936 (Whitehead and Cox, 1936). Subseq uently, reports of phage attack on all
types of starter cultures have been reported (for rev iews see Kl aenhammer, 1984; Sanders, 1987;
Davies and Gasson, 1984).
Bacteriophages of Italian cheese starters have received less anent ion from the research
community than phages of the mesophil ic lactococci, and the state of our knowledge of
Lactobacillus delbreuckii and Streptococcus thermophilus phages was reviewed by Dr. M.E.
Sander in her presentation to the Itali an Cheese Conference in 1990. Since that time new
information has become avai lable on the morphology, host range, and molecular biology of both
S. thermophilus and L. delbreu ckii phages. These reports and an analysis of the meaning of this
in format ion for the Ita lian cheese industry are the subject of thi s presentation.

Streptococcus thermophilus Bacteriophage
It is difficult to document , but the general fee ling is that S. t!zermophilus is more
susceptible to phage attack than the lactobacilli component of Italian cheese starters. A number
of factors contribute to this lack of understandi ng (reviewed by Sanders, ICS 1990), among them
being the difficulty in confirming the presence of lactobaci lli phages by traditional agar plate
plaque assay.
Rajagopa l and Sandi ne ( 1989) reported that of six Italian cheese plants reporting slow
make procedures, whey samples from five of the plants contained S. Thermophilus phage while
only one contained Lactobacillus delhreuckii phage. Our experience at Marschall Products
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supports the be lief that there are more phage problems associated with S. thermophilus tha n with
the rod component of Italian starter cultures, as well as the belief that thennophilic starters are
less susceptible to phage attack than the mesophilic starter lactococci .
Recent reports are beginn ing to fonn a cohes ive picture of S. thermophilus phage
populations. As a group, all such phages studied are double-stranded D A phages of the Bradley
Bl morphoty pe, i.e., they are tailed phages with isometric-shaped capsids or heads. The genomes
of these phages range from 30-50 kilobases (Benbadis et al. , 1990; Accolas and Spillman, 1979;
Neve et al. , 1989). Studies by two independent groups indicate that S. thermophih1s ph ages,
unlike lactococcal phages, belong to a single DNA homology group. The co llecti ons upon which
these studies were done were recentl y compared, and the phages in the two collecti ons belong to
the same DNA homology group. In addition to DNA homology, phage protein analys is indicates
that phages o f the single homology group can be further classified into two sub-groups based on
the size of the major phage proteins (Benbad is et al. , 1990; Neve et al. , 1989; Prevots et al. ,
1989). Un like the phages characterized above, virulent phages of S. thennoph ilus i a lated in
Finland had major phage prote ins whose size indicate that the phage may not belong to the si ngle
D A homology group described prev iously (Kiv i et al. , 1987). DNA homology studies are
needed on these phages to detenn ine whether or not they constitute a second homology group.
If it is true that only oneS. thermophilus phage DNA homology group ex i ts, perhaps
indicating th at they all are derived from a single ancestor, it may be more likely th at mutations in
the host genome which yield greater phage resistance cou ld give the cell resistance to a wide
spectrum of phage encountered in the cheese-mak ing environment . In additi on, the chances o f
success for strateg ies of host strain modi fi cation for phage resistance may be enhanced since they
could be targeted against phage components that are shared by most if not all S. thermophilus
phages.
Lactobacillus delbreuckii Bacteriophage
The bacterio phages of Lactobacillus delbreuckii ssp. bulf?aricus and ssp. /act is are doublestranded D A phages of Bradley Bl morphotype. At least two DNA homology types ex ist with
the two types identi fied to date employing differen t genome packaging mechanisms. The cospackagi ng type has a small, isometric capsid and a long, non-contractile tail of approx im ately
130nm with a 20nm tail fiber (Forsman and Alatossava, 199 1). Cos-packagi ng type ph age DNA
is synthesized in linear concatamers with the packaged phage genome delineated by a specific
sequence or cos si te where tenninase protein cuts the DNA prior to the completion of packaging.
Each head is fill ed with a phage genome hav ing identical, homologous, single-stranded ends
(Black, 1988).
T he poe-packaging type phage also has a small, isometric capsid and long, noncontractile tail of approximate ly 170nm with a tai l fiber of 40nm . The genome of a
representati ve iso late (LL-H) of this group was 34 kilobases in size, and five of the seven phage
structural protei n encoding reg ions were identified by sub-clon ing and expression of sub-cloned
D A in £. coli (Traut wetter et al. , 1986; Forsman and Alatossava, 199 1).
Poe-packaging type phage DNA is synthesized in linear concatamers but di ffers from the
cos-type in that there is no specific seq uence defin ing the site at wh ich the phage genome is cut
for packaging. The genome is cut in a leading end region , a region that does not code for any
phage component s, that precedes the phage genome in the concatomeric string. The ON A is
then packaged in a processive manner until a fu ll phage head of DNA is packaged . In model
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systems s uch as P22 phage of Salmonella, the DNA packaged is greater than I00% of the phage
genome; however, the amount of DNA packaged is consistent for each packaging round. When
the phage head has been filled, the packaged DNA is cut away from the concatamer in the
lead ing end section of the next genome segmen t. The resulting packaged DNA, therefore, has
redundant termini , i.e., packaged DNA has simil ar sequences on both ends of the genome, and if
enough ro unds of packaging are initiated from a particular concatamer, eventually the DNA
packaged will be identical to the fi rst packaged genome, i.e., the packaged genomes are
circularly permuted (Bl ack, 1988).
Phage LL-H (poe-type) was found to be re lated to a group of L. delbreuckii ssp.
bulgaricus and ssp. /act is phages. Members of this group had major structural proteins of
identical size and antigenicity as well as shared D A homology. The poe-type and cos-type
phages do not share homologous DNA, perhaps indicating that they do not share a common
ancestor. The sharing of bacteriophages between the subspec ies bulgaricus and /act is is another
indication that these organisms belong in the same taxonomic group.
Interestingly, restriction patterns of the genomes of members of the LL-H group were not
the same even though the level of D A homology was high, thus indicating within a g iven group
of phages genome structural change has occurred (Mata et al., 1986). Heteroduplex DNA
analysis o f LL-H and two closely related phages demonstrated the ways in which de letion and
insertion had altered the genome restriction pattern (Forsman and Alatossava, 1991). Similarly,
phage host range was found not to correspond to D A homology patterns in S. rhermophilus
phages, perhaps indicating that genome rearrangement has some effect on phage/host specificity
(Ben bad is et al., 1990) although restriction patterns were not correlated with host range in this
study.
Within the LL-H DNA homology group are both temperate and virulent phages which
suggest that temperate phages may be a reservoir for vi rulent phages in L. delbreuckii ssp. (Mata
et al. , 1986). This doe not appear to be true of the mesophilic lactococci or S. rhermophilus
bacteriophage (Jarvis, 1984 ).
The data on the variability in genomic structu re of lactic ac id bacteria supplements data
already in the literature on genomic variation in phage which are specific for a number of
bacterial genera. It appears that this process is important in the overall process of phage
evolution (Ackerman n and DuBow, 1987).

Lactobacillus helveticus Bacteriophage
All L . helvericus phages studied thu s far are tailed phages with a contracti le sheath belonging to
the Brad ley Group A. A short ( 160nm) and a long (260nm) tailed phage type have been
identified with short-tai led phages being the most prevalent isolates. Three phage groups were
identified, based on host range, from a group of 35 phage isolates (Sechaud et al. , 1992) .
Sechaud et al. also observed increased phage resistance in lysogenic L. helvericus strains.
This increase in resistance was characterized by shift in phage sensitivity grouping and superinfect ion immunity. The phenomenon of super-infection immunity was especially clear in one
lysogenic strain that was resistant to all phages tested. When thi s strain was cured of its
prophage, it became sensitive. What was not detennined in this particular study was whether the
presence of temperate phage in the host genome protected the host only from phage in the same
phage DNA homology group or whether the protection was wider in scope.
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The phenomenon of lysogen-re lated ph age res istance clouds the issue of whether or not
we should have ly sogenic bacteria in starter cultures. On the one hand , lysogenic bacteria can be
the source of virulent phage; but, on the other, if the lysogen is cured of its temperate phage, it
may be sensitive to a wider range of bacteriophage.

"New" Bacteriophage
It is a common ex perience that new strains in a plant have a "grace" or "honeymoon "
period where they are relatively free of phage attack and it seems that "all of the sudden" or
"over night" the strain begins to have phage problems. This is especially puzzling since plant
whey sample s are usually screened to insure that the plant is free of phage which attacks the new
strain before it is introduced. Most often , however, this phage screening is done with the
relatively insensitive BCP-milk assay which may not detect low levels of lytic phage in the plant.
Instead of a relat ively quick emergence of phage which attacks a given strain, it is more
likely that the " over ni ght " phenomenon is the product of the "grace" period wherein phage types
ex isting in the plant, propagated on other starter cultures or perhaps by organi sms in the milk
suppl y, challenge the defen ses of the new strain. The point where we notice the effect of this
challenge and response period as increased phage sensitivity is the "all of the sudden " event.
The scenario presented here also could explain our experience that new strain s tend to
develop phage problems at about the same rate in geographically di stant locations and is
consistent with our current understanding of the origins of lytic phage in dairy fermentations.
It is c lear from the studies discussed above that phages of dairy starter cultures are
undergoi ng change at the genom ic level. The mechanisms responsible for these changes in starter
culture phages are those of bacteriophage evo lution, i.e., point mutation, recombination , genome
rearrangeme nt (Ackermann and DuBow, 1987).
Curre nt knowledge suggests, at least for the mesophilic lactococci and S. thermophilus ,
that the source of "new" phage in a cheese plant are phages that already ex ist in that environment
through the process of phage evolution. Couple this with the fact that modem cheese making,
i.e., high through-put, tight schedules, is well designed to produce high phage populations if
proper san itation is not practiced, and we have a perfect environment for the development of
"new" phage for strains introduced into the cheese plant.
By keeping phage popu lations in the cheese plant low, two things are accompli shed: ( I)
Starter cultures in current use in the plant can be used without significant slow-downs for
extended periods, and (2) in the event that a new strain must be integrated into the starter
program, low populations of phage in the environment reduce the chances of rapid development
of "new" phages for the introduced stra in.

Summary
Presentati ons to the Italian Cheese Confere nce in recent years (Klaenhammer, 1989;
Sanders, 1990) have stressed the potential of molecular biology techniques in the fight against
bacteriophage in dairy ferrnentations. These hopeful messages mu st be tempered , however, "'ith
the realization that the state of research on bacteriophage and bacteriophage resistance in Ita~ an
starter cultures is inadequate to allow for such improvements of starter strains today.
Although the number of groups engaged in bacteriophage and bacteriophage resistance
research in the thennophilic lactic acid bacteria remains small , a coherent view of the
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characteristics of thennophile bacteriophages is emerging and this will aid in the proper
management of Italian starter cultures as well as build a base for any future efforts to enhance
phage resistance via strain modification.
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Cheese Performance And Blending; What Your Customers Are Asking
By
Regi Hise
Manager Education{fra ining
Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board

I'd like to start today talking about cheese performance. What it means, what your
customers are asking about it, why it 's important to them, and what you can do to take advantage
of what you already know about your products. First, let's define performance.
When we talk about performance, we refer to the way a particular type or variety of
cheese responds to handling during preparation. Performance can also be broken out into two
specific areas; cold or hot. Cold performance refers to the way a cheese responds to mechanical
manipulation and the most important aspects for considerations include:
slicing, by hand or on a machine
slice separation
grat ing
shredding
cubing
Cold performance would also apply to how a c heese is best handled for cutting and wrapping at
retail.
Hot performance refers to the way a cheese responds to the application of heat. It would
typically include:
baking
broi ling
sauce applications
microwavability
steam table holding
Now, what are your customers asking about your product's performance? Basically all
the things we just mentioned. The most com mon questions I receive about cheese from retailers
and food service operators are in some way related to performance. And here's something else
to consider. The questions they don't ask are probably even more dangerous to you than the ones
they do ask. Let me give you some examples. I 'II pull them right out of real si tuations.
A retai ler has a slicing cheese section and Mozzarella is included in the selecti on. This
particular Mozzarella is a whole milk Mozzarella beca use that's what stocked in the bulk cheese
section for cut and wrap. The slicing cheese section i in a deli service case wi th an open back
and the Mozzarella is stacked on top of the pile, the wam1est spot. Everytime this retai ler tries to
slice the Mozzarella for a customer, it sticks to the slicer and just simply doesn't slice well. After
going th rough this exercise in futility about a dozen times and having to clean the slicer
everytime it 's used for Mozzarella, the retai ler decides there is a problem and typ ica lly does one
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of two things. He either takes Mozzarella out of the slic ing secti on or replaces it with another
brand. Also , the customer who took home the sliced Mozzarella and couldn 't get the slices apart
probably won't return for more.
You and I may know that the whole milk Mozzarella should have been well chi lled for
slicing or that a part skim Mozzarella would have sliced better and offered better slice separation.
But this retailer didn't know since there was no information on the package or in the box. Al so, I
don 't remember ever seeing information from any cheese manufacturer about recommended slice
thickness.
That's just one example of cold performance problems at retail. Now let's consider food
service. There is a chef at a big and prestigious resort who had recently decided to start using
freshly grated Parmesan on his menu . Since he was going to the trouble of grati ng it fresh, he
wasn't just using it , he was featuring it in a number of recipes at four separate restaurants.
Freshly grated Parmesan made a big difference to the quality of the taste of the dishes. They
were very popul ar and he was using a lot of cheese. The problem that came up was that he was
literally burning up hi s robot coupe grating cheeses. As a matter of fact, he bent the drive shafts
on three machines in two months. The chef proceeded to call the manufacturer directly to see if
they could recommend a machine that was well suited to grating. They told him, " We don 't
know anything about eq uipment; you need to switch to a pre-grated Parmesan." Management
decided they couldn't afford to continue burning up machines, so fresh Parmesan came off the
menu . Instead of using over 300 pound of Parmesan a week, that figure went down to about 30
pounds a week . Thi s may not have been the manufacturer 's fault , but they should have treated it
like it was their problem.
When retail ers and operators position cheese as something special and promote it
accordingly, it 's a real shame to end up taking that option away from them .
These are onl y two examples and I could go on almost indefinit ely with problems re lated
to lack of communication about product performance.
Let's move o n and talk about hot perforn1ance. We already said that hot perfonnance
refers to the way a cheese responds to the application of heat. It would typically include:
baking
broiling
sauce applicati ons
microwavabi lity
steamt able holding
It 's important to keep in mind that cheeses perform differently depending on the source of
heat. For example, baking or broiling with electric and gas wi ll yield very different results.
AI o, you need to cons ider whether ovens are regular or convection.
In the case of hot performance, we ' ll start by using food serv ice operations as an
example. There is a major misconception that all chefs know how to handle cheese. The CIA ,
or Culinary Institute of America, is reknowned for its curriculum and many chefs who enter fo d
service in this country take thei r training at the CIA . Here is the only part of their formal
curriculum that menti ons cheese. Sixteen words. " It can be sliced for sandwiches, cubed for
party platters, or shredded and added to omelets." If you assume that chefs know how to handle
your products properly and how they perforn1, in most cases you' ll be making the wrong
assumption . And in the end it 's your products that will suffer.
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We conduct seminars on a regular basis for food service who lesalers, distributors, and
their customers who are food serv ice operators and chefs. Once again , the most common
questions are related to product performance. The questions aren 't complicated ei the r. Usually
they just want some basic guidelines on how a spec ific cheeses melts or browns or they want tips
for incorporating them into sauces. They also cons istently ask about storing cheese properly. It
may be second nature to you that your cheese shouldn't be frozen , but if you want th em to know
that, you've got to tell them. One aspect of hot performance that is probably most applicable to
those of you here today is pizza. There are over 53,000 pi zzerias in operation today accounting
for over I0 percent of all restaurants. Presently over 60 percent of all reta il stores have some sort
of fres h pizza program. Pizza captures over 25 billion dollars a year in sales. Pizza is big
business. Some pizza operations are large and very familiar with cheese performance as it
relates to pizza, but the vast majority of operations are not as familiar with the way cheeses
perform or how to test them . The lion's share of questions at seminars and conferences are
regarding crust and cheese. Usuall y their product testing starts at square one without any basic
guide lines to go on. Many operators don 't know that whole milk Mozzarella melts and flows
best to cover a pizza, or that part skim Mozzarella has better cold performance attributes of
slicing or shredding, and browns quicker.
Ju t yesterday, I was at the FMI/NAWGA supermarket food service conference where I
was moderating a panel on "Pizza Programs That Pan Out." As is usually the case, much of the
discussion revolved around two components; c rust and cheese. I'd like to share with you some
of the comments made about cheese from several of the panelists.
The first panelist is a consultant for pizza operations that range in size from si ngle unit
operati ons to a chai n with hundreds of units. He has also written a pizza manual entitled "The
Pizza Managers Guide To Ingredient Purchas ing And Preparation. " ln his talk , he told the
retai lers who were present that the most important ingred ient to consider in their pizza operation
was cheese . Here are his recommendations on selecting a cheese.
First, pick a manufacturer who wi ll provide general guidelines for the way his products
perform, and who wi ll detail basic spec ifications for their products. ln short, find a manufacturer
who will communicate wi th you.
Second, when you find one, stop ski mping on pennies buying bulk or commodity
products. Use a branded product and speci fy it throughout your operati on. That means that if
you need guidance on product testing or have questions, you have someone to call.
Third , when you have a prob lem with perfom1ance, try to solve it by communicating with
your manufacturer.
Another panelist was a top retai ler with 120 stores that had pizza programs and he had
virtua lly the same advice regarding cheese. Keep in mind that the retailers in attendance
typically had from 50-100 stores in their operations. Also, the Mozzarella they use in their pizza
programs usually ends up as the Mozzare lla in the cheese case too.
Another retailer on the panel brought hi in-store pizza manual with him , and it was most
interesting. This retailer had three distinctly differen t types of pizzas in hi s program and had
done thorough testing on his prod ucts. After he had developed his programs and tested them, he
proceeded to go back and take pictures of what the pizzas should look li ke when done properl y
and then take pictures of bad pi zzas. He took the time to overwork dough, use too much yeast,
too little yeast, overcook pizzas, and undercook pizzas. He then photographed them so that
employees could identify problem s and troubleshoot when problems came up. He did the same
sort of documentation and testing for the cheeses on his pizza.
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I was talking to him after the session was over and he told me something that I found
very interesting. He sourced all his cheese from one particular manufacturer becau se the
manufacturer asked for pictures of his test proced ures. He said that he knew if they were
interested enough to want to know more about how their products were being used, they wo uld
be a more trusted resource if problem s did arise. Imagine that. Just because they wanted to
know how the ir products were being used, they added more perceived value to their produc ts.
I cannot emphasize enough the importance of kno wing how your products perform and
communicating that information to yo ur customer. Here are some things that you mi ght consider
doing to accompli sh that.
Prepare guidelines for the way your products perform or their spec ific attributes and
include them in your packaging. Information that you consider basic is exactly what your
customers want - infom1ati on on handling, preparation, and proper storage. If one melts
quicker, list it. If one slices better or browns faster, let them know.
Famili ari ze yourself with the way your customers are using your products. Conside r this.
They are actually doing product testing for you . The ir successes and failures will help you wi ll
glean valuable information.
As you find the di fferent ways customers are using your products, document them. If. fo r
example, one customer is using a certain type of oven that's popul ar in the industry, docum ent
cooking time, temperatures, and results. When you find someone using a different oven ,
document it the same way and compare the results. Keep thi s information on file , and believe
me, it will come in useful. Problems with hot perform ance are typically affec ted by the type of
oven being used . Examples are top heat or bottom heat , how far from the heat source, cooking
times, and temperatures. Yo u don' t need to build a test kitchen to fi nd out how your customers
are presently using your products.
Put yourse lf in your customer 's shoes. Think about ways that make it poss ible for them
to use your products. If you are selling a hard grating cheese to a food service operator or chef,
ask them what equipment they use and ask if it works well . Once again , this sort of in form ation
is easy to get. Ask your salesman, broker, di stributor, or wholesaler to help in obtaining it.
It 's not something you can do overni ght. but it 's necessary for the future of your products.
Learn everything you can about how your prod ucts are being used and you will be a greater
resource to your customers.
Another topic related to performance that I'd li ke to touch on brie fl y is cheese blending.
When we talked about pizza. one thing I didn 't mentio n was cheese blending. Over 90 percent
of all pizzas produced today use a cheese blend of some sort. Because of the number of requests
we 've had to address performance and blending, we developed a brochure called "The Pi zza
Blend Primer," and it has received tremendo us response. We have copies of thi s in the back of
the room if you would like to pick o ne up on the way o ut.
Business is changing everyday and I'd like to read a quote from this week's Cheese
Market News, entitled " Innovation, Adaptability Critical To Survive''. The quote is from Lee
Gent ine, President of Sargento of Wisconsin .
" More th an ever before, cheese markete rs must get in vo lved with their customers to
survive. It 's not good enough to simply make a good piece of cheese these days. More and more
customers are interested in develop ing solid re lationships with their suppliers." says Gentine.
"They have mo re ex pectation of what they want and that frequently leads to the form ation of
alli ances."
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Another quote from the same art icle comes from Paul Christ, Vice President of Dairy
Foods at Land 0 Lakes. He says, "These alli ances are more long term and less flexibl e than in
years past. Tolerances are more narrow because each customer wants the cheese he buys to
perform in a specific way."
l With new technology and make procedures, vi rtually every one of you out there today is
making or has the ability to make cheese that meets most every performance requirement
imaginable. I don' t hear retailers or food service operators asking for impossible things . They
just want to know how to use the products that are out there. I believe that it is imperative for
cheese manufacturers to find out more about the ir customers and how they are using their
products.'ll also believe that those who do so will reap the rewards. Thank you very much for
the opportunity to speak with you today, and if there are any questions, I'd be happy to try and
answer them for you.
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Browning in Stirred-Cured, Directly-Salted Parmesan Cheese Linked to a-Dicarbonyl
Production by Wild Lactobacillus Contaminants
By
R. C. Lindsay and S. T. McDonald
Department of Food Science
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI 53706

Abstract
Non-enzymic browning defects in cheeses have been considered to be caused largely by
residual reducing sugars reacting with certain amino acids. Recent research has shown that many
lactobacillus produce a-dicarbonyl compounds (glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and diacetyl) which also
provide carbonyl groups to react with free amino acids that can lead to the production of brown
pigments. Quantitative measurements of a-dicarbonyls in stirred-curd , directly-salted Parmesan
cheese exhibi ting browning defects showed that methylglyoxal was most like ly involved in the
development of the browning defects in thi s cheese. While low to modest levels of
methylglyoxal are produced by many lactic acid bacteria, some wild strains of lactobacillus (nonstarter lact ic acid bacteria) produce high levels of methylglyoxal. High concentrations of
methylg lyoxal were found in directly-salted Parmesan cheese, and thus were associated with the
development of brown discolorations during aging. Therefore, control of the product ion of
methylglyoxal by restriction of contaminating non starter lactic acid bacteria during
cheesemaking should assist in s uppression of browning in stirred-curd, directly- alted Parmesan
cheese.

Introduction
Various form s and degrees of discoloration occur in cheese. and a variety of factors have
been associated with the development of the ·e de fects. However, discussions of cheese
disco lorations are limited here to either browning or pinking. It is sometimes difficult to clearly
differentiate between brown and pink defects or discolorations in cheese because the two colors
overlap from a spectral standpoint. Further, sometimes both brown and pink discolorations may
occur sim ultaneously in cheese resulting in brownish-pink co lors. When this occurs, it appears
that at least two different chemical mechani sms contribute to the color formation, one of which is
the Maillard reaction .
Browning or the development of brown pigments in foods frequently results from the
formation of melainin pigments derived from the Maillard reaction which initially involves
reactions between carbonyl and amino compounds. In process American cheese where elevated
temperatures are encountered during cook ing and subsequent cooling periods, browning has been
attributed to residual ga lactose reacting with amino acids (Biey et al. , 1984). Similarly, excessive
browning of Mozzarella cheese during heating has been found to be associated with residual
galactose (Johnson and Olson, 1985). While any reducing sugar (i.e. , lactose, glucose, and
galactose) could provide the requisite carbonyl group for reaction with an amino compound,
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galactose is most often im plicated in the reacti on when sugars are considered to be invo lved in
the developme nt of browning defects. When cen ain stra ins of galactose-non-fermentin g lacti c
acid bacteria, such as Lactobacillus delbruekii ssp. bulgaricus are employed as staners, residual
lactose in cheese is hydrolyzed to glucose and ga lacto e, but onl y glucose is readily metaboli zed
and removed from the cheese. As a result , corresponding res idual galactose not utili zed by the
lactic culture accumulates, and panicipates in subsequent carbonyl-amino browning reactions.
Browning caused by residual galactose can be prevented by screening and selecting staner
cultures for the ability to readil y utili ze galactose. When browning problems are encounted in
cheese, res idual galactose always should be suspected , and analysis for reduc ing sugars should
be performed .
Pink or reddi sh discolorations in cheese have also been frequently described in the literature
(Bamicoat, 1937; Breed and Pederson, 1938; Park et al. , 1967; Shannon et al. , 1968; 1969; 1977;
Shannon and Olson, 1969). Pinking in Cheddar cheese colored with annatto occurs frequentl y
(W. Wendorff, personal communicati on}, and it apparently occurs onl y in cheese containing
water-soluble annatto. The chemical basis of annatto colored cheese pinking is unknown , but
surface pinking occurs as a result of high-intensity li ghting. Internal pinking in Cheddar cheese
appears to relate to whey proteins and the sulfhydryl content of the cheese. Pinking in Swi s
cheese has been assoc iated with the use of cen ain strains of Propionibacterium (Park et al. ,
1967}, and cen ain strains of lactobacilli have been implicated in a simil ar pink discoloration
which occurs in Italian cheese varieties (Shannon et al. , 1968; 1969; Shannon and Ol son , 1969).
Pink di scolorati on in Ita lian varieti es can occur as a uniforrn band beneath the surface of the
cheese, as an irregular band following any cracks in the cheese, or as a uniform di scoloration
through the cheese (Shannon et al. , 1968). The pink pigment has been assoc iated with the fat
free, nondialyzable fraction of cheese (Shannon et a l. . 1968). Since the pink discoloration was
associated with cen ain strains of lactobac illi , such strai ns were examined for trait s which mi ght
reveal the mechani sm of fo rmation of the pink pi gments in cheese. Strains of Lactobacillus
delbmekii ssp. IJII /garicus and Lactobacillus heh·eticus associated wi th the pi nk discoloration of
Itali an cheese produced more highly ox id ized condi tions in cheese than strains not associated
with the defect (Shannon et al. . 1969). Development of pink di sco lorati on was accelerated by
higher curing temperatures and appeared to be enhanced by penetration of oxygen into cheese,
but not by absorpti on of sodi um chl oride by the cheese.
In studies on the mechani sm of the pink di scolo rati on in Itali an cheese, Shannon et al. ( 1977 )
found that addition of tyrosine to chee ·e intensifi ed the pink di scoloration of cheese made with a
strain of L. delbmekii ssp. bulgaricus th at consistentl y produced the defect. Strains of salil'arius
ssp. thermophilus which did not produce the pink de fect did not yield pink cheese when tyrosine
was added to the cheese. While the chemi stry of the pink di scoloration has not been resolved,
rapid screening tests have been developed to predict the tendency of cultures to produce the
defect (Shannon and Ol son, 1969). Growth of cutures in either an autoclaved milk -ca lcium
carbonate or milk-phosphate medium for fiv e to ten days at 37 C reveal cultures that always are
assoc iated with the pink de fect by development of a dark brown color in the whey of the milk
calcium carbonate medium or a pink band of discoloration in the milk-phosphate medium. o
discolorati on is observed in the media with cultures that do not produce the pink de fect in
cheese.
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Studies on Browning in Directly-Sailed Parmesan Cheese
Stirred-curd, directly-salted Parmesan cheese has replaced traditional brine-salted Parmesan
cheese for many applications where economy in manufacture is an important consideration .
However, according to industry sources, stirred-curd , directly-salted Parmesan cheese frequently
develops a brown pigmentation within four to six months of curing. The browning in stirredcurd , directly-salted Parmesan is different from that caused by residual galactose because freshly
manufactured cheeses contain virtually no red ucing sugars. Further, the browning does not
appear to be related to the earli er-reported pinking because cultures employed in the manufacture
of the cheese give negative results when tested (Shannon and Olson, 1969) for the tendency to
cause the pink defect.
Because the development of brown pigments in foods is so widely associated with the
Maillard reaction , sources of carbony ls other than reducing sugars were exam ined. We became
involved in studies on the browning defect as a result of investigations on the production of adicarbonyls by lactic acid bacteria in relation to the production of cheese flavors (McDonald and
Lindsay, in review a). During these studies, a method for the quantitative analysis of adicarbonyls in cultures and cheese was developed (McDonald and Lindsay, in rev iew b), and it
was used to examine the role of the a-dicarbonyls in browning of stirred-c urd , directly-sa lted
Parmesan cheese.
Commercial samples of directly-salted Parmesan cheese from four to ten months of age were
obtained, and analysis showed that glyoxa l and diacetyl concentrations did not vary significantly
among the samples. However, younger samples of cheese (<4 mo) conta ined hi gher concentrations (to 1.2 ppm) of methylglyoxa l than more aged samples (>8 mo; <0.3 ppm). Th e general
co lor o f the younger cheeses was off-white whereas more aged samples varied from li ght brown
to dark brown. Notably, samples of cheese ex hibiting browning also possessed flavors that were
described as brothy, burnt and carame l, all of which are typ ica lly associated with Mai llard
browning. These observations supported the hypothesis that methylglyoxal was involved in the
formation of the brown discoloration becau e the disappearance of this a-dicarbonyl compound
paralleled the development of more intense brown colors and caramel-like fl avors in cheese.
Model system studies were also cond ucted which involved combinations of glyoxal,
methylglyoxal. or diacetyl alone or in combination wi th amino acids, including tyrosine.
Methylg lyoxa l reacted readily with tyrosine y ie lding red-brown precipitates while glyoxal and
diacetyl were much less reactive. Additional model systems were prepared where a med iumaged unco lored Cheddar cheese was used as a base for incorporation of the a-d icarbonyl
compo unds. While all of the com pounds formed some browni sh pigmentation , methyl glyoxal
gave much more intense brownish pigments in the cheese base. Therefore, these trials showed
that the a-dicarbony ls gave brown pigments when contacted with suitable amino compounds.
Samples of unripened (ca I mo) commercial brine-sa lted and direct salted Parmesan cheese
were ana lyzed and compared for concent rations of a-d icarbonyls, and much higher concentrati ons of methylglyoxal were consistently found in the direct-salted cheese samples (to 6 ppm)
compared to brine-salted samples (to 0. 7 ppm). Thus, the potential for development of brown
pigments was found to be much greater in the direct-sa lted Parmesan cheeses even though the
defect was not yet apparent.
Analysis of samples of curd and cheese obtained consecuti vely during the various stages of
manufacture of stirred-curd , directly-sa lted Pam1esan cheese provided some key information.
The concentration of methylglyoxal rose rapidly between salting (ca 1.5 ppm) and after pressing
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(to 3.7 ppm) indicating that the conditions for production of methylglyoxal were very favorable
during this period of time. Since the introduction of salt was a major variable at this point , trials
were carried out to determine the effects of salt upon the starter culture (L. he/veticus) used in the
manufacture of the cheese. This culture produced only a very modest level of a-dicarbonyls, and
in MRS nutrient broth it yielded only about 0.2 ppm of methylglyoxal. Further, in the presence of
six percent sodium chloride in a modified MRS nutrient broth, the production of methylglyoxa l
was not noticeably altered, and the production of glyoxal or diacetyl was also low and unaltered
by the presence of the sa lt. Thus, a connection between higher salt concentrations provided by
direct-sa lting procedures and methylglyoxal production was not established, and evidence for
involvement of the starter culture was not obtained.
Earlier studies on the production of a-dicarbonyl compounds by lactic acid bacteria had
revealed that most produced these compounds, but many wild strains of Lactobacillus sp.
produced high levels (to 8 ppm) of methylglyoxal (McDonald and Lindsay, in review a).
Apparently, low to modest levels of the a-dicarbonyls contribute to cheese flavors through
Mai llard-related reactions, but when excessive concentrartions are produced, brothy off-flavors
and brown pigments result.
The procedure of direct-salting of the Parmesan curd would provide an opportunity for
introduction of the wild lactic culture that is inherently present in every cheese factory. As a
result of introduction of highly competitive wild lactic acid bacteria at the point of salting,
proliferation would occur in the freshly-pressed curd, and could account for the rapid formation
of methylglyoxal observed during press ing. Such a series of events is highly compatible with the
observations and results obtained in thi s study.
In summary, measurements of concentrations of melhylglyoxal have established a
relationship between methylglyoxal concentrations and the development of browning in stirredcurd, directly-salted Pannesan cheese. Since the L. helveticus starter cultures produced only
modest concentrations of methylglyoxal, it was unlike ly that such levels of this compound were
sufficient to contribute to browning. However, since many wild lactobacilli produce high
concentrat ions of methylglyoxal. contami nation of curd during the salting stage of manufacture
of stirred curd Parmesan appeared to be rel ated to the production of elevated concentrations of
melhylglyoxal observed after pressing and subsequently during the early stages of ripening.
Thus, while other factors affecting the production of a-d icarbonyl s may be discovered
subsequently, the studies strongly supported the hypothesis that contamination of the curd with
wi ld lactic ac id bacteria was at least in part responsible for the development of browning in
stirred-curd , directly-sa lted Parmesan cheese.
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Automatic Mozzarella Processing System
By
Keith Ray
Manager of Engineering
Stainless Steel Fabricating, Inc.
Columbus, WI

Abstract
Our interviews with cheese makers, owners, managers, and top management of mozzarella
processing companies across the United States resulted in our quest for accurate data from which an
automatic Mozzarella processing system could be designed .

Definition
An "automatic Mozzarella processing system" is one capable of handling curd to product ready
for packaging.

The Challenges
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cheese Composition Variables
pre-salting
• solid
• butterfat
Final Product Variables
size and shape
• weight control
appearance
dimensional stabi lity
Coo ling
Production Speeds
Product Quality
USDA Requirements
Cost
Space

The Solutions
I.
2.
3.
4.

Data Gathering
Modular Concept Design
Field Testing
Data Gathering
5
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Data Ga th erin g
Our di scussion today is limited to data gathering which continues to be an ongoing effort. As is
often the case, machi ne design and testing appears to be far less of a challenge than gathering uffi ciemly accurate data from which des ign criteria can be estab lished.

Coolin g
And of all the challenges fac ing us in system desi gn, by far the most demand ing is th at of coo ling
the Mozzarella to the kind of target core temperatures necessary. As a result , we are limiting our presentation to cooling and to all those variab les associated with that process.
During thi s discussion , we have to make the assumption that all other variables remain constant
so we can first begin to solve thi s most challenging riddle.

T he Coo lin g Chall enges
Cooling, in tum , is dependent upon an impressive li st of variables experi enced every day in the
Mozzarella cheese making process:
solids
butterfat
sa lt ing tech niq ues
product ion speed
And if we may keep these prev ious variables constant for the purpose of thi s
discuss ion , we can center our attention o n the cooli ng methodology itself and it s prim ary cri teria:
cooling med ia
• cooling technique
• system costs
Di sregarding hybrid solutions because of the issue of reasonable cost whi le accepting weet
water as the media of choice left us with uncovering cooling technique, .
To examine the relative success of the various ··automatic'' techniques now used to produce
Mozza re lla. we went into the field and gathered cooling data on the vari ous
machines.

Fi eld Data Ga th erin g
For our purposes , we have defined the various manufacturing systems according to how they cool
the product:
spray
immersion
• transfer

6
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The fo llowing curves represent the data gathered from o ur investigation
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Conclusion
The data demands a new look at the phenomenon of cooling Mozzarella with respect to the
techniques used and the media employed.
It appears obvious that whi le immersion does little to reduce core temperature, the several types
of spray coo ling systems on the market need addi ti ona l attenti on if "packageable" product is the goa l.
Our design team has been working steadi ly on success full y on a unique, com mercia l solution to
thi s challenge. We welcome your input.

II
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How Starter Culture Metabolism Affects
Properties of Mozzarella Cheese
By
Robert W. Hutkins
Unive rsity of ebraska-L inco ln

Abstract

The function of lactic starter cu ltures in cheesemaking is quite simp le- the
culture ~hould ferm e nt the sugars in milk and produce lactic acid, such that a desirab le pH is reached
"ithin a su itable time. In the manufacture of Mozzarella cheese, however, there are additional requirement' that Monarclla cultures must satisfy.
These addi ti ona l requirement s may not easi ly be met because many of the func ti o nal properties
of Mouarella c heese are influenced by the me tabo li c behavior of the cultures used to make the cheese.
The propensity of Mozzare ll a cheese to brow n during high te mperature pizza manufacture is particu larly
aiTected by cu lture me taboli sm. heca use Srrepwcoccus thermophilus (one of the organ ism s used as a
Moaarella cu lture) doe; not fermen t the ga lactose portion o f ga lactose. The fo rmer is instead released
into the chec'c where it can react to form brown pigments during pizza baking. Altho ug h thi s "galacto e-relca;ing'' phenotype i ~ typica l for most s train ~ of S. thennophilus. we have recent ly isolated several ;train; lvhic h ferment lactose complete ly. These ; train; were used to make Mouarella cheese
which contained significantly less ga lacto;c than conventi ona l cu ltures (0.15% vs. 0.63 %}. Cheese
made usi ng the;e cultures browned signifi cantly less that control cheese, even when cooked at nearly
600° F. ba<,ed on objective color analys i> using a Hunter colorimeter. Pi zza made with low-brown ing
chee;e abo browned 'ignilicantly le;;, according to sen;ory ana lysis. Our results demonstrate that lowbrOil ning Mouarella cheese can be made using S. rhermophilus c ultures that more efli cientl y fennent
the galac tose portion of lacto e.
Introduction

The p rim ary ro le of lactic ac id bacteria in cheesema king is to ferme nt lactose
to lactic acid. The lactic acid then lowers the c urd pH to a leve l appropriate for the g iven c heese. A lthough the metabo lic pathways chosen by starte r bacteria may vary, depending. for example. on the
specific bacteria l spec ies, how the lac to>e is ac tually fermented or how the target pH is ultimately
reached is generally of little concern to the c heesemaker. Of cou rse, cu ltures should also be resistant to
bacteriophages a nd ~hou ld not produce bitter or other off-flavors; however, as long as the fem1entation
occurs in a time ly, consistent. and predictable fashion. most c heesemakers will be sati sfied. and the
cu lture will not be expected to do much else. For most dairy fermentations, such as those which occur in
Cheddar cheese manufacture, how sugars are actua ll y metabo lized by the starter bacteria has relatively
little influe nce on the o ut come of the fini heel prod uct.
In the case of Mozzarella c heese, however, starter c ulture metabolism has a profound effect on
the fin al fun c ti o nal and physica l properti es o f the cheese. Although the starte r c ulture mu st lower the
c urd pH to 5.2 so that the c heese w ill stretc h, how the pH ac tu all y gets to 5 .2 and the spec ific me tabolic
t3
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properties of the starter culture dramatically affect the quality of Mozzarella cheese . This is because
there are additional requirements that Mozzarella culture must satisfy. For example, Mozzarell a cul tures must produce cheese having spec ific stretching, melting, and browning properties (3) . Moreover.
these requirements are not easil y met because of the inherent physio log ical properties and metabolic
behav ior o f the strains used as Mozzarella starters. Also, the thermophilic rod and cocci used in the
manufacture of Mozzarella are physio log ica ll y and geneticall y di stinct from the ir mesophilic counterparts, thu , manipulation or improvement of thermophiles req uires a g reater understandi ng of the specific ste ps and reactions involved in metaboli sm . In thi presentati on, I will rev iew curre nt know ledge of
sugar metaboli sm in thermophilic lactic acid bacteria. I will also describe how various metabo lic activities affect the properties of Mozzarella cheese and how improved starter cu ltures can be used to improve
the quality of Mozzarella cheese.

Nutritional Requirements
The dietary needs of thermophilic lactic ac id bacte ri a are not unlike that of the mesophi le•- for
the most part, they simply need a fem1entable carboh ydrate and a ready supply of pre-fonned am ino
acids. In the milk environment, the fenne nt able carbohydrate is readi ly supplied as lactose. At 5%,
lactose actuall y exists in excess of that which is needed. This in an important point, because, as will be
di scussed in mo re detail be low. Sireptococcus Ih ermophilus, has the luxury of wasting half of the avai lable energy (i.e., lactose) as it grows in milk . Although the am ino acid requirement can seemin gly be
sati sfi ed by 2.5% casein , the latter is not easily hydro lyzed by al l thermophilic cultures; S. Ih ermophi/us
is parti cularl y de fi cient in thi s respect and req uires the more proteolytic Lacwhacillus he/, •eficus to
generate an adequate supply of amino acids. The action of dairy thermophi lic bacteria on milk casei n.
therefore. is anot her acti vity that affects the o utcome of the ferment ation and the properti es of the finished Mozzare ll a cheese.

General Features of Sugar Metabolism
Carbohydrate metabo lism by lactic acid bacteria involves two separate event s. First, the 'ugar.
i.e. , lactose , mu st be captured and transported into the ce ll. The accumulation of lactose (and mo;t other
nutrients for that matter) is a process that requires energy. In fact. as much or more than a fourth of the
energy a starter culture cell gai ns from metabo li zing lactose must be spent in order to obtain more
lactose. Thus, transport is an import ant first step in metaboli sm, and more wi ll be said later about the
detail s of lactose transport in thermophili c lactic acid bact eria. The second metaboli c event invo lves a
series of enzymati c reactions commencing with the hydro lysis of lactose <Uld ending wi th the producti on
of lactic ac id . Although all lactic acid bacteria possess the mean s of producing lactic ac id from lactose.
many of the thermophili c bacteria do so in a manner quite unlike other lactic ac id bacteria, as w ill be
discussed below. It is worth mentioning here, however, that one consequence of thi s unu sual metabo lic
behavior is that the galactose moiety of lactose is, for the most part , unfem1ented, and as Mozzare lla
manufacturers are aware, the unfennented ga lactose accumulates in the cheese where it can later cause
browning problems.

Lactose Tran sport and Metabolism by S. thermophi/us
S. lhermophilus transports lactose via a membrane-bound transport system, convenientl y ca lled
LacS (6). Th is simple process results in lactose being carried across the cell membrane and into the
cytopl asm of the cell wi thout any change in form (Figure I ). Thi s process req uires energy or a driving
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force. Ordinarily, the driving force is simply a hydrogen ion (or proton) gradient, the formation of which
requires energy in the fonn of ATP. This allows the cell to couple uptake of one solute, lactose, with
another solute , a proton. The intracellular lactose is then split by the enzyme ~-galactosidase to form
glucose and galactose. The glucose is then readily metaboli zed or fermented; the cell makes for itself
ATP, and lacti c ac id is made as an end-product. However, most strains of S. thermophil us as well as
many strains o f Lactobacillus lack the ability to ferment the galactose portion of lactose and are phenotypi call y galactose-negative (Gai-). WhyS . thermophi/us behaves in this way and what happens to the
ga lactose are questions to which we have devoted much research attention.
As stated above, the first step in lactose metabolism, namely transport, requires energy (i.e.,
ATP). If S. thermophilus has to spend energy to transport lactose, it wo uld seem wasteful for it to
ferment only half of the available sugar (the glucose) and dispose of the other half (the galactose).
Indeed, S. thermophilus has learned how to di spose of the galactose in an efficient and novel manner.
In stead of simply excreting ga lactose into the medium (i.e., milk or curd), S. thermophilus couples the
"downhill " efflux of galactose out of the cell with the "uphill" uptake of lactose into the cell (I\. In
other words, S. rhermophilus exchanges intracellular galactose for ex tracellul ar lactose (Figure 2). The
ce ll is then spared the energy it would normall y spend to take up lactose. Thi s " revolving door" type
of process provides an energetic advantage for the organism, with galactose effl ux driving lactose uptake ( 1).
There is another reason why most strains of S. thermophilus do not ferment galactose. The
metabolic pathway used by most bacteria that ferment galactose is the Leloir pathway, and the first and
rate-limiting enzyme of thi s pathway is ga lactokinase. Although most S. thermophil us stra ins can
produce this enzyme at ve ry low leve ls (even Gal- strains), under ordinary growth conditions, the enzyme (or more specifi cally, the gene coding for thi s enzyme) is usually turned off, especia lly when
lactose is present. In milk , then, synthes is of galactokinase is repressed and galactose cannot be metabolized. It is important to mention that even strains whi ch can fe rment free galactose fail to ferm ent
galactose when lactose is available. If, however, repression is lifted or the cell can be indu ced to make
more enzyme even in the presence of lactose, galactose-fennentation can occur. Toward this end , we
recently isolated. cloned, and sequenced the gene cod ing for ga lactokinase inS. thermophilus. Thi s
genet ic infomwtion prov ides us with the opportunity to amplify expression of this enzyme in proven
cheesemak in g strains which may allow us ultimately to convert these strains into galactose-fe1menters.
It should also be noted that some of the thermophili c lactobac illi used a starter cultures are ph ysiolog ica ll y similar to S. thermophil us, with respect to lactose and galactose metabolism, and that they may
si milarl y modified .

Practical Implications
From a microbiologica l point of view, the peculiar manner in which S. thermophil us and other
thermophilic lactic acid bacteria ferment lactose and ga lactose is scientifically quite interesting, since
few other bacteria behave in this fashion. However, from an applied viewpoint, the behav ior of thermophilic cultures in milk has profound effects. The galactose which accumulates in Mozzare lla cheese is a
particular probl em when the cheese is exposed to hi gh temperatures as would occur during pizza baking.
Under these conditions , the galactose reacts with free amino acids in the cheese to fonn brown pi gments
via the we ll -known Maillard browning reaction (2) . Although residual lactose may also participate in
browning reactions , galactose is generally more reactive than lactose. Browning of Mozzarella cheese is
also enhanced as the temperature increases; as marketing considerations force pizza makers to produce a
cooked pi zza in a matter of minutes, oven temperatures rise and even cheese containing as little as 0. 1%
ga lactose may brown excess ively. Mozzarell a manufacturers are, therefore, under considerable pressure
to reduce the ga lactose content in cheese in order to produce cheese hav ing low browning potential.
15
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As mentioned above. the other fac tor which contributes to browning is the amo unt of free amino
acids present in the cheese. Amino acids are produced from protein hydrolysis, w ith the milk , the rennet
and starter and non-starter bacteria servi ng as potential sources o f proteolyt ic enzymes. Although the
mixing-stretching ste p ex poses the curd to water temperatures of 80° C ( 180° F) , and the curd it se lf
reaches as high as 60° C ( 140° F), not all enzyme is destroyed. Residual prote inases may then continue
to degrade casein, result ing in accumu lation of amino acids. A lso. the starter bacteria may survive the
stretching ste p and continue to grow during storage and hydro lyze prote in. It is beli eved that the g reat es t
ource of res idua l protei nases are from the coagu lant and the starter cu lture. There fore, by se lecting
no n-pro teo lytic starter strain s, casein hydrolysis is reduced and the browning potential is minimi Led.
However, as rev iewed by Kindstedt (3) and Oberg (5) the use of such strains also affects other impo rtant
functional properties including stretching and me lting . Similarly, adjustment of the rod-to-coccus ratio
is ano ther com mon way to control browning and other fu nctional properties of Mozzare ll a cheese since
the rods are ge nera ll y more proteolytic than the cocci.
Perhaps, the best way to control browning of cooked Mozzarella cheese withou t affecting other
func ti ona l properties would be to use culture strains that did not release galactose into the cheese curd.
Unfortunate ly, there are few such st rai ns which ex ist. As mentioned previously, it may soon be possible
to metabolically engineer existing strains of S. rhermopililus so that they utilize . instead of release ,
ga lac tose. Ano ther approach, however, is to iso late sui table strains, havi ng the galactose-fermenting.
non-re leas ing phenotype from natural sources. We have recently iso lated severa l strain s o f lactic acid
bacteria hav in g thi s phenotype , and used these cocci. along with ga lactose-fermenting Lacrohacil/us
hell'eticus, as starter cultures for the manufacture o f Mozzare ll a cheese.
The cheese was made in our dairy process ing plant (40 pounds cheese per vat) according to
procedures described by Kosikowski (4), and was stretched in a Supreme 640 mixer. A ll cheeses had
identical composi ti on , except that the cheeses made wi th the ga lactose non-releasing cocc i contained
sign ifi cantl y less ga lactose than con trol cheese made wi th a culture which released ga lactose (Figure 3).
More importan tly. the former cheese browned significantl y less when heated to over 300° C (585° F).
based on Hunterlab Colorimetri c ana lyses (Table I). Other cheese properties. including melting and
oi ling off. were not affected by the cu lture used. Because all culture strai ns. including the contro l. were
non-proteolytic, we concl uded that the galactose-fermenting phenotype. and not the proteolytic activity.
was responsible for the non-browning perfom1 ance of the cooked cheese. When thi s cheese was used in
the manufacture of pi zza and was ex posed to high cooki ng te mperature (as above) . simil ar differences in
browning were observed.
Co nclusio ns
Increased production demands and ri gid customer spec ifications for Mozzarella cheese have
fo rced cheesemakers to produce cheese havin g very spec ific functional properti es. Resea rc h has shown
that several of these properties, in particular browning, are affected by starter culture metabo lism. By
understanding the actual biochemical processes and physiological acti vities of the culture bacteria, it
may be po sib le to manipulate existing strai ns or to isolate new strains from nature hav ing desirable
cheesemaki ng properties.
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Table I. Values of the L * (light-to-dark) index of Mozzare lla cheese for each treatment
on days 5 and 28.

Temp (time)

C (min)

Treatments (Day 5)

KK- 1

KK-2

KK -3

KK-4

KK -5

232 (2.00)

63.8

63.7

65.9

63.6a

66.3a

260 ( 1.25)

68.1

69.3

69.2

67.5

69.5

288 ( 1.00)

69. 1

69.0

69. 1

67.4

69.7

307 ( 1.00)

66.8a

67 .6b

69.6 3 C

64 _5 bcd

68.4d

307 ( 1.25)

64.0

62.7a

64.8

62.7b

66. 1ab

abcdefgvalues in sa me row with same le tter differ significantly (P<.05).
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Tem p (time)

Treatments (Day 28)

C (min)

KK - 1

KK-2

KK -3

KK-4

KK-5

232 (2.00)

63.7a

63. 1

63 .7b

60.9abc

64. JC

260 ( 1.25)

65.7

65.0

65.3

63.9

66.2

288 ( 1.00)

64.8

64.3

65. 1

63.8a

66.6a

307 (1.00)

64.4a

63 .5

64.5b

6 1.6abc

65.4C

307 ( 1.25)

62.3ad

59.2abc

63. Jbe

57.5def

63.3Cf

307 ( 1.50)

61.9ae

57.2abcd

6J.4bf

52.3cefg

6 l . ldg

abcdefgva lues in same row wi th same letter diffe r sig ni fica ntl y (P<.05) .
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Specialty Cheese - A World of Opportunity and Potential
By
James Path
Cheese Outreach Specialist
Center for Dairy Research
University ofWisconsin -Madison
Madison, WI

Topics
How do you define a specialty cheese?
A look at varieties of specialty cheeses from around the world.
Impact on the Wisconsin Dairy Industry.
The development of the Specialty Cheese program at the Center for Dairy Research.
Introduction
I would like to say at the beginning of this presentation that since my specialty cheese program is
Wisconsin based and funded by the Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board, most of my remarks will refer to
Wisconsin references.

What is a Specialty Cheese?
One of the hardest things to do is to define the term "specialty" cheese. I have spent hours in
meetings where people have tried unsuccessfully to reach a definition of specialty cheese.
So what makes an "ordinary" cheese "special?" Some elements which are commonly found in
cheeses classified by marketers as specialty cheese are:
1. Perception of added value
2. Normally low volume (less then 50 million pounds per year)
3. Labor intensive
4. Location of production
5. Ethnic background
6. A special manufacturing process
7. Special bacterial cultures
8. Special packaging
9. Unique flavor
10. Unique shape
Let's take a look at a few!
Location- What about a cheese made in France, in a Convent, by Nuns?
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Special Processing. Special Packaging - Or is thi s processed cheese, manufactured for the Oriem , cut
into strips, with thin layers of fish placed on it, then packaged in a gas flu sh tray. Is it specia l? I would
think so .
Unique Flavor. Srecial Packaging - Or a cream cheese fl avored with orange and manufactured
in Gennany?
Special Packaging- Or a Cheese which looks li ke a smoked fi sh?
Location, Shape- Or a cheese like Gouda Balls, originally a farm stead cheese, which is now mass
produced in Holland , but sold as a speciall y cheese in America and many other countri es?
These is a wide diversity of cheeses from mass produced Gouda to the Convent cheese which is
produced by the Sisters after Mass. from processed to natural. But I think that you wo uld agree that they
are all special.
In fact , I have reached the conclusio n th at all cheeses can be special in their own unique way.
From a practical stand point , however, when you have a specially cheese program . you must set limit s on
your definition o r you wi ll outstretch your avai lable resources.
For o ur purposes. at the Center For Dairy Research, we have decided o ur primary concen tration
is to encourage spec ialt y cheeses which may include the e lements menti oned prev io usly, but shoul d
include four important charac teristics:
I.
Must have a value added concept (previous ly mentioned)
2.
Are not currently produced in the State of Wisconsin
3.
Natural cheeses (vs. processed )
4.
Promotes the expansion of chee>c va rieties
How may cheeses fall under this definition' Well. if I have a "reli gion to preac h," it is the huge
variety of cheeses that are produced world wide, which fall under our CDR definition. They offer tremendous opportunities for our Wi sconsin manufacturer>.
This sa les booklet illustrates over 300 varieti es of cheese which are currentl y being sold in the
U.S.A. I wou ld like to emphasize "currently being sold in the U.S.A." Over 250 of these varieties are
imports and a ll of the cheeses sell for from 50 cen ts to 4 dollars over the Green Bay market pri ce for
cheddar cheese.
Lets take a look at some of them: Madrigal (a sweet Swi ss type), Mimolell e and Raclett e,
Semisoft Drak kar, White mold St. Andre and Tome Du Rouergue . On the left - Cant al, Morbier (note
the vein of ash in the center of the cheese), BlueD ' Auvergne and Saint Nectaire. On the right - Dou x
De Montagne. Chaumes. Gounnandise and Croustin, Semisoft cheeses wrapped in chestnut leaves or
rolled in pepper or other spices and English cheeses soaked in Elderberry Wine (Winsor Red) or with
Hazelnuts and rai si ns (Nutwood).
Surprising ly, importers I have contacted have been very encouraging when I exp lain our CDR
program. They have indicated to me that because of the drop in the value of the dollar, many imported
cheeses are being priced o ut of the reach of the American consu mer. The concern is that this upscale
market may be entirel y lost. American versions of these cheeses could rep lace import ed products, at
prices still in the upsca le level. but below the escalat ing imported prices.
More cheeses are: fresh Mozzarell a, origina ll y made from water buffalo milk , a recen t import
from Italy. Talegg io, al so from Italy. In fac t Ital y offers a tremendo us bouquet of cheeses. This book ,
" DOC Cheeses of Italy" published by the Mini stry of Agriculture and Forestry, describes about fifty
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Ita lian cheese varieties of cows, ewes, goats and water buffa lo milk origin. Considering th at many of
the people in this audience manufacture for thi s ethnic market, these cheeses may offer some
additional possibilities.
From Spain the bullet shaped S. Simon, the mushroom-shaped Cebreiro and the pointed Tetillaall cows milk cheeses. The book '"Quesos Espanoles" by Simone Onega lists over 120 Spanish cheese
varieties of cows, ewes, and goats milk origin,
But one of the most decorative Spani h cheeses is a sheeps milk cheese ca lled Manchego . The
beau tiful basket weave des ign on the o ut side of the cheese was originally imprinted by woven baskets or
cord wrap in which it was pressed. Thi s tradi ti on is carried on in the design of the modern plastic hoops.
At this point you might ask, '"Jim , why in heavens name are you talking about a sheeps milk
cheese; and I think you have also slipped in some goats cheeses and even water buffalo cheese?" I
would on ly remind you that cheeses such as Blue, Feta, and even Mozzarella have the ir origins in noncows milk. It only took a brave cheesemaker and maybe an enterprising marketer to conve rt these
cheeses to cows milk . The conversion mi ght not have been a perfect translati on, but the end results were
hi gh ca liber c heeses in thei r own right. It has had a huge impact on usage of cows milk dairy production. I would g uess that in the State of Wi sconsin alo ne there is more Mozzare lla cheese of cows milk
origin produced than there is water buffal o Mozzarella cheese produced world wide.
Tired of one cheese? People are fasc inated with contrasting textures and Oavors. The English
combine layered cheeses to get different tastes and striki ng eye appeal. The Duchess combines layers of
mellow Wensleydale with tangy Shropshire, which is blended with cream cheese. It is simil ar to one of
my favorites, Huntsman , a Double Gloucester-Blue Stilton combination. Or, if you don't like layered,
what about a sw irl with a so ft full-fat cheese rolled in a Leicester cheese.
Some groups of cheeses that start ed as ethnic specialties have grown into major commodity
cheeses. In the U.S .A., Itali an type cheeses have grown from specialty ethnic cheeses to a point where
the production of It alian types of cheese exceeds that of Cheddar cheese. ( I)
There still are many ethnic and rac ial groups who may provide growing markets. The two fastest
growing ethnic cuisines are Italian and Mex ican, both of which rely on cheese for many recipes .
Total Hispanic population is projected to grow in the United States from the cu rrent level of 19
million to 30 million by the year 2010. (2) 1992 figures place Hi spanic cheese consumption at a 33
million pound market with a growth rate of 14% per year. (3)
With the North American Free Trade Agreement about to be ratified, thi s may open even more
new cheese markets in the Hi spanic area .
Potenti al ethni c markets are also ethni c groups with lactose intolerance for milk . Since most of
the lactose is utilized in the cheese-mak ing process, cheese becomes the perfect milk substitute for
ethnic gro ups of peopl e with lactose intolerance. The Asian rim is a potenti al market. Did you know
that the country of China produces more cheese than either the countries of Switzerland or New
Zea land? (4)
Earli er I showed you a package of Orange Flavored Cream Cheese. If you turn the package over,
you will find that the package is destined to an Asian country. Another cheese exported to Japan is the
nutty Oavored orvegia from Norway.
I might add that ew Zealand has been particularly successful in shipping cheese to Asia. The
quantity of cheese it exports to Japan now exceeds either exports to U.S.A. or home consumption.
Market size of the Japanese natural cheese segment surpassed the processed cheese segment in
1989 and continued at an average annual growth rate of 9% per year.
While dessert cheeses are prevalent in Europe, dessert cheeses are relatively undeveloped in the
Un ited States. How about the popular white mold tripl e cream from France, Saint Andre or its cousin
L"Exp lorateur?
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Will we see a designer cheese? The artistry of this Fol Epi from France is an attempt to develop
upscale markets.
This Paneer cheese, of Asian origin, has been positioned as I 00% vegetarian , another new trend
in eating habits.
By the year 2030, nearly a quarter of the U.S. population will be at least 65 years o ld . That's
almost double the 1990 rate. (5) This cou ld open the door for stronger-flavored cheeses. Perhaps shelfripened cheeses like Chaumes or a Tom me De Savoie will make a come back. Or maybe a Stilton wi th
its irregular blue veins but placed in a coll ector crock.
Thi s is a fraction , I repeat , a fraction of the cheeses th at are currently being prod uced every day,
world wide, to a wi lling consumer group.
Can spec ialty cheese production rea ll y have an impact on the Wisconsin Dairy indu stry? Let's
look at three c urrent issues: ( 1.) milk usage, (2.) dec! in ing number of cheese factories and (3.) improved
pricing of cheese products.
I. Impact on Milk Usage

Under most definitions, specia lt y cheese varieties have total annual production vo lu mes of less
then 50 million pounds of cheese per year. A median leve l (halfway between 0 and 50 million pounds
production) of 24 Millio n pounds of cheese per year wou ld represent 240 million pounds of milk per
year. Since Wiscons in produces about 24 billion pounds of milk per year ( 199 1 figures), one specialty
cheese variety wou ld represent about I percent of the total state milk volume. (6)
Cheese new ly introduced in the last 10 years such as String (70 million pounds U.S. production)
and Feta (28 million pounds U.S. production) have already had an impact. (7)
ow I may be a dreamer, but I'm also a realist. I want to ca ution that it wi ll take from three
to eight yea r s for new varieties to develop. So me may never develop! But even two or three new
successful variet ies wou ld have an impact on the Wisconsin Dairy Industry.

2. Impact on C heese Factories
We cu rrentl y have onl y about 170 cheese factories left in the State or Wisconsin. Approximately half of the cheese factories in Wisconsin fall into a sm all volume category. They produce
less then five million pounds of cheese per year per plant. wi th an average production per plant or 1.8
million pounds of cheese per year. (8) A successfu l new specialty cheese at the median level of 24
million pounds or cheese per year wou ld equal 6 cheese fac tories utili zi ng I 00,000 po unds of mi lk per
day or an average production of 4 million pounds o f cheese per year. Even very small levels of interest
in these varieties could help these operations.
3. Pricing
Specialized product are nonnally labor intensive. require more care and se ll at hi gher prices.
ot on ly are prices higher for these products, but in many cases the moisture is also hi gher, resulting in
better yields. Thi s should result in higher returns.
A cheese factory which processes 500,000 pounds of milk a day manufactures abo ut 50.000
pounds of cheese a day. If they have a one-cent-per-pound margin , they net five hundred dollars per day.
A cheese factory which processes 50.000 pounds of mi lk a day manufactures only 5,000 pounds
of cheese a day. But if they have a I0 cent per pound margin , it also net s five hundred doll ars per day.
Diversification of varieties also could help to stabili ze pri ces. If you are produc in g five types of
cheese and the market in one cheese becomes saturated . the price drop has a !/5t h impact on the mi x
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price you can pay for milk. If you produce only one type of cheese, you feel the full impact of the
market change. (Note- specialty cheeses should be priced independently of the Green Bay Cheddar
cheese market.)
The objectives of our program at the Center for Dairy Research are three fold:
I. Impl ementation of a program that will resuh in the development of specially cheese
technology that will be available to Wisconsin cheese manufacturers.
2. Provide the necessary training and technica l support to cheesemakers adopting these specia lty
cheese technologies.
3. Provide support to Wisconsin cheesemakers in addressi ng technical questions
regarding cheesemaking.
Specialty Cheese Program -Things Happening !
Applications Research
Originally visited over I00 cheese plants
• Currently working with individual plants
• Quality Assurance Program
Specialty Cheese Seminar Series
Packaging Seminar
Danish Cheese Seminar
Wisconsin Cheese Artisan Certification
Other
Video series with Swiss Technical School
Cheesemaker Exchange Program
I also would like to add that although my remarks deal! only with the CDR research area of the
pecialty program, there is also a marketing facet to the program and that will be addressed by WMMB
in their portion of this seminar.
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A Method for Manufacturing Reduced Fat Mozzarella Cheese
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Introduction
Red uced fat and nonfat dairy products are fill ing an important sales area in the dairy industry,
mak ing dairy products available to people who would not normall y buy them. However, reduc ing o r
e liminating milkfat in cheese can result in phys ica l and n avor changes which are oft en detriment al.
Manu fac ture of reduced fat Mozzarella cheese has been carried out by some companies, bul onl y with
parti al success. Recentl y the USDA has been deve lo ping a reduced fa t Mozza rell a cheese (w ith 9% fat)
for use in the schoo l lunch program. On Septembe r 8th , the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture demonstrated
the USDA's renewed emphasis on nut riti on by launching a long-terrn initiative ("Fresh Sta rt") to improve sc hool mea l programs across the United States (The Cheese Reporter, 10 Sept. 1993). As part of
" Fresh Start", red uced-fat Cheddar cheese will be ava il able on a tesl basis in some schools.
C HEESE AND NUTRITIONAL GUIDELI ES
Sc hool Lunch Program
According 10 Ell en Haas, the Ass istant Secretary of Agriculture for Food and Consumer Serv ices,
"schoo l-age c hildren get 100 many of the ir ca lories fro m fat and do not eat enough fru its and vegetables."
A cry has also been raised by the consumer organi zati o n Publi c Vo ice for Food and Hea lth Poli cy that
"school lunch programs had become a virtual dumping ground for hi gh-fat cheese and butter" and that
"school lunches do not meet Dietary Guide line recommendati ons that no more than 30 percent of calories come from fat" (The Cheese Reporter, I0 Sept. 1993).
The atio nal School Lunch Program serves about 25 milli on lunches a day and ope rates in
nearl y 95 percent of !he nation's schools. US DA has purchased almost 60 m ill ion pounds of cheese
(incl uding 17 millio n pounds of Mozzarell a) for use in the school lunch program during the past 12
months. T hat is only about I% of annual prod uc1ion but if you are sell ing cheese to USDA it is signi ficant. and almost all of that cheese was purchased at market prices. With fas t-food restaurant s opening up
outlets in school cafeterias, Pizza Hut has over 4,500 high school outlets, thi s percentage seems set to
increase. The onl y problem is that because of thi s trend , some so called nutritional "experts" are accusing schoo ls of jeopardi zing kids ' health .
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Cheese Research at Utah State University

Research on reduced fat Mozzarella cheese has been underway at Utah State University for the
past two years. During that time we have been refining the methods used to study the microstructure of
cheese. Out of that study we have made a five to ten-fold increase in resolution obtainable using scanning electron microscopy, so that we can distingui sh components that are as little as three nanometers
apart (McManu s era/ , 1993)
This year at the Western Center for Dairy Protein Research and Technology (which compri ses
researchers from Utah State University, Oregon Stat e Universi ty, Brigham Young University, and the
University of Idaho) we have initiated a research strategy into low fat cheeses. Our aim is to create a
multi-faceted research team focused on solving the current problems faced by manufacturers of low fat
cheeses, i.e. poor flavor and texture. Included in thi s is a joint three year project with researchers at the
University of Wi sconsin- Madi son and the University of Minnesota , and we are active ly looking for
other people both in industry and academia who would like to be a part of such a low fat cheese
research team .
At the Westem Center we have reali zed that researc hers need to band together in solving such
problems rather than competing with each other. Especially, we need to have coordinated indu stry and
academic research institutions working together for the overall good of our cheese future.
Reduced Fat versus Low Fat
There are compani es marketing Mozzare ll a cheese with a lower fat content than part sk im Mozzare lla, but less than 30% of the milkfat is typica ll y removed and thi s is far from meeting the dietary
guidelines on fat consumpti on. And ri ght or wrong, those guidelines are goi ng to be used by a lot of
people in making food choices.
With the new FDA regul ations on food labe ling, we need to look carefully at what we ca ll products in wh ich we have lowered the fat content. If we reduce fat content by 25% we can call it reduced
fat. If we lower the fat content by 50% we can call it low fat provided the product is within the nutritional guide lines of no more than 30% calories from fat. As you well know, there are fo ur categories of
'·Mozzarella cheese" in the U.S.A: Mozzarella, Low Moisture Mozzarel la, Part Skim Mozzarella, and
Low Moisture Part Skim Mozzarella. They differ in fat content and moisture content (US DA , 1980).
Mozzarell a cheese mu st have at least 45 % fat on dry basis (FOB ) and a moisture content in the range of
52 to 60%. Mostly we produce cheese in the pi zza cheese category, i.e. Low Moi sture Part Skim Mozzarella with a fat content of 30 to 45 % FOB and a moisture content of 45 to 52%.
So, assuming most manufacturers are aiming to make their cheese with at least 50% moi sture,
low moi sture part skim Mozzarell a can have from 22 % fat down to as littl e as 15% fat. The amount of
fat you put into your cheese will probably continue to depend on the value of butterfat. If you can sell it
at cheese prices, rather than butter prices, then it would be foolish from an economi c view point to make
low moisture part skim Mozzarella at anything less than the max imum allowable fat conte nt. However,
to maintain the spiri t of the labe ling laws, a reduced fat Mozzare ll a would probab ly need to have no
more than I I % fat (a 25 % reduction from 15%) even though the comparison cheeses would typica lly
contain 20% fat or more . At a 50% reduction of fat , a Mozzarella cheese with 7% fat cou ld be classified
as a "Low Fat" food (Table I). This is a di stinct advantage over Cheddar cheese which at a 50% lower
fat content is still well above the nutritional guidelines as shown below. To have on ly 30% of calories
come from fat , Mozzarella cheese needs to be made with no more than approximate ly 7% fat.
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Table I. A comparison between Cheddar and Mozzarella cheeses
on the effect of reduci ng fat con tent on the proportion of calories
from fat.
Cheese

Fat

Cheddar
Red. Fat C hedd ar

32%
15%

73%
47%

Part Skim Mozz
Red . Fat Mozz
Low Fat Mozz

20%
9%
7%

65%
35%
30%

CaloriesFAT

Removing Fat From Cheese
As the fa t is removed from Mozzarella cheese, however, the desirable physical properties of the
cheese, which play an important role in its consumer acceptability, are lost. And commerc ially avai lable
non-fat Mozzarella cheese is the extreme example of this and has none of the melt and stretch properties
ex pected of Mozzarella cheese. It is very tough and has poor melt and stretch properties and it s structure
(Figure I) bears little resemblance to reg ular Mozzarella cheese (Figure 2 ).
The most important characteri sti cs of Mozzare ll a cheese are moderate toughness, adequate
stringiness, proper melt, desired cook co lor and gloss, and how well it shred and slices. These physical
propert ies vary greatly based on cheese age, pH, moisture level, salt content , and the start er cu ltures
used. Also, increasing moisture content , as a means of mak ing low fa t Mozzare lla cheese will signi fi cantly affect the physical properties.
If fat is removed the protein content increases and it is thought that this makes the cheese too
tough to melt and tretch properly. It has been suggested th at stretching properties may be related to
higher concentrati ons of intact casein and large pept ides (Creamer, 1976) and that differences in the
proteolytic properties of thermophilic starter cu ltures can significantly modify physical propertie .
In addi ti on to using modified cultures, physical parameters of the cheese such a calci um leve ls
and cheese pH can be used to control melt properties of cheese (Ke ller eta/, 1974; Kie ly eta/, 1992).
Previous work at Utah State Universi ty with direct acid Mozzarella cheese made with chymosin, bovine
pepsin, porcine pepsin , or Mucor miehei protease has also shown that melt and stretch are affected by
the type of enzyme used (Oberg et a/, 1992).
UTAH STATE UN IVERSITY REDUCED FAT MOZZA RELLA C HEESE
Mod ify ing t h e Make Procedure
During the past 18 months, we have been studyi ng the re lationship between fat and protein in
Mozzarella cheese in an effort to understand how stretch and melt properties can modified. To do this
we have been studying the struct ural changes that occur in cheese curd as it is made into Mozzarella as a
means to understand how best to make a low fa t Mozzarell a (Oberg eta/, 1993a).
We have produced cheese using milk with casein-to-fat ratios of 1.2 (for part skim Mozzarella),
1.6, 2.0 and 2 .4 for reduced fat Mozzare lla (Merri ll eta/. 1993). There were many different process
variati ons that we used in an attempt to produce a cheese that retained the desired level of moi sture as
we reduced the amount of fat in the cheese, but not all of them were successful. Variations that were
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unsuccessful included draining the whey at a high pH, reducing cook temperature to 96°F, and adding
wash water to the curd.
Eventually a procedure was developed for which we were able to make a cheese with 10% fat
and 47 % moisture (although we would prefer to have it around 50-53% moisture so that the concentration of protein in the water phase remains constant). No doubt there are a number of ways in which the
same cheese cou ld be made but this manufacturing procedure worked well for us. The area of greatest
concern was to retain as much moisture in the cheese curd as possible because this appeared to be the
limiting factor in avoid ing production of a cheese with a very tough and rubbery body.
An elevated pasteurization temperature ( I 74°F for 29 s) was used to retain a small amount of
denatured whey proteins which have a better water holding capaci ty than renneted caseins. The milk
was pre-acidified to pH 6.0 with lactic acid before adding rennet so that we could reduce the make time
by not requiring as much acid production by the starter cultures (it also reduced the clott ing time to 10
minutes with the rennet concen tration we were using). When you are trying to maintain moisture content as high as possible, if acid production is too slow then the curd will have to be held longer in the vat.
or on the drain table, and more moi ture than desired will be lost.
Cheesemakers want consistent performance from their starter culture because any time they
have erratic start er performance they will be making cheese that is highly variable in composition and
functionality. We overcome some of thi s variability by accompli shing a lot of the ac idifi cation by direct
addition of acid. We diluted lactic acid I :2 with water and added it to our small 7 liter vats. For commercial production the acid cou ld be graduall y added to milk as the milk is pumped into the vat.
The cu rd was cut with 3\4" knives so as to g ive the curd particles a sma ller surface to volume
ratio and trap more moi sture in the curd by slowing whey expu lsion. Cook temperature was lowered to
100°F, again so that we would reduce whey expulsion but this could be varied depending on the cultures
being used.
While the curd was still in the whey. we reduced the amount of tirring of the vat so we could
minimize curd shattering. and because we were working with only ;mall quantities of curd we hand
cheddared the cheese but turned the curd Jess frequently than traditionally used. If you can keep the
cheese cooler you will have slower ac id production and thus slower whey expulsion. For a commercial
situation this translates into doing all that you can to reduce the extent of mechanical agitation that
promotes expu lsion of whey from the curd. And although many of you may ;imply make a stirred curd
cheese rather than cheddaring, the same genera l principles app ly.

Modifying Starter Cultures
This work is continuing at the Western Dairy Center and we are currentl y worki ng on manufacturing cheese that falls below the nutritional guidelines of 30% calories from fat. Included in this is
further work on starter cultures, especiall y those that are hi ghl y proteolytic and wou ld he lp accelerate
protein breakdown to get better melting properties . For our original work on reduced fat Mozzarella we
used single strains of Lactobacillus heh·eticus and Streptococcus thermophilus. More recently we have
been using Lactobacillus casei ssp. casei as eit her an adjunct or as the rod portion of the starter cul ture
mix. We have found that our reduced fat cheese made with partial or total replacement of L. heh·eticus
with L. casei ssp. casei had more melt and less cook color than comparable cheese made with
L. he/vericus and S. thermophilus (Oberg eta /. 1993b). Overall the physical properties of our reduced
fat Mozzarell a compared favorably with low moisture, part skim Mozzarella except that there was a
color change of the cheese as the fat was removed.
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Physical Properties
The same changes in properties of the reduced fat cheese occurred during storage as occurs in
regular Mozzare lla although at a slower rate. Fresh Mozzarella me lts poorl y, has a tough granular
consistency and is too e lastic which makes it unsuitable for use as a pizza ingredient. Then during 2
weeks of refri gerated storage considerable proteolys is occurs; Farkye et a/. ( 199 1) reported a decrease
of intact as 1-case in by 25% and intact P-casein by 40%, and the cheese texture mell ows to a more
moderate ly e lasti c state. We observed thi s as a decrease in stretch as measured using helical vi scometry
(Figure 3). At Day I, the reduced fat cheese was twice as tough as the control but by Day 7 they were
comparabl e. In contrast, the reduced fat cheese actuall y melted slightly more at Day I but it took 28
days to reach the meltability that the control cheese reached by Day 7 (Fig ure 4).
Thi s difference in the rate at whi ch me ltabili ty changes during storage expl ains why our statisti ca l analys is showed a signi ficant interaction between fat content of the cheese and storage time even
though overall it di d not show a significant e ffect of fat content on me ltability Cook co lor also increased
over time as would be ex pec ted as more free amino g roups are released from proteo lys is (Fi gure 5). The
s light di ffere nces (however not statisticall y signifi cant) at Day I may simpl y have been caused by slight
d iffere nces in the make proced ure between the control and reduced fat cheeses.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF LOWFAT MOZZARELLA
Forming the Protein Network
When milk coag ul ates, the case in mice lles aggregate into chains that eventuall y all lin k together
into a mesh-like structure that encompasses the fat g lobules. At the time the curd is cut , there is an open
network of chains and cl u ters of individual micelles of varying sizes (Figure 6). There are many
cross links between the chains formi ng numerous "cages". Large spaces also ex ist in the network where
the i'aJ globules are present and act to interru pt the network. The rigidity imparted by the protein network depe nds primaril y upon the size of the ce ll s and the thickness of the chains fo m1ing them. The
sizes of the ce ll s will be controll ed by the s ize of fat glo bules whil e the thi ckness of the chains wi ll be
controlled by the di stance between the fat globules . The less fat there is, the greater the distance between fa t g lobul es and therefore the greater the pace in which the protei ns can move, and the thicker the
protein stra nds can become.
Because we ac idifi ed the milk to pH 6.0 before renneting the casein structure in the reduced fat
curd is more o pen th an is usually observed in cheese curd at the time of cutting. When the pH is lowered the casein micelles undergo a much more rapid coagulati on altho ugh at thi s stage the individual
para-casein mjcelles can still be observed at high magn ifica tion using scann ing electron microscopy. We
used a I0 minute set time when making the reduced fat cheese; when the same amount of rennet was
added to non-ac idified milk we had to wait 50 minutes before the curd was firm eno ugh to cut. In spite
of thi s lo nger set time, there was more mi celle fusion that had taken place in the acidified milk at the
time of cutting than no rmall y occurs in cheesemaking.

Shrinkage of the Curd Matrix
As whey is expelled after the curd is c ut, then the mesh-like structure shrinks around the fat
glo bules (Figure 7). The protein network becomes mo re compact and micelles fuse together with many
of the chains formin g int o thicker strands. The cheesemaker observes this as the curd becoming
more firm .
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Although this finn ness or rigidity is principally controlled by the rigidity of the casein network
(i .e. the rigidity of the "cages") the fat still plays a significant role. The presence of fat within the cages
modifies and limits the extent of deformation, adding rigidity to the structure. At the same time the water
acts as a low viscosity lubricant between fat and casein. Provided there is a sufficient quantity of it, the
water occupies all the space between the fat a nd the casein. It is the combination of all these effects
which gives rise to the rheological propenies of the final cheese.
Fo rmin g P rot ein F ibe r s
Initially, the protein network is seen as c hains extending throughout a continuous serum phase in
the curd (see Figure 6 and 7). However, as more serum is lost as whey, the hydrated protein becomes the
continuous phase that e ncloses pockets and pools of serum and fat droplets (Oberg, eta/. 1993a). When
a reduced fat cheese is made, there is simply insufficient fat to keep the protein strands well separated.
As shown at last year's sem inar, when Mozzarella curd is mechanically stretched the orientation
of the prote in produces a very dramatic loo king struc ture (Figure 2). However, as I me nti oned, for
experimental work suc h as I have described today, we use hand stretching which does not give us the
same extent of fiber orientation (Figure 8). Fom1ation of protein fibres was observed for both our
control and reduced fat cheese with columns of serum and fat separating them.
Con cl usion
By us in g an e levated pasteuri zation te mperature, pre-acidi fi cation of milk , 3'4" c ulling knives,
I00°F cook temperature, and less mechanical agitation we produced a reduced fat Mozzarella cheese
with 10% fat and 47 % moisture. The c heese produced using thi s Utah State niversity method had
melting characteristics comparable to those of a pan-skim low moisture Mozzarella cheese with 20'k fat.
At Day I after manufacture, the reduced fat Moaarella cheese was twice as tough as regular pan
skim Mozzarella, but after 7 days of storage it had the same stretch characteristics. By 7 days, it melted
slightly less than the regular Mozzarella but was sti ll in an adequate range . By 28 days, it exhibited the
same extent of melting.
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Figure I.

Internal structure of a retai l purchased non-fat Mozzarella cheese.

Figure 2.

Internal structure of a low moi lure part skim Mozzarella cheese immediately after
mechanical stretching.
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Changes in stretchability, during storage time, of Mozzarell a cheese made from milk of
various casein to fat ratios.

Figure 4.

Changes in meltability, during storage time, of Mozzare lla cheese made from milk of
various casein to fat ratios.
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Figure 7.

Internal structure of (A) red uced fat Mozzarella cheese curd and

(B) pan skim Mozzarella cheese curd prior to draining the whey.
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Figure 8.

Internal structure of (A) red uced fat Mozzarell a cheese curd and

(B) part skim Mozzarella cheese curd after hand stretching.
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Features and Benefits of Using Custom Starter Programs
By
Bill Knoe pell
Sr. Techni ca l Services Re presentative
Marsc hall Product s
Madi son, Wi sconsin

To better understand where the Italian cheese industry is wi th starter programs today, it is valua ble to know where we have been. Most of the emphasis back in the Sixties and Seventies was placed
on developing It alian cheese standards and standardi zi ng cheesemaking proced ures. In 1966, Dr.
George W. Re inbo ld reported at the Marschall Itali an C heese Seminar that selected single-strain starter
cultures. both rod and coccus. should be introduced for It alian cheesemaking. The effect of these sing letrai n cocc us and rod cultures o n cheese body, flavor, and tex ture should be assessed . He a lso did not
recommend the use of whey starters.
The Marsc hall It alian starter prog ram at th at time was LB and ST cultures grow n in NFDM at
II % solid produc ing a start er with a one-to-one coccus-to-rod ratio. The LB culture , a single strai n of
L. helw•ticus and the ST cultures, single strains of S. thermophilus were both avail able in liquid frozen
bu lk sets. There were abou t four or five ST strains to choose from . The existence of phage for cocc i and
rods was known but not readily accepted in the field .
In 1975, Yerle W. Christensen re ported at the Marschall Italian Cheese Seminar about the preparation and use of CR 150 ga llon bulk sets grow n in Thennostar at I 0% so lids, prod uc ing a cocc us-to-rod
ratio of one-to-one. This gave the cheesemaker a dependable ac id producing system, beca use
Thennostar provided phage protection in the starter tank and a se lection of CR cultures was available to
provide a phage stabl e rotation Thi s starter system was "state of the art'' for that time, all owing the
cheesemaker to make cheese meeting the standards.
It was in the 1980's that much automation eq uipment was incorporated into It ali an cheese production creatin g spec ialized needs for starter programs. At the sa me time, markets deve loped for
cheeses that fun ction in very speci fic and different ways. Some examp les of these cheese fun cti ons
wou ld be deg rees of browning on a pizza, deg rees of stretch on a pizza, tenderness to the bite o n a
cooled pi zza, white Parn1esan, tight knit hard styles, and correct melts for deep fat frying Mozzare ll a
sti cks, to name a few.
In 1985, Marschall introduced a line of defined single strai n coccus and rod cu ltures, with known
flavor development , cheese body breakdown , salt to lerances. temperature tolerance and preference and
moisture retenti on. These cultures can be grown in bu lk starter systems using Thennolac med ia at 7.4%
solids or Thermogo ld and Thennostar II at 7% so lids. The cultures can be grown in various combinations and ratios to meet a wide variety of production needs. Specific growth pattern s can be repeated to
grow these cultures in consistent strain ba lances and coccus-to-rod ratios with the use of our automati c
starter system controll er. the CT2000SS.
Of the medias mentioned above, Thennogold would provide the most phage protection in the
starter tank , while Thermostar II is an internally buffered media used primaril y for rod growth. A typica l
bulk cu lture scheme includes one pair of rods and three to four pair of cocci. When just rods are grown
in Thennostar II , the usual is to grow a pair or trip let of rod strains and introduce the cocc i liquid frozen
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or freeze-dried direct to the vat, vary ing the amo unts and ripening times of the cocc i and rods to set the
ratios for the different cheese styles.
In 1990, Marschall introduced a line of direct-to-the-vat Fl avo Bac cultures to be used as starter
adjuncts to influence fl avors, melting characteristi cs, tender cheese to bite on a coo led pi zza, light/white
colored cheese, low browning and cheeses with ti ght body.
We at Marschall believe we can provide the cheesemaker with the culture systems req uired to be
uccessful in today 's It alian cheese market, allow ing him to maximize moisture and fat usage by standardi zing with the additi on of condensed or reconstituted dry skim milk so lid s, utili zing hi ghl y automated equipment and still maintaining cheese characteristics consistent to their company's
marketing tradition.
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Impact of Whey pH at Draw on Composition, Proteolysis,
and Functional Properties of Mozzarella Cheese
By
J.J . Yun, D.M. Barbano, and P.S. Kindstedt, K.L. Larose
Northeast Dairy Foods Research Center
Cornell University and University of Vermont
Ithaca, Y and Burlington, VT

Abstract
Cultured low moisture, part skim Mozzarella cheeses were produced (400 lbs/vat) using the same
milk, starter, and coagulant, but with two different whey pH at draw (6.40 and 6. 15). Cheese was made
by the milled-c urd " no-brine" method with a I 06°F (41 °C} cook temperature, 5.25 milling pH , and
135°F (57°C} stretching temperature. Cheese making was repeated 3 times on 3 different days. With
decreasing draw pH from 6.40 to 6.15 , calcium content in the cheese decreased (from .83 to .75%}, and
cheese moisture increased (from 45.7 to 46.3 %}. However, there were no significant differences in
protein, fat, and salt content. During storage. soluble protein contents, meltability, and free oi l increased,
and s-casein and apparent viscosity decreased for all cheeses. There were significant influences on the
interaction of draw pH with storage time on oluble nitrogen content. Thus, proteolysis during refrigerated storage was influenced by differences in draw pH. On average, TPA hardness, TPA springiness, and
apparent viscosity were lower with lower draw pH during the storage (the lower the draw pH , the softer
the cheese).
Introduction
Changes in manufacturing variables can affect chemical composition and functiona l properties of
Mozzarella cheese. Previous studies have shown that variat ions in draw pH can affect cheese texture by
changing the retention of mineral and coagu lant enzyme (Lawrence et al. , 1983; 1987; Holmes et al.,
1977). Texture is important in Cheddar because cheese wi th poor texture would a lso develop uncharacteristic flavor (Lawrence et al, 1983). For Mozzarella, texture of unmelted cheese is important because
of its influence on shredding properly of the cheese.
Mozzarella cheese undergoes proteolytic changes during refrigerated storage. These proteolytic
changes affect the functiona l properties such as melting and stretching characteristics. If the retention of
coagulant enzyme in the curd changes by varying the draw pH, then the proteolytic change during
storage could be affected , and the cheese functionality upon baking may also be affected.
Draw pH is, therefore. one of the manufacturing variables that can affect the quality of Mozzarella
cheese. The objective of this experiment was to determine the effect of whey pH at draw on cheese composition , proteolysis, and functional properties of Mozzarella.
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C heese m a kin g
To prod uce low moisture part skim Mozzarell a cheese with two different draw pH , a milled-curd
no-brine method (Yun et al., 1993) was used. Cheesemaking was replicated on 3 different days as a
random ized complete block design. The now diagram of the cheese making method is shown in
Figure I.
Raw skim mi lk and raw cream were standardi zed to 2.3% fat and pasteurized. To the milk (400
lbs/vat}, di rect-to-vat frozen starter cu ltures, Streptococcus sa livari us subsp. thennophi lus (Marschall
product Thermococcu s C 120) and Lactobacillus delbruekii subsp. bu lgaricus (Marschall product
Thermorod R 160) were added.
Milk was ripened for 60 minutes at 96°F (36°C}, and fermentation produced chymosin was
added. Following a 30 minutes set. the milk coagu lum was cut with a 1.2 em wire knife and allowed to
heal for S min . ext, the curds were stirred gentl y without heat for I0 minutes, followed by heat ing from
96°F (36°C} to I 06°F (4 1°C} over IS minutes wi th continuo us ag itation.
The agitation was continued and temperature mai ntained until the whey pH reached the desired
draw pH (i.e., 6. 1S or 6.40). Then whey was drained and curd was piled in the center of the vat. Curd
slabs were turned (cheddared) every IS minutes until the curd reached a milling pH of S.2S. Then the
cheese curd was mill ed, salted , and stretched. Stretching of the curd was done in salt soluti on at 13S°F
(S7 °C} using a pi lot scale Mozzarella mixer (model 640; Stain less Steel Fabricating Co., Co lumbus.
WI). The cheese was then cooled, vacuum packaged, and stored at
4°C unti l the ana lysis.
Ana lyses a nd Tes ts
Changes in tit ratab le ac idity of milk and whey (Richardson, 198S) and pH of milk . whey. and
curd were moni tored during cheese making. A Xerolyt electrode (Ingold Electrode) and Accumet pH
meter (Fisher Scientific) were used for pH measurements. The pH of whey and curd were measured at
I Q0°F (38°C} after calibrating the pH meter with reference solut ions for pH 4 and pH 7 at I00°F (38°C)
(Yun et al. . 1993a)
Fat content of milk . whey. and cheese were detennined using Babcock tests (Yun e t al., 1993a).
All nitrogen detenninations were performed by Kje ldahl. Percentages of nitrogen from the analyses of
total nitrogen were multip lied by 6.38 to g ive milk protein equivalent s (Yun et al. , 1993a). Cheese
moisture was determined grav imetrically by drying 2 g of ground cheese at I00°C in a forced air oven
for 24 h (Ric hardson , 198S). Ca lcium concentration in cheese was detennined by complexometric
titration (Kindstedt and Kosikowski. 198S).
All tests during storage were performed after 3, 8, IS , 2 1, 29, and 50 d of refri gerated storage at
4°C. To monitor proteolysi , the amounts of nitrogen solubl e in pH 4.6 acetate buffer and in 12% TCA
were determined. The soluble nitrogen va lues were expressed a a percentage of total nitrogen content of
cheese. The amount of intact Cl,;-case in was detem1ined by SDS-PAGE. More detailed references fo r
the e analyses are found in the previous report (Yun et al. , 1993a)
Tex ture Profile Analysis (Bourne, 1978) of Mozzarell a cheese was done using the lnstron
Universal Testi ng Machine. Cheese me ltability was measured by a modifi ed Schreiber tes t (Kosik \\Ski,
1982). Apparent viscosity of melted Mozzarella cheese was measured by helica l viscometry (Kindstedt
and Kiely, 1992). Free oil of Mozzarell a cheese was measured usi ng the centrifu gation method
(Kindstedt and Rippe, 1990). Detailed explanations of the testin g methods for fun ctional properties have
been reported previously (Kindsted t and Kiely, 1992; Kindstedt and Rippe. 1990: Yun et al., 1993 ).
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Results and Discussion
The cheese making time was not affected by the changes in draw pH . The duration from
coagulant addition to draw was longer with lower draw pH (i.e., 65 and 95 minutes for draw pH 6.40 and
6. 15, respec ti vely). However, the time from draw to mill was shorter with lower draw pH (i.e., 67 and 3 1
minutes for draw pH 6.40 and 6. 15, respective ly). Thu , the total make times from coagul ant additi on to
mill for both draw pH were sim ilar (i.e., 132 and 126 minutes for draw pH 6.40 and 6. 15, respectively).
As shown in Tabl e I, with decreasing draw pH from 6.40 to 6.1 5, calcium content in the cheese
decreased (from .83 to .75%). This is consistent with prev io us studies relating the mineral retention in
the curd with draw pH. The calcium contents in both cheeses are within the usual range for the low
moisture part skim category (USDA, 1976)
The cheese moisture was slightly higher (from 45.7 to 46.3%) in the cheese with lower draw pH.
The slightl y shorter cheese making time for the cheese made with lower draw pH may be lhe reason for
the slightly hi gher moisture. Draw pH did not have a signifi cant impact on protei n, fat , fat o n a dry basis.
and sa lt con te nt of the cheese (Table I). Moisture and fat on a dry basis for both cheeses are within the
legal range fo r the cheese (CFR , 199 1).
The result s of pH 4.6 soluble nitrogen showed that, overall , lower draw pH seem to cause more
proteolysis during sto rage (Figure 2). There were interactio ns of draw pH with storage time on both
types of so luble nit rogen contents: the rate of increase in proteolysis during storage occurred fas ter with
lower draw pH (Figure 2 and 3).
We did not determine the amount of coag ulant retained in the curd or cheese. Thus, we cannot
attribute this hi gher proteo lysis solely to the higher coagulant retenti on in the curd at lower draw pH .
However, more proteo lysis, espec iall y by pH 4.6 solubl e nitrogen, seems to indi cate that lower draw pH
may have caused hi gher coagul ant retention, whi ch then produced more proteolysis. Thi s postulation
may be even mo re valid con idering th at pH 4.6 soluble nitrogen is affected more by coagul ant than by
starter culture enzymes which is anothe r cause of proteolytic changes in cheese (Chu et at. , 1993).
Wi th increased storage li me, both types of sol uble protein increased (Figures 2 and 3), and
Cis-casein decreased for all cheeses (Fig ure 4). These proteo lytic changes are expected (Yun et al., 1993a)
and will affect tex ture and functional characteristics o f the cheese during storage (Yun et at. , 1993 b).
On average, TPA hardness (the overall res i lance of cheese to compress ion) appeared to be lower
wi th lower draw pH (Fig ure 5) probabl y because of less calcium in the cheese. Although less obvio us,
the TPA sprin giness (the he ight of cheese bo unced back between compress ions) also appea red to be
lower with lower draw pH (Fig ure 6), again pro babl y because of less calcium in the cheese. The reduced
amo unt of calcium in the cheese and the more active proteolysis may have contributed to a weaker
network structure in the cheese with lower draw pH .
Changes in fun ctional properties were norma l for the low moi sture part skim Mozzarella (Yun et
at. , 1993b). During sto rage fo r both cheeses, the melt ability increased (Fi gure 7), free oil increased
(Figure 8), and apparent viscosity (Figure 9) decreased. On average, apparent viscos ity (res istance of
melted cheese against the shear at high temperature) tended to be lower with lower draw pH. The reason
for thi s would be simil ar as the reason for the weaker structure in the cheese with lower draw pH : more
acti ve proteolysis and less ca lcium are probably the reason fo r the reduced apparent viscos ity.
Overall , the effect of draw pH (between 6.40 and 6. 15) on texture and fun cti onal pro perties was
smaller than the e ffect of storage (during SO days at 4°C). However, there were some differe nces caused
by the changes in draw pH . These differences combined with the influence of other parameters in the
cheese-making procedure may be useful in prov iding cheeses that meet the varied functiona lity criteria
of individual c usto mers. The cheese with lower draw pH wo uld give slightl y softer cheese with slightl y
less stretch and more melt characteri stics.
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Conclusions
Lowering draw p H (6.40 to 6 .15 ) reduced calc ium conte nt in the cheese (from .83 to .75%) and
increased cheese mo isture (from 45.7 to 46.3%). However, draw pH did not affect prote in, fat, and salt content
o f the cheese .
So luble prote in conte nts, me ltability, and free o il increased , and s-ea ei n and appare nt viscosity
decreased for all cheeses during storage. On average, TPA hardness, TPA springiness, and a ppa re nt
viscosity we re lowe r with lowe r draw pH thro ugho ut the storage.
Thus, vari ation in the draw pH w ill cause variati ons in tex ture and functio nal c haracteri stics.
Selecting appropri ate whey d raw pH and then consis te ntl y cont roll ing to that poi nt w ill pro duce cheese
with more con s istent functiona l characte ri stics .
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FRESH CHEESE
DRAW pH
6.40
CHEESE pH

DRAW pH
6.15

5.16

5.12

P VALUE
.24

% H20

45.73

46.28

% FAT

20.79

20.71

.52

% FDB1

38.32

38.55

.50

% PROTEIN

.05*

28.03

27.59

.38

% SALT

1. 50

1. 59

.50

% SALT/H 20

2.96

3.16

.59

.83

.75

% CALCIUM

FDB 1 :

. 04*

fat on a dry basis

Table I.

"MILLED-CURD NO-BRINE" MOZZARELLA CHEESE MAKING
WITH 2 DIFFERENT DRAW pH
SKIM MILK & CREAM
STANDARDIZE & PASTEURIZE
ADD CULTURE & RIPEN
ADD RENNET & COAGULATE
CUT & COOK
DRAW pH 6.40

DRAW pH 6.15

PACK, ADD SALT, STRETCH,
COOL, PACKAGE, & STORE AT 4°C

Fi gure I.
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CHANGES IN pH 4.6 SOL. N.
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CHANGES IN a 8 -CASEIN
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CHANGES IN TPA HARDNESS
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CHANGES IN TPA SPRINGINESS
(IMPACT OF DRAW pH)
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CHANGES IN MELTABILITY
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CHANGES IN FREE OIL
(IMPACT OF DRAW pH)
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CHANGES IN APPARENT VISCOSITY
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Impact of Coagulant Level on Compostion, Proteolysis, and Functional Characteristics of Mozzarella Cheese
By
P.S. Kindstedt , K.L. Larose, and D.M. Barbano, J.J . Yun
Northeast Dairy Foods Research Center
University of Vermont , Burlington and Cornell University, Ithaca

I ntroduction
It is well known that the coagulant used in cheese making has a dual role in most cheeses. The
primary function is to coagulate the cheese milk , thereby producing a curd which is sub equently transformed into the final cheese. ln addition, a small proportion of the coagulant is carried over into the
cheese. This res idual coag ulant remains proteol yti cally active in most aged cheeses and plays an important role in the development of texture and flavor during aging .
In Mozzare ll a cheese, the impact of coagulant on proteolyt ic and functional changes during
aging wi ll depend on three factors: 1.) the abil ity of the coagulant to withstand inactivation at the hi gh
curd temperatures attained during cooking (i.e., before draining) and during stretching; 2.) the type of
coagu lant and 3.) the amount of coagulant that is carried over from the milk to the final cheese.
Is R es idua l Coagul a nt In ac t ivated Du r in g C heesem aking?
In the past there was controversy as to whether residual coagulant in Mozzarella cheese remains
ac tive or whether it is inactivated by the high temperatures attained during cooking and stretching ( I).
Recent investigations have shown that the former is like ly in most cases. For example, at the 199 1
Marscha ll It alian Cheese Seminar we presented data co mparing Mozzarella cheeses made wi th 3 different commercial coagul ants (fermentation-produced chymos in, Mucor miehei protease, and Endothia
parasi tica protease). The experimental cheeses were made usi ng a 41 °C ( 106°F) cooking temperature.
The curds were stretched in 57°C ( 135°F) water, which resulted a curd temperature of 55°C ( I 31 °F) at
the exi t o f the cooker-stretcher, which is typical of commerc ial practice. The study provided strong
evidence that all 3 coagulants remained proteolytically active during aging and thus withstood the 41 °C
( 106°F) cook ing temperature and the 57°C ( 135° F) stretching temperature. Moreover, it was shown that
coagul ant type had a large impact on proteol ytic and functional changes during aging.
More recently, the same 3 coagulants were evaluated for activity loss following various heat
treatments in sod ium phosphate buffer (0. 1 M) at pH 5.2, and in a Mozzarell a cheese analogue (2) .
Coagulant acti vity was determ ined using the ortho-phthaldialdehyde proteolysis test. Exposure times
and temperatures were chosen to approx imate the thermal conditions in commercial cooker-stretchers.
Figures 1-3 show activi ty losses fo r each of the 3 coagulants (fermentation-produced chymosin , Mucor
miehei protease (heat labile), and Endothia parasitica protease) when ex posed in pH 5.2 buffer to
temperatures ranging from 50° to 75°C (122° to 167°F) for up to I0 minutes. Exposure to 50°C ( 122°F)
for up to I0 minutes had virtually no effect on any of the three coagulants. At 55°C ( 13 1° F), Endothi a
parasitica protease showed parti al inactivati on, whereas Mucor mi ehei protease and chymo in were
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unaffected. At 60°C ( 140°F) Mucor miehei protease and chymosin showed partial in activati on, whereas
activity of Endothia parasitica protease decreased to below the level of detection aft er I 0 minutes. At
75°C ( 167°F), activi ties of all 3 coagulants were reduced to undetectable leve ls. It is evide nt th at
thermal stabilities of the 3 coagulants differed in the foll owing order: fermentation-produced chymosin >
Mucor mi ehei protease> Endothia parasitica protease. Similar patterns of inactivati on were obtained
when the coag ulants were heat-treated in a Mozzare lla cheese analogue (data not shown). The
experiments confirmed that all 3 coagulants can withstand stretching temperatures in the range o f 50° to
55°C ( 122° to 13 1°F), with Mucor m iehei protease a nd chymos in able to wit hsta nd somewhat hi gher
temperatures. However, stretching at very hi gh curd temperatures(> 75°C ( 167° F)) will inactivate all
3 coagulants.
W h a t Dete rmines th e Am o unt of Residu a l Coagul a nt in Mozza r e lla C heese?
Holm es et. at. (3) showed that the retention o f calf rennet in Cheddar cheese curd was hi ghl y
dependent on the pH of the whey at draining. Lower pH va lues at draining resulted in greater retention
of calf rennet within the cheese curd . However, dra ining pH did not affec t the retention of coagul ants
deri ved from microbi al sources (Mucor pusillus var. Lindt , Mucor miehei).
It is reasonabl e to expect that the amount of coagul ant added to the cheesemilk wi ll also innuence the leve l of residual coagul ant in the final cheese. Thi s has important practi cal implications because it is well known in the industry that the amo unt o f coagulant used to set the vat can be red uced
considerably be low normal recommended levels without adverse ly affecting the cheese making process.
Micketts and O lson (4) successfull y manufactured di rec tl y ac idifi ed Mozzarell a using up to 75 % less
calf rennet than the accepted nonn. Consequentl y. some man ufacturers of Mozzarell a cheese may use
le s coagul ant in order to economi ze . However, it is unclear whether using less coagul ant innuenccs
residu al coag ul ant level in the fina l chee c, proteolysis by the coagu lant d uring ag ing. and deve lopment
of functi onal characteristics such as melt and shred. Therefo re, the objecti ve of o ur study was to dete rmine the impact of reducing the leve l of chymos in by up to 40% of normal usage on composition.
proteolys is and functi onal characteristics of cultured Mozzare ll a cheese.
MATERI ALS AN D MET HODS
C h eesem a kin g
Three 185 kg vats of cultured low moisture, part-s kim Mozzare ll a cheese were made at Corne ll
University on the same day using the same milk and start er, but wi th three different levels of doubl e
strength fermentation -produced chymosin : . I, .08, and .06m l!kg milk , representing I00, 80 , and 60% of
norm al usage. Cheeses were made using the milled curd ·· no-brine" cheesemaking method with a 6.40
draining pH , 4 1°C cooking temperature, 5.25 milling pH . and 57°C stretching temperature, as descri bed
prev io usly (5), with the foll owing modification. The mill ed curds were brie ny washed in water before
dry salt ing to elevate the moisture content of the fin al chee e. Cheesemaking was replica ted on three
diffe rent days as a 3 X 3 Latin square des ign. Cheese samples were vacuum packaged and stored at 4°C
(40°F) until analysis. Samples of each cheese were also sent on ice by overnight express mail to the
University of Vermont for analysis.
C heese Co mposition
T he initi al chem ical compositi on of the cheese was determ ined . Cheese samples were ground in
a blender to obtain a particle size of abo ut 2 to 3 mm . Ground samples were packed in SO ml pl astic
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snap-lid vials, without head pace, to minimize moisture loss from cheese during storage at 4°C (up to 2d prior to ana lysis). Cheese moisture was determined gravimetrically, in quadruplicate by drying 2 g of
cheese at 100°C in a forced air oven (Model OV-490-2, Blue M, Blue Island, IL) for 24 h. Salt content
of cheese was determined by the Volhard method (6) and fat content by Babcock (6) . Total nitrogen was
measured by the Kjeldahl method and converted to protein using a factor of 6.38 (7). Calcium was
determined by complexometric titration with EDTA (8). Cheese pH was measured using a pH electrode
(Xerolyt , model HA405 , Ingold Electrodes, Inc., Wilmington , MA) and an Accument pH meter (Model
915, Fi sher Scientific, Springfield, NJ) .

Proteolysis
Both pH 4.6 acetate buffer soluble nitrogen and 12% TCA sol uble nitrogen content of cheese
were measured at 3. 8, 15, 21, 29, and 50 days of storage at4°C (40°F). All soluble nitrogen values are
ex pres ed a s ~ percentage of the total nitrogen content of the cheese. SDS-PAGE (9) was used to monitor a. and ~-casein breakdown during refrigerated storage. The results are expressed as the amount of
remaining intact a ,-casein and ~casein at various times of refrigerated storage.
Unmelted Cheese Texture
Cheese samples were analyzed for unmelted texture by lnston Texture Profile Analysis (TPA) (I())
at 3. 8. 15, 21. 29. and 50 days of storage at 4°C (40°F).
Cheese Melting Characteristics
Changes in meltability (modified Schreiber test), apparent viscosity (by helical viscometry (II)),
and free oil formation (modified Babcock test ( 12)) were measured at3 , 8, 15, 21 , 29, and 50 days of
storage at 4°C (40°F). Values for apparent viscosity on day 3 were not included in the statistical analyses becau se the measurement were generally off-scale and could only be estimated.
Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed for statistical significance by analysis of variance using the SAS Statistical
Software Package . Treatment effects less than the .OS level of probability were deemed significant.
Results And Discussion
Cheesemaking
Varying the chymosi n level did not re sult in any obvious differences in the cheese making process. All vat were cut at 30 minutes after addition of the coagulant regardless of chymosin level. Curd
firmnes s at cutti ng was not measured in this study. Average fat and protein contents in the milk and
whey for each treatment are shown in Table I. Concentrations of fat and protein in the whey were
virtually identical for all 3 chymosin levels. The resulting cheese curds stretched normally with no
obvious differences among the 3 treatments.
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Cheese Composition
The chemical compositions of cheeses made with different levels of chymosin are compared in
Table 2. There were no detectable differences (P>.OS) in the moisture, fat, total protein, salt, pH , and
calcium contents due to differences in coagulant level. Coagulant level did influence fat on a dry basis
(FDB) (P<.OS), with highest values occurring when chymosin usage was reduced to 80%. The reason
for this difference in FDB is unclear. Mickens and Olson (4) reported that fat recovery in directly
acidified Mozzarella cheese increased when calf rennet was reduced by up to 75%. Chymosin level had
no effect on whey fat level s in thi s study (Table I). Further work is needed to evaluate the impact of
coagulant level on solids recovery and cheese yield.
Proteolysis
Changes in pH 4.6 acetate soluble nitrogen and 12% TCA soluble nitrogen are shown in figures
4 and 5. As shown by numerous researchers, both types of soluble nitrogen increased significantly with
time of refrigerated storage. However, the rate of increase differed significantly (P<.OS) with coagulant
level. Both forms of soluble nitrogen showed the slowest rate of increase in cheeses made with 60%
chymosin level. Average pH 4.6 soluble nitrogen values were similar for 100% and 80% chymosin
cheeses throughout the 50 d storage period, whereas average 12% TCA soluble nitrogen increased more
rapidly in 80% chymosin cheeses than in I 00% chymosin cheeses.
The amount of residual a , and ~-casein during storage are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Resid ual a , -casein decreased with time for all treatments . Coagulant level did not affect changes
in residual a , -casein (P>.05). The amount of residual ~-casein was constant with time, indicating that
little if any proteolysi s of ~-casein occurred during 50 days of storage.
Overall. the impact of reducing chymosin level by up to 40% on proteolysis was initiall y small
but increased wit h storage time. Thus , the practical impact of using reduced levels of chymosin will
probably be greate st for Mozzarella cheese that is held in refrigerated storage for extended periods, such
as retail cheese which may require a refri gerated shelf life of several months.
It shou ld also be noted that the pH of the whey at draining in this study (i.e. , 6.4) was somewhat
higher than the leve ls normally used in commercial practice. As noted earlier, whey pH at draining
influences retention of chymosin by the cheese curd, with greater retention occurring at lower draining
pH. Therefore. the results of thi s stud y are specifi c for the draining conditions used in the se experi ments. It is not known whether the same results would be obtained if cheese making were conducted
using a lower pH at draining .
Unmelted Cheese Texture
Changes in TPA hardness (i.e ., the force in Newtons required to compress the cheese sample by
50%) are shown in Figure 8. Hardness of all cheeses decreased significantly (P<.05) during refri gerated
storage. indicating a progressive softening of the cheese body. There were no detectable differences
(P>.05) in TPA hardness due to the differences in coagulant level.
Changes in TPA springiness (i.e., the rebound height of the cheese sample after being compressed by 50%) are shown in Figure 9. Cheeses became less springy with storage time (P<.05) ; there
were no detectable differences (P>.OS) in TPA springiness due to the differences in coagulant level.
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Cheese Melting Characteristics
Changes in meltability, as assessed by a modified Schreiber test, are compared in Figure I 0.
Thi s test measures the increase in diameter of the cheese sample as it melts and spreads during heating.
Meltability of all cheeses increased (P<.05) with storage time, but there were no signi fi cant differences
(P>.05 ) in meltability due to coagulant level.
Changes in apparent viscosity (by heli cal viscometry) are shown in Figure II. A high apparent
viscosity value typically indicates a tough, elastic melt, whereas a low apparent viscosity value indicates
a softer and more fluid melt . Apparent viscosity decreased significantly (P<.05) with time of storage for
all cheeses, but there were no detectable differences (P>.05) in apparent viscosity due to coagulant level.
Figure 12 shows changes in free oil fonnation , a measure of oiling off, during refrigerated storage. Free oil increased significantly (P<.05) with time. In addition, coagulant level had a significant
effect (P<.05) on free oil, with 60% chymosin chee e showing the lowest levels of free oil throughout
storage. However. the differences in free oil due to coagulant level , though statistically significant, were
small and probably of limited practical imponance.
Conclusions
I . Reducing the level of chymosin by up to 40% had no obvious effect on the cheese making process, no
effect on fa t and protein losses to the whey, and vi nually no effect on general cheese composition.
2. Red ucing the leve l of chymosin resulted in a lower rate of proteolysis as measured by the fonnation
of pH 4.6 acetate soluble nitrogen and 12% TCA soluble nitrogen.
3. Within the abi lity of our analytical methods to distinguish textural differences, reducing the level of
chymos in did not influence unmelted cheese texture during refrigerated storage for 50 days.
4. Reducing the leve l of chymosin did not influence meltability or apparent viscosity during refrigerated
storage for 50 days, but did result in lower free oil. However, reductions in free oil due to chymosin
level were small and probably of limited practical significance.
5. Overall , reducing the level of chymosin by up to 40% had a limited impact on cheese characteristics
over 50 days of refrigerated storage. However, it is expected that the impact wou ld be greater if the
storage period were extended substanti ally beyond 50 days.
6. This study was conducted usi ng a relatively high draining pH (whey pH= 6.4). It is not known
whether the same re ults would be obtained using a lower draining pH.
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TABLE I. Levels of Fat and Total Protein in the Cheese Milk and the Whey From Mozzarella Cheeses
Made with Three Different Levels of Fermentation Produced Chymosin (average of 3 trials).
Coagulant Level
100%

80%

60%

Cheese Milk
% Fat

2.23

2.25

2.25

% Total Protein

3.14

3.14

3.14

% Fat

.2 1

.21

.2 1

% Total Protein

.92

.91

.91
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TABLE 2. Chemical Composition of Mozzarella C heeses Made with Three Different Levels of Fermentation Produced C hymosin (average of 3 trials).
Coagu lantLevel
100%

80%

60%

% Moi sture

45.67

45 .93

45.58

% Fat

2 1.58

2 1.96

21.46

% FDB

39.73

40.61

39.43

% Salt

1.54

1.52

1.57

pH

5.22

5.22

5.24

% Calcium

.769

.767
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TABLE 1.
Levels of Fat and Total Protein in the Cheese Milk and
the Whey From Mozzarella Cheeses Made with Three Different Levels
of Fermentation Produced Chymosin (average of 3 trials).
Coagulant Level
80\

100\

60\

Cheese Milk
\
\

Fat

2.23

2.25

2.25

Total Protein

3.14

3.14

3.14

Whey
\

Fat

.21

.21

. 21

\

Total Protein

.92

.91

.91

TABLE 2.
Chemical Composition of Mozzarella Cheeses Made with
Three Different Levels of Fermentation Produced Chymosin (average
of 3 trials).

100\

Coagulant Level
80\

60\

\

Moisture

45.67

45.93

45.58

\

Fat

21.58

21.96

21.46

\

FOB

39.73

40.61

39.43

\

Salt

1. 54

1.52

1. 57

5.22

5.22

5.24

pH
\ Calcium

.769

.767

58

.793
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Thermal Inactivation of Endothia parasitica Protease
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Contributions of Coagulant, Starter, and Milk Enzymes
to Proteolysis and Browning in Mozzarella Cheese
By
David M. Barbano, Kathy Y. Chu, J . Joseph Yun, and Pau l S. Kindstedt
Nort heast Dairy Foods Research Center
Corne ll Uni versit y, Ithaca, NY, and
University of Vern10nt, Burlington, VT

Abs trac t
Four types of Mozzarella cheese (i.e., contro l, rennet-free, starter-free, and rennet-free, starterfree) were made from the same batch of milk . The cheesemaking was replicated four times each using
d ifferent batches of mil k (total of 16 di fferent cheeses). Changes in proteolys is during 51 d of storage at
4°C were meas ured by pH 4 .6 solubl e nitrogen, 12% TCA soluble nitrogen, and SDS -PAG E. Active
rennet retained in the cheese produced medium to large molecular weight peptides from case in during
re frigerated storage. Starter proteases and peptidases significant ly affected production of low molecular
weight pe pti des. It was necessary to have both coagul ant and starter cultures present to obta in the ex tent
and depth of proteolysis that was observed in control cheese. Endogenous milk proteases contributed
litt le, if any, to the proteolysis of Mozzarella cheese du ring refri gerated storage. Coagul ant had some
effect on .. b" va lue (yellow/b lue) of ba ked Mozzarell a cheese. However, low molec ul ar weight proteo lytic products prod uced by starter enzymes had the most signifi cant impact on overall browning of
baked Mozzare ll a cheese.
In t r oduction
Functional properti es of Mozzare ll a cheese are important in pizza and other prepared foods.
Functional pro perties of Mozzarell a cheese include shredabilit y, me lt ability, stretchabilit y, oi ling-off.
and brow ning characteri stics ( I, 13). To reac h the optimum functi onal properties of Mozzarella cheese,
Mozzare ll a is usually aged for a short peri od of time ( 15 to 35 d) before use. During thi s short peri od of
ag ing, proteolysis of casein continues, cheese tex ture changes, and optimum functional properti es are
developed ( 13).
Sources of P r oteases in C heese
Proteo lyti c enzymes in cheese can come fro m the milk , nonstarter bacteria, starter and the
coag ulant. Eac h of these sources of proteases may or may not contribute to proteolys is during cheese
aging. In addition, the type of proteases or peptidases cont ributed by each source may have di ffe rent
spec ifici ties and produce different types of end prod ucts from milk proteins. Proteolysis will innuence
func tiona l propert ies of the cheeses. Too much proteolysis may produce a cheese that will not shred
very well and m ay have too much liquid characteri stic when melted on the surface of a pi zza. Ryan (22)
indicated th at improper ratio of rod-to-cocc us, espec ia ll y excess rods, m ight cause too much casein
breakdow n and so ft body de fec ts. In cont rast, a cheese with too li tt le proteo lys is may not me lt well and
prod uce a pi zza that is too chewy and to ugh.
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Proteolysis an d Browning
Browning is an important characteristic of Mozzarella cheese during pizza making. Some pizza
makers like the cheese to remain white, wh ile others like li ght brown bli sters of uniform size and distribution on pizza. Nonenzymatic browning (the Maill ard reaction ), that occurs during heating of Mozzare lla cheese, involves a complex set of reactions. oncnzymatic browning occurs in food s which contain reducing sugars and free amino groups usuall y derived from proteolysis prod ucts of prot eins (6).
Browning may be innuenced by the lactose or galactose content of Mozza re ll a cheese ( 12) whi ch
can be affected by several factors including the starte r cultures . Most strains of Lactobacillus
delbrueckii ss p. bulgaricus are unable to ferment galactose, while strains of Lactobacillus ileh•eticus are
able to use ga lactose. Oberg et al. ( 17, 18) detected no difference in cook color of Mozzare ll a cheese
when using different milk-clotting enzymes. However, the cook color did change wi th storage time for
all cheeses. They also found that Mozzarella cheese made using starter cultures increased in brown cook
color with time of refri gerated sto rage, but Mozzarell a made by direct acid addi tion showed littl e brown
cook color and no significant increase of color with time. Ol son et al. (20) stated that the rate of cooling
in Itali an cheese had an impact on the deve lopment of brown color during cooking. Cheese coo led
rapidl y (i.e., 24 h) developed lighter color than the cheese cooled slow ly (i.e .. 50 h).
o one has conducted a study to determine the individual effect of coagul ant , starter, and endogenous milk enzy mes on the changes in proteolysi s and browning characteristi cs of Mozzarell a cheese
during re fri gerated storage. This type of study has been conducted for proteolytic chan ges in Cheddar
( 19) and Gouda (25 , 26) cheese. Thu s, o ur objective was to determine the individual e ffect of coagu lant,
starter, and milk enzymes on browning and the extent , depth , and characteristics o f proteo lys is in Mozzarella cheese during storage at 4°C.

Materials and Meth ods
Experimental Design
From the same batch of skim milk and cream, four types of low-moisture, part -s kim MoZLa re lla cheese
were made . i.e., control, rennet-free (RF), starter-free (S F), and rennet-free starter-free (RFSF) cheeses.
Milk was processed and pasteurized on the first day of the cheesemaking week. Cont ro l a nd RF c1eeses
that contain s tarter cultures were made on one day. and SF and RFS F cheeses that contain no starter
cultures were made on the other day in order to avoid contamination of SF cheeses with starte r bacteria.
C heese making was replicated in four different weeks with separate batches of skim milk and cream each
week. Therefore, a total of sixteen Mozzarella cheeses were made in the experiment.

Cheese making
Control, RF, SF, and RFSF Mozzarell a cheeses were made as described by Chu et al. (8). The
RF cheese was produced by removal of about 30 to 40% of the calc ium from the milk by ion exctunge
prior to add ition of rennet. This allowed the rennet to cleave -casein wit hout clotting the milk . ext
the rennetted milk was pasteurized to inactivate the rennet and then calcium was added back to thr
milk to achi eve a coagul ation. The SF cheese was made by usin g a combination of lacti c acid an
glucono- - lactone as a replacement for the lacti c acid that would have been produced by the culture.
The RFSF cheese was produced using a combination of these two techniques. The contro l cheese was
produced using both starter culture and rennet. Additional precautions were taken to protect all cleeses
from con tamination wi th nonstarter bacteria during cheese making.
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C hemical Analyses
Moisture content of cheese was determined g ravi metrically by drying 2 g of ground cheese at
I 00°C in a forced-air oven (model OV-490A -2; Blue M, Blue Island, IL) for 24 h (2 1). Fat content of
milk (2) and c heese (2 1) were determi ned by Babcock test. Salt content of cheese was dete rmined by
the Volhard method (2 1). Cheese pH was determined by immersing a Xerol yt e lectrode (model HA405;
Ingold Electrode, Willmington, MA) directl y into ground cheese (25 ° C.)
Titratable ac idity of cheese was determined {2) by adding I0 g of cheese to 95 ml of 60°C di stilled water. The mi xture was blended for 30 s, and filtered (Whatman #I ). Twenty fiv e ml of the filtrate
were titrated with . I N NaO H, and the acid content of the cheese was calculated as the percentage of
lactic acid.
Total nitrogen (TN) content of skim milk and cheese was determined by Kjeldahl (2). Noncasein
nitrogen ( CN) in skim milk was determ ined by the Internati onal Dairy Federation method ( II ). All
nitrogen components were multiplied by 6.38 to give the appropriate "protein'' equivalents; CP = 6.38 x
TN. casein= 6.38 x (T - CN).
Ca lci um concentrati on in milk and whey samples was determined using an atomic absorpti on
spec trometer. Ca lcium concentration in cheese was determined by complexometric titration ( 14).
Proteolysis During Refrigerated Storage
The ex tent and depth of proteolysis were monit ored by measuring nitrogen so lubl e in pH 4.6
acetate buffer and 12% TCA, respective ly, for al l the cheeses {2, 5). All pH 4.6 and 12% TCA soluble
nitrogen va lues were expressed as a pe rcent age of TN content of the cheese. An SDS-PAGE method
(23) wi th a 10 to 20% acry lam ide grad ie nt was used to monitor and characteri ze the proteolysis of
a , -caseins and ~-casein during cheese storage.
Microbiological Analys is
Samp les of raw milk , milk after ion exchange (low ca lci um milk) and pasteurized standardized
milk for SF cheesemak ing and RFSF cheesemaking were taken for standard plate count s (S PC) and
yeast and mold counts (2 1). Samples of SF cheese and RFSF cheese were taken after 2, 30, and 51 days
of refrigerated storage.
The nonstarter colonies present in the SPC for SF and RFSF cheeses were picked and streaked a
minimum of 2 times on SPC agar. Iso lates were tent ati ve ly identifi ed into genera by examining colony
and microscop ic morph ology, and by usi ng tests such as catalase and oxidation-fermentation tests (4).
Enumeration of starter bacteria in control and RF cheeses was done by pour plate count using modified
Lee 's agar medium ( 16).
Browning Tes t
A Teflon® coated aluminum pan with 12 round sample we lls (7 em diameter x 3 em high) was
used for the browning test. Ground cheese samples were weighed (20 g) into each sample well in the
pan. This was done in triplicate for each cheese. Ground cheese samples were allowed to warm to room
temperature before heating. The pan containing the samples was put into a preheated forced ai r oven at
I00°C for I h. Cheese samples were cooled to room temperature before color determination. The
melted cheese fused int o a so lid disk that was removed from the sample well.
Co lor was measured usin g a MacBeth Color-Eye spec trophotometer (mode l 2020 PC; Optiview,
Macbeth, Newburgh, NY) that was ca librated by usi ng a whi te ca libration til e. Large area view (25.4
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mm diameter) was used. Cheese samp les were placed in a spec ially designed sample holder and put in
the view port. T hree color indices, .. L" (light/dark). " a" (red/green), and "b" (yellow/b lue) were taken
for each sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
C heese Making Procedures
The mean CP and casein conlent of the skim milk for all cheese making was 3.22% and 2.44%,
respective ly. In an effort to obtain more consistent fat content of final cheeses, milks were standardized
at different fat levels (2. 1%, 2.4%, and 2.2% for contro l, RF and RFSF, and SF cheeses. respectively).
The four cheese types were made as described previous ly (8) . Control cheese con tains the proteases
from coagulant , starter cultures, milk , and non starter bacteria. RF cheese contains proteases from starter
cultures, milk , and nonstarter bacteria. The SF cheese comains proteases from coagulant. milk , and
nonstarter bacteria. RFSF cheese contain s proteases from milk and nonstarter bacteria. T herefore, the
individual e ffects of coagulanl . starter protease; and milk enzymes plus nonstarter bacteria on the proteolysis of Mozzarella cheese during refrigerated storage can be determ ined by comparing the proteolytic changes among the four cheese types .
C heese Compositio n
Cheese moi sture. fat. prote in. pH , titratable acidity, and salt are show n in Tabl e I. It would be
ideal if all four types of cheese had identical chem ica l compos iti on. Howeve r. it wa; very difficult to
control a ll the steps in the four different cheese-makin g proced ure> and thi s could not be achieved.
In our stud y, the moisture content for RF cheese was hi gher th an for other cheeses. Thi• is due to
the poor oyne res is in the RF cheesemaking, as reported previously (8). Visser (24) also expe rienced
slower curd syneres is in RF Gouda cheese making than in nom1a l cheese making. resulting in a higher
moisture conten t in RF Gouda cheese.
Fat loss during cheesemak ing was signifi cant ly higher for RF and RFSF cheeses than control and
SF cheeses and ca used the fat content of these cheese> to be low (Table I). The soft ge l and poor syneres is are the reasons for the larger fat loss. Most of the fat was lost int o the whey. as repon ed previously
(8) . Differences in protein conlent are due to the differences in fat and moisture content of the cheese.
Although there were also some variations in the pH. tit ratable acidity. and salt con tent among the
fou r cheeses, Yun et al. (27) found that for Mozzare ll a cheese pH ranging from 5.09 to 5.27, the rate of
proteolys is was not affected by the final pH of the cheese. The moi sture in the nonfat substance (MNFS )
of the four types of Mozzarella cheese ranged from 55.54% in RFSF cheese to 62.54% in control cheese
(Table I ). The MNFS of 34 commerc ial low moisture part sk im Mozzarella cheese sampl es ranged from
55.47% to 66.38% (3). TheM FS values of all four types of Mozzarella cheese in the present study are
within the range of M FS va lues observed in commercial low moisture part kim Mozzare lla cheese.
Therefore, we felt that the changes in proteolysis during refri gerated storage of o ur cheese would not be
affected greatl y by the diffe rences in the chem ica l composition among the cheeses.
Calcium concentration in cheese milk , whey, and cheese are shown in Tab le 2. The calcium
content of milk for RF and RFSF cheesemaking was higher than for control and SF cheesemaking
because calcium was added to the milk s, after rennet inactivation, to induce coagu lat ion. As expected
from previou s work (8), the whey and cheese from RF and RFSF cheesemakings had hi gher calci um
content than those from control and SF cheesemakings.
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Proteolysis of C h eese During Refrigerated Storage
The nitrogen components soluble in the pH 4.6 acetate buffer include high and medium molecular weight peptides derived from Cis -case ins and i)- casei n, as well as low molecu lar weight peptides and
amino acids (7) . Therefore, pH 4.6 solubl e nitrogen is a good indication of the extent of proteolysis of
cheese. On the other hand , only low molecular weight pept ides and amino acids from the cheese are
soluble in the 12% TCA solution (7). Thus, 12% TCA solubl e prote in is a good indicati on of the depth
of proteolys is in cheese.
In addi tion to indicating the ex tent of proteolysis that has occurred in cheese, SDS-PAGE also
indicates the characteri stics of the proteolysis. Disappearance of the bands for individual caseins and
appearance of proteol ytic products with different molecular we ights are di stinguished easi ly by SDSPAGE.
Milk Enzymes and Nonstarter Bacteria. In o ur experiment , the effect of milk enzymes and
nonstarter bacteria could not be separated si nce the cheeses made were not totally free of non starter
bacteria. However, raw milk quality was good and th e conditio ns of cheesemaki ng were controll ed to
minimize post pasteuri zation bacterial contamin ati on. The SPC of milk did not increase during the ionexchange process , and the SPC were low after pasteurization (less than 500 cfu/ml).
Mean SPC of fresh SF and RFSF cheeses were less than 5,000 cfu/g (Table 3). After 51 d of
refrigerated storage, the mean SPC decreased to < I ,000 cfu/g. Thus, nonstarter bacteria in the cheeses
did not increase in numbers during 51 d of storage at 4°C. At the same time, 4.5 to 6.7 x Io8 cfu/g of
starter bacteria were still viable in RF and control cheese after 5 1 d of storage (Table 3). Most of the
nonstarter bacteria found in SF and RFSF cheeses were either a) gram positive, catalase positi ve, spore
fom1ing rods or b) o ne of two types of gram positive, catalase positive cocci. One type of cocc i could
fennent glucose aerobically onl y, while the other fem1ented glucose both aerobically and anaerobically.
They were tentatively identified as Baci llus, Staphylococcus, and Micrococcus sp. Yeast and mold
cou nts were< I 0/g in both SF and RFSF cheeses.
Proteolysis due to milk enzymes or nonstarter bacteria would be observed in the RFSF cheese.
o degradation of <1.;-caseins or i)-casein was observed by SDS-PAGE for RFSF cheese. The rate of
change of pH 4.6 so luble nitrogen , 12% TCA soluble nitrogen, and as-caseins in RFSF cheese are
shown in Figures I, 2, and 3, respectively. Comparing to the other three cheese types, there was almost
no change in pH 4.6 and 12% TCA soluble nitrogen or as-caseins content of RFSF cheese during
refrigerated sto rage. From the data presented in Figures I, 2, and 3, it is apparent that milk e nzymes
and nonstarter bacteria contributed little, if any, to ei ther the ex tent or depth of proteo lys is during 51 d of
storage of Mozzare ll a cheese at 4°C.
Coagu lant. The nitrogen soluble in pH 4.6 acetate buffer and 12% TCA increased, while intact
Cis-caseins decreased with time of refrigerated storage in control and SF cheeses (Figures I, 2, and 3).
The coagu lant significantly influenced the rate of increase of pH 4.6 and 12% TCA solubl e nitrogen and
degradation of Cis-caseins during refrigerated storage of Mozzarella cheese. Thus, the coagul ant contributed both to the ex tent and depth of proteolys is of Mozzarell a cheese during storage at 4°C.
Creamer (9) indicated that there was rennet activity in the Mozzarell a curd when the curd was
held for 5 min in stretching water at temperatures below 65°C. However, no rennet activity was present
in the curd that had been held for 5 min in water> 70°C. We used 60°C stretching water in our
cheesemaking. Therefore, the presence of rennet activity in Mozzarella cheese is in agreement with the
findi ngs of Creamer (9).
The major casei ns degraded by the coagu lant used in this tudy (i.e., chymosin) were as-caseins.
The ~-casein was not broken down during 5 1 d of 4°C storage for cheese in this study. When chymosin
was used as a coag ulant in a previous study (28), similar resu lts were obtained and are in agreement wi th
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other reports ( I 5, I9, 26). However, in industry it is common to use mi crobial rennets as coagulant for
Mozzarella cheese manufacture instead of chymosin. The breakdown of ~-case in in Mozzare ll a cheese
made with these coagulants can be significant, particularly when Endothia parasitica protease is
used ( I0, 28).
The SF cheese contained proteases from the coagulant, milk , and nonstarter bacteria . Since the
milk proteases and nonstarter bacteria did not contribute to proteolys is as seen from the RFSF cheese,
then the proteolys is observed in the SF cheese (Figures I. 2, and 3) was due to the coagulant.
Starter Bacteria. Proteolysi s that occurred in RF cheese wou ld rellect the contributi on of the
starter culture enzymes. Starter culture significantly inlluenced the rate of changes of pH 4 .6 and I 2%
TCA soluble nitrogen, but had no signifi cant effect on the leve l of intact a , -caseins remaining in Mozzarella cheese during refri gerated storage. Previous reports on other cheeses ( I 9, 25) have indicated that
peptidases from starter bacteria break down the proteolytic products, produced by the acti on of rennet, to
low molecular weight peptides and amino acids. Thus, starter proteases and peptidases contribute to the
depth of proteo lysis. Our results support these conc lu sions.
Most nitrogen containing compounds that dissolve in a I 2% TCA soluti on should also dissohe
in pH 4.6 acetate buffer. Therefore, the difference between pH 4.6 and I 2% TCA soluble nitrogen
would indicate the net amo unt of medium and hi gh molecular weight peptides present in the cheese. No
significant influence of the starter proteases on the difference between pH 4.6 and I 2% TCA olu ble
nitrogen was detected (Figure 4). The change in amount of medium and high molecular weight proteolytic products during 5 I d of storage of RF cheese was about the same as RFSF cheese.
Therefore, starter proteases contributed mainly the depth of the proteolysis in Mozzarella cheese durin g
storage at 4 °C .
Coagulan t/starter Interaction . There was a significant interacti on between coag ulant and starter
cu lture for the production of I 2% TCA soluble nitrogen. This implies that it is necessa ry to have the
proteolytic ac ti on of the coagu lant on case in first, then starter proteases and peptidases break down the
proteolytic products produced by the coagu lant. Neither a,-case in nor ~-casein were degraded by
starter cultures present in RF cheese. In our RF cheese. the starter proteases alone cou ld not produce
changes in I 2 % TCA soluble nitrogen comparable to control cheese (Figure 2). This resu lt is in agreement wi th Visser (25), who reponed that in normal Gouda cheese the acti on of rennet clearly stimul ated
starter peptidases to produce ami no acids and low molecular weight peptides . Thus. it is necessary to
have both enzy mes from coagu lant and starter acti ve in the cheese to achieve the depth of proteolysi ~
observed for the control cheese.
Browning Test
Changes in "a", "b", and '' L" values during 5 I d of storage at 4°C are shown in Fig ures 5, 6, .md
7. respectively. Starter proteases and peptidase in the Mozzarella cheese influenced the changes ofJJI
three color indices ("a", " b", and ''L" va lues) of the melted cheeses. Coagulant also had some effect on
the changes o f "b" value in the cheese (Figure 6). The color of the melted RF cheese (at d 30) was
significantly darker (lower ''L" value) than other three cheeses (Fig ure 7). The low fat content of RF
cheese (Table 1), which caused Jess free oil formation during the heating. might be the reason for the
darker color.
There were significant differences in the changes of •·a·• and ''b" values between cultured cheeses
(control and RF) and direct acid cheeses (SF and RFSF) during the storage at 4°C (Fi gure 5 and 6, and
Table 5). Although SF cheese had a greater ex tent of proteolysis than RF cheese (Fi gure 4), most of the
proteolytic products produced by the acti on of coagul ant in SF cheese were medium to large molecdar
weight peptides. Even with residual lactose present in thi s cheese, the Maillard reacti on and brown ing
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were minimal and resulted in low "a" value for SF cheese. On the other hand , the ex tent of proteolys is
of RF cheese was low (Figure 4). However, most of the proteolytic products in RF cheese were low
molecular weight peptides and amino ac ids produced by the action of starter pept idases (Figure 2). The
combination of low molecular weight compounds with free amino groups and residual ga lactose or
lactose caused ex tensive Maillard browning and high "a" va lue for RF cheese. The difference in browning (i.e. ·'a" value) between these two cheeses (i.e. SF and RF) indicated that the depth of proteolysis
had more impact o n browning of Mozzare ll a cheese upon baking.
Oberg et al. ( 18) reported that Mozza rell a cheese made using proteinase positive strains of starter
cultures showed more browning after cooking than cheese made using proteinase negative strains.
Oberg et al. ( 17, 18) also compared the difference between the cook color of direct acid and cultured
Mozzarella cheeses and found that the direct ac id cheese appeared white, while cultured cheese developed much darker cook colo r. Again, this indicated that not on ly the residual sugar is important for
development of co lor during cooki ng, spec ifi c types of proteolytic products al o influence browning
during cook in g. Our results are in agreement with those of Oberg et al. ( 17, 18).

Co nclus ions
Endogenous milk enzymes contribute lillie, if any, to either the extent or the depth of proteolysis
of Mozzare lla cheese during 51 d of storage at 4° C. Coagu lant contributes greatl y to the ex tent of
proteolysis and is the most important source of proteolytic enzyme for production of med ium to large
molec ular we ight peptides from casein in Mozzare lla cheese durin g storage at 4° C. Starter culture
proteases and pe ptidases contribute greatly to the depth of proteolysis and are most important for production of low molecul ar weight. TCA so lubl e, proteolyt ic products. However, it was necessary to have
both coagulant and starter proteases present to obtain the depth of proteolysis that was observed in
control cheese. The depth of proteolysis has a greater influence on the browning characteristics of
Mozzarella cheese than the ex tent of proteolysis.
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TABLE 1. Average (n=4) chemical composition of the four types of
Mozzarella cheese at 2 d of storage at 4'C.
Cheese Type
Control
Moisture, % 50.37"

RFSF
.65

2.08

.61

1.95

Fat, %

19. 46"

9. 29b

17. 53°

FDB3 ,%

39.18°

20. 55b

3 4. 7 o<

21. 4 Bb

1.06

3.41

Protein, %

25.47"

29.84b

26.72 8

31.4 2b

.54

1.71

5.16 1

5. 27b

5. 1B 1 b

5. 02<

. 03

. 10

. sa•c

. 66c

. 03
. 04

-08
.13

. 06
. 61

. 20
1. 96

TA

4

%

,

Salt, %
S in M5 , %
MNFS, %
o,b,c

4
5
6

SF
49.51°

49.49°
lO.BBb

pH

3

RF
54. 75b

.55"

. 43b

1.33 8

1. 72b

1. 6lb

1.44°

2.65"

3 .15b
60. 38b

3. 25b
60. 02b

55.54c

62.54°

2. go<

Means within same row not sharing same superscripts are
different (E < .05).
Standard error of means: SEM = [(mean square for error)/n] 1n.
Least significant difference at£ <.05.
Fat content on a dry weight basis.
Titratable acidity.
Salt concentration in water phase of cheese .
Moisture in the nonfat substance.
=

TABLE 2. Average (n=4) calcium concentration of milk, whey, and
cheeses for the four types of Mozzarella cheese.
Cheese Type
milk, mg/kg
whey, mg/kg
cheese, %

Control

RF

SF

RFSF

1056. ob

1377. o•
53 4. 5b

l043.5b

1368.3°
602. s•

392. ac
. 670b

4 2 4. o<
. 634b

1.035 8

1. 002°

11.17

36.43

14.66

46.90

.031

.099

•,b,c = Means within same row not sharing same superscripts are
different(£ <.05).
1
standard error of means: SEM = ((mean square for error) /n] 11 z.
z Least significant difference at£ < .05 .
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TABLE 4 . Mean squares and (probability values)
for the influence of different factors on
indices of color changes during 51 d of storage
at 4 · c.
Color Indices 1
Factors

"a" value

"b" value

"L" Value

10"4 )

----------

--------- -

Trial

(X

75 . 88
(. 15)

38.37
( .13)

53 . 36
(. 63)

1131.48.
( < . 01)

1 79.96.
( < . 01)

558.14.
(. 03)

Coagulant

32.1 2
( . 35)

90. n·
(. 04)

75.34
(. 38)

Starter x
coagulant

7. 41
(. 65)

38.63
( . 15)

.59
( .94)

Starter

Error

33.46

15.83

87.81

. 82

.75

.50

R square

•Factor has a significant (£ < . 05) influence.
1

"a" value is a measure of red to green,

"b"

value is a me asure of yellow to blue, and

"L" v alue is a measure of light to dark .

TABLE 3. Mean (and standard deviation) total plate count
(n=4) of the four types of Mozzarella cheese during storage
at 4•c.
Cheese Type
Time of
storage
2 d

Control

RF

SF

----------- - --- (cfuj g) --------------1,100
4,200
NA
NA
(570)

30 d

NA

NA

840
(360)

51 d

RFSF

(3 , 300)
1,100
(930)

6.7Xl0 8

4 . 5xl0 8

600

1,000

( 1. 1Xl0 8 )

(. 8 Xl0 8 )

(320)

(1,000)
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pH 4.6 ACETATE SOLUBLE NITROGEN
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Figure 1. Changes of pH 4.6 soluble nitrogen as a percentage of
total nitrogen during 4 "C storage of the four types of Mozzarella
cheese: control (•), starter-free (0), rennet-free (•), and rennetfree, starter-free (x). SEM (of slopes) = .0 07.

12% TCA SOLUBLE NITROGEN
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Figure 2. Changes of 12% TCA soluble nitrogen as a percentage of
total nitrogen during 4"C storage of the four types of Mozzarella
cheese: control (•), starter-free (0), rennet-free (•), and rennetfree, starter-free (x). SEM (of slopes) = .003.
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Figure 3. Changes of relative percentage of a, 1- p l us a 12 -caseins
during 4'C storage of the four types of Mozzarella cheese: • =
control; control <•l, starter-fr ee (0), rennet-free (•), and
rennet-free, sta r ter-free (x). SEM (of slopes) = .034.

pH 4.6 - 12% TCA SOLUBLE NITROGEN
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Figure 4. Changes of pH 4.6 minus 12% TCA soluble nitrogen as a
percentage of total nitrogen during 4 ' C storage of the four types
of Mozzarella cheese: control (•), starter-free (0), rennet-free
(•), and rennet-free, starter-free (x) . SEM (of slopes) = .006.
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uau VALUE OF BAKED MOZZARELLA
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Figure 5. Changes in "a" value during 4'C storage of the four types
of Mozzarella cheese (positive value is red, negative value is
green): control (•), starter-free (D), rennet-free ( •), and rennetfree, starter-free (x).
SEM (of slopes) = .029.
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Figure 6. Changes in "b" value during 4 • C storage of the four types
of Mozzarella cheese (positive value is yellow, negative value is
blue): control (•), starter-free (D), rennet-free (•), and rennetfree, starter-free (x).
SEM (of slopes) = .020.
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"L" VALUE OF BAKED MOZZARELLA
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Figure 7. Changes in "L" value during 4 • C storage of the four types
of Mozzarella cheese (high value is lighter, low value is darker):
control (•), starter-free (0), rennet-free (•), and rennet-free,
starter-free (x). SEM (of slopes) = .047.
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Specialty Cheese- Perspectives From The Marketplace
Part One
The Distributor and Importer
Jim Sebasti ani
San Francisco Internati onal Cheese Imports

There are many important fac tors and considerations in choosi ng the proper distri butor to handle
your company 's needs - not on ly what YO U need to consider, but also what your potenti a l distribut or
will be look ing for.
Consider your ex penses:
• shipping costs
• time and travel expenses
• debts you will be incurring
• sa lary
It maile rs a lot wh en selling up your pri cing structure
When choos ing a di stributor, get to know the potenti al di stributor's ''hi story'' and territories (is
the end-user sati sfi ed wi th the distributor? Does the distributor cover your target markets?). Furthermore, consider usi ng the distributor's private label: they're more apt to accommodate your needs if you
use their label.
A very important point to remember is to spread your markets - don' t cluster around one area.
If your chosen di stri but or does not cover your entire m arket area, u e more than one. Choose the best
distri butor for one particular area, another distributor fo r another area. Or, you may even consider a
brokerage finn - but choose wise ly. Sadly, there are a lot of ·' middl e-of-the-road" brokers who won 't go
the distance for the ir clients. But there are many who will go much further.
Choose your target c ustomers (retail , foodservice, spec ialty, etc.). Yo u NEED to know who you
will be targeting , so you can make the most of your advertis ing e fforts and , more importantl y, so you can
make the most o f the relationships you' ll be deve lo ping with your cli ents. THEY are your " bread-andbuller" - meet the ir needs.
When you're ca lling on a potenti al di stributor, pl an your presentation thoroughl y. Yo u get onl y
o ne chance to m ake a first impression and you want it to be a good one. Send samples be fore you ca ll
initi ally. Call while your samples are enroute to introd uce yourse lf and your product, menti oning that
samples will be arri ving any day.
When you fin all y get a face-to- face meeting, have customer o rders on-hand . They hate 10 tum
away business! A nd be sure to follow-up regul arly (q uarterl y or more oft en) with distributors. The more
you get involved in TH EIR busi ness, the more they' ll get involved in YOURS .
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Marketing is vital to A Y company. Here are some general and easy suggestions:
• meet the end-user. Customers love to meet the manufacturer, and they can often offer orne -..onderful
in sights.
• offer generous introducto ry disco unts to the end-user. An initial sampling will create int erest. and
introductory discounts may prompt them to try more.
ADVERTISE!
• use colored paper for fl yers/brochures. It "s an eye-catcher.
• attend food shows. They're a great source for making contacts and networking. You may even share a
booth with an end-user, to emphas ize your invol vement with your clients.
• send out LOTS of samples to LOTS of peopl e. obody will know you ex ist if they can 't see your
product.
• get involved in di stributors regul ar promotions (monthl y. quarterl y). Again , the more you're mvolved
with THEM , the more they' ll be involved with YO .
• let your cl ients to ur your fac ility. It increases exci tement and ent husiasm for your product, "Whi le
leav ing a ""lasting image" in their minds. Be conscious of that fact! Make sure your fac il ity meet all
safety and sani tati on standards.
• hire someone to reg ularl y call on your accounts. Even the smallest of companies can' t do everyth ing
witho ut som e help . Your cl ients need to know they won ' t be forgotten as your own company grows. A
fie ld representative hired for spec ifi c areas or acco unts will make your clients fee l more secure using you
as the ir source.
offer di scount s if the client orders when your ll e ld rep is visiting.
Part Two
T he Retailer and Foodservice Operator
Allen Hendricks
AMH Resou rces, Inc.

Mr. Hendricks di sc ussed why spec ialty cheeses are import ant in both market segment s. and
demonstrated how they help enhance im age and pro fit ab ilit y in both operati ons. He began hi s present ati on with a hi stori c ex pl anation of why spec ialty c heeses are im portant to the consumer. lrnmi, rants
coming to the New World were eager to maintain their own traditions and food preferences, wh ich
meant bring ing their cheese " recipes"' with them.
The influ x of immigrant s to vari ous regions in the United States created regional spec ialties
whi ch spread to other areas of the country. Today's " reg ion-spec ifi c"" menu s continue to use specialty
cheeses now produced domesticall y. These domestic reproductions easi ly enhance the im age and profit ability of di shes prepared with pec ialty cheeses.
First, for both the retailer and the foodserv ice operator, domesticall y-produced cheeses mean a
longer shelf life yielding less shrink .
Second, an image is created . For retail thi s means a larger variety is available to the c stomer.
Stores with more variety are apt to get more repeat customers. Better margins mean better profits.
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For foodservice, special ty cheeses provide a special selection of products to the menu that the
establishment can call their "own". Further, the number of menu items which can be prepared is directly
proportional to the number of cheeses available. Again, better margins mean better profi ts.
Third, specialty cheeses create spec ialty dishes out of the ordinary. Imagine the old stand-by
gri lled cheese sand wich, brought to the height s of taste sensation by substituting Dill -fl avored Havart i.
Lastly, all ow ing chefs to "pl ay" with specialty cheeses generates some wonderful new di shes,
leaving the chef feeling good about hi s/her "creation", and increas ing the number of menu items avai lable from the operator.

Part Three
Packaging- What Your Customers Are Looking For
Regi Hise
Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board

Mr. Hi se delivered a presentation on the specia l cons iderations that should be given to the overall
aspects of packaging and marketing spec ialty cheeses. Hi ghli ghted were examp les of new spec ialty
cheeses th at have been successfully introduced.
What does "packaging" constitute? There are several fac tors to consider -

not j ust "the box it

comes in ".

shape and style
• cheese finish (wax, plastic coat, vacuum , etc.)
the box
• infonnation ON the box
• infonnation IN the box
• re-pac k labe ls
First of all , who is your target? Packaging needs may vary depending on your target.
Brokers rely heavi ly on prod uct sell sheets to present to potenti al customers .
• Distributors need sell sheets, product specificati ons, and information on the box.
• Retai lers and Chefs/Operators make use of information 0 the box and I the box.
(i.e.: how an item can best be used for increased sa les)
For example, in retail it is important to consider what type of case are used in the store for
display. ot all size package will fit in all size cases. If your focus is retail , plan your packag ing with
this in mind.
Furthermore, retailers need more than generic informat ion to help sell your product to the consum er. Cook ing or serv ing suggestions, background information about the product , sizes the product is
avai !able in, what kind of tum-around time can be expected, etc. It wou ld be a good idea to visit your
cu tomers personally to find out this information.
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Mr. Hi se al so introduced a new marketing tool deve loped by the Wisconsin Milk M arketi ng
Board, the Wi sconsin Cheesecyclopedia. Thi s new self-directed course was developed to ass ist distribu tors, brokers, retailers, and foodservice operators in the art of buying and selli ng cheese. l nfoma tion
includes: origin , production unique to variety, stand ards of identit y, taste, usage. serving s ugge!tions,
and menu applications. Cheese handling infom1ation includes: receiving. storage, sanitati on. CJ tting
and wrapping, staff training, signage, and merchandising. Product perfonnance is detail ed for fo th hot
and cold applications.
The Study Course package includes 3 video cassettes containing I2 study unit s, a corre!ponding
reference manual. and 6 course workbooks. Unit I expl ains " How to Use Thi s Course" and Hew Cheese
is Made , Graded, and Cl ass ified". Unit 2- I 2 offer spec ific informati on on individu al cheese vtrieties
categorized by degree of hardness. Upon successful completi on of the Study Course and worklook,
participants w ill receive a Certifi cate of Achi evement.
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